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1.0 USER INTERFACE SOFTWARE AND

TECHNIQUES

476   Automating the design and construction of query forms.

Author(s): M.Jayapandian, H.V.Jagadish (Univ. of Michigan,

Ann Arbor, MI, USA).

Journal: IEEE Trans. Knowl. Data Eng. (USA), vol.21, no.10, p.

1389-402 (Oct. 2009) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISSN: 1041-4347, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: One of the simplest ways to query a database is

through a form where a user can fill in relevant information and

obtain desired results by submitting the form. Designing good

forms is a nontrivial manual task, and the designer needs a

sound understanding of both the data organization and the

querying needs. Furthermore, form design usually has conflicting goals: each form should be simple and easy to understand,

while collectively, the interface must support as many queries

as possible. In this paper, we present a framework for generating forms in an automatic and principled way, given a database

and a sample query workload. We design a tunable clustering

algorithm for establishing form structure based on multiple "similar" queries, which includes a mechanism for extending forms

to support future "similar" queries. The algorithm is adaptive and

can incrementally adjust forms to reflect the most current querying trends. We have implemented our form generation system

on a real database and evaluated it on a comprehensive set of

query loads and database schemas. We observe that our system generates a modest number of forms for large and diverse

query loads even after placing a strict bound on form complexity.

(30 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10840464

477   A framework for evaluating the usability of mobile

phones based on multi-level, hierarchical model of usability factors.

Author(s):

Jeongyun Heo (MC Product Planning Strategy

Group, LG Electron., South Korea), Dong-Han Ham, Sanghyun

Park, Chiwon Song, Wan Chul Yoon.

Journal: Interact. Comput. (UK), vol.21, no.4, p.263-75 (Aug.

2009) Publisher: Elsevier Science Ltd., UK Language: English

ISSN: 0953-5438, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: As a mobile phone has various advanced functionalities or features, usability issues are increasingly challenging.

Due to the particular characteristics of a mobile phone, typical

usability evaluation methods and heuristics, most of which are

relevant to a software system, might not effectively be applied

to a mobile phone. Another point to consider is that usability

evaluation activities should help designers find usability problems easily and produce better design solutions. To support

usability practitioners of the mobile phone industry, we propose

a framework for evaluating the usability of a mobile phone,

based on a multi-level, hierarchical model of usability factors, in

an analytic way. The model was developed on the basis of a set

of collected usability problems and our previous study on a conceptual framework for identifying usability impact factors. It has

multi-abstraction levels, each of which considers the usability of

a mobile phone from a particular perspective. As there are goalmeans relationships between adjacent levels, a range of usability issues can be interpreted in a holistic as well as diagnostic

way. Another advantage is that it supports two different types of

evaluation approaches: task-based and interface-based. To

support both evaluation approaches, we developed four sets of

checklists, each of which is concerned, respectively, with taskbased evaluation and three different interface types: logical user

interface (LUI), physical user interface (PUI) and graphical user

interface (GUI). The proposed framework specifies an approach

to quantifying usability so that several usability aspects are collectively measured to give a single score with the use of the

checklists. A small case study was conducted in order to exam© The Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2009



ine the applicability of the framework and to identify the aspects

of the framework to be improved. It showed that it could be a

useful tool for evaluating the usability of a mobile phone. Based

on the case study, we improved the framework in order that usability practitioners can use it more easily and consistently. [All

rights reserved Elsevier]. (59 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10832927

478   Building task based user interfaces with ANSI/CEA

2018.

Author(s): C.Rich (Worcester Polytech. Inst., Worcester, MA,

USA).

Journal: Comput. (USA), vol.42, no.8, p.20-7 (Aug. 2009) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISSN: 0018-9162, Full

text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: The recently approved ANSI/CEA-2018 standard is

motivated by the current usability crisis in computer controlled

electronic products. The standard facilitates a new user interface design methodology that uses a task model at runtime to

guide users. (10 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10840259

479   A tractable hybrid DDN-POMDP approach to affective

dialogue modeling for probabilistic frame-based dialogue systems.

Author(s): A.Nijholt, T.H.Bui, J.Zwiers, M.Poel (Dept. of Comput. Sci., Univ. of Twente, Enschede, Netherlands).

Journal: Nat. Lang. Eng. (UK), vol.15, pt.2, p.273-307 (April

2009) Publisher: Cambridge University Press, UK Language:

English ISSN: 1351-3249, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: We propose a novel approach to developing a tractable affective dialogue model for probabilistic frame-based dialogue systems. The affective dialogue model, based on partially

observable Markov decision process (POMDP) and dynamic

decision network (DDN) techniques, is composed of two main

parts: the slot-level dialogue manager and the global dialogue

manager. It has two new features: (1) being able to deal with a

large number of slots and (2) being able to take into account

some aspects of the user's affective state in deriving the adaptive dialogue strategies. Our implemented prototype dialogue

manager can handle hundreds of slots, where each individual

slot might have hundreds of values. Our approach is illustrated

through a route navigation example in the crisis management

domain. We conducted various experiments to evaluate our approach and to compare it with approximate POMDP techniques

and handcrafted policies. The experimental results showed that

the DDN-POMDP policy outperforms three handcrafted policies

when the user's action error is induced by stress as well as when

the observation error increases. Further, performance of the

one-step look-ahead DDN-POMDP policy after optimizing its internal reward is close to state-of-the-art approximate POMDP

counterparts. (48 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10829982

480   Application of embedded speech interaction based on

HMM in AmI.

Author(s): Gong Xiao-qing (Coll. of Inf. Sci. &amp; Technol., Northwest Univ., Xi'an, China), Ke Su-juan, Li Hui, Hua Qing-yi.

Journal: Comput. Eng. (China), vol.35, no.2, p.200-2 (20 Jan.

2009) Publisher: Editorial Board of Computer Engineering, China Language: Chinese ISSN: 1000-3428

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: One of the main aims of ambient intelligence (AmI) is

to make human interaction with the environment more natural.

The concept of natural human machine interaction in AmI is

embodied through speech recognition technology. In order to

ensure the real-time of the interaction, the system implements

page 1 of 43
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the algorithms by using IP core technology. The experimental

result shows that the system performs well and it is helpful for

the application research of speech recognition technology in

AmI. (6 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10829658

481   Geometric sequence (GS) imaging with Bayesian

smoothing for optical and capacitive imaging sensors.

Author(s):

K.Sengupta, F.Porikli (MERL, Cambridge, MA,

USA).

Editor(s): M.Pantic, J.Cohn, M.Turk, T.S.Huang

Conference: 2009 IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and

Pattern Recognition (CVPR), Miami, FL, USA Conference Date:

20-25 June 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR) Publisher: IEEE,

USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3992-8 Page: p.

90-7, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: In this paper, we introduce a novel technique called

geometric sequence (GS) imaging, specifically for the purpose

of low power and light weight tracking in human computer interface design. The imaging sensor is programmed to capture

the scene with a train of packets, where each packet constitutes

a few images. The delay or the baseline associated with consecutive image pairs in a packet follows a fixed ratio, as in a

geometric sequence. The image pair with shorter baseline or

delay captures fast motion, while the image pair with larger

baseline or delay captures slow motion. Given an image packet,

the motion confidence maps computed from the slow and the

fast image pairs are fused into a single map. Next, we use a

Bayesian update scheme to compute the motion hypotheses

probability map, given the information of prior packets. We estimate the motion from this probability map. The GS imaging

system reliably tracks slow movements as well as fast movements, a feature that is important in realizing applications such

as a touchpad type system. Compared to continuous imaging

with short delay between consecutive pairs, the GS imaging

technique enjoys several advantages. The overall power consumption and the CPU load are significantly low. We present

results in the domain of optical camera based human computer

interface (HCI) applications, as well as for capacitive fingerprint

imaging sensor based touch pad systems. (13 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10836272

482   Walking analysis of a dual-track treadmill using a footplatform locomotion interface.

Author(s):

Jungwon Yoon (Gyeongsang Nat. Univ., Jinju,

South Korea), Jeha Ryu, Jangwoo Park, B.Novandy.

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the Community (ICORR),

Kyoto International Conference Center, Japan Conference

Date: 23-26 June 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International

Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the

Community (ICORR) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3788-7 Page: p.851-6, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: This paper explains fundamental problems of singletrack treadmill walking and analyze an alternative separate dualtrack treadmill for better walking stability, using a foot-platform

locomotion interface. The traditional single-track treadmill can

cause high inertia force to users and possible sickness by excessive centre of body movements because it has the problem

of the asymmetric walking velocity profile of the swing and

stance feet. The treadmill can generate only a constant velocity

for the stance foot during the gait cycle, even though the swing

foot velocity is not constant during the swing phase. On the other

hand, separate dual-track treadmill walking can cancel the

stance foot motion by using the opposite swing foot motion as

a control input and making two foot motions symmetric. Walking

simulations and user evaluations with a foot-platform locomotion interface showed that the symmetric walking with a separate

© The Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2009



dual-track treadmill may be better than the traditional walking in

terms of smoothness, absence of inertia force, and walking stability. (9 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837957

483   Improving software API usability through text analysis: a

case study.

Author(s): R.B.Watson (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA, USA).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Professional Communication Conference (IPCC 2009), Waikiki, HI, USA Conference

Date: 19-22 July 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International Professional Communication Conference (IPCC 2009) Publisher:

IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-4357-4 Page:

7 pp., Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Technical writers who want to be more involved in the

earlier stages of software product development must often find

ways to demonstrate how their skills can benefit the initial design

process. This case study describes how the application of technical communication skills and tools helped improve the usability and clarity of a new application program interface (API) by

performing a text analysis of the API elements. The case study

presents the theory upon which this approach is grounded and

describes how the theory was applied to analyze a specific API.

The paper concludes with a review of how this analysis method

could be transferred to other projects and how the tools used in

this analysis can be applied to benefit the design, development,

and documentation processes of APIs. (15 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10838012

484   Boosting seniors' confidence by enhancing user instructions.

Author(s): N.Loorbach, J.Karreman, M.Steehouder (Univ. of

Twente, Enschede, Netherlands).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Professional Communication Conference (IPCC 2009), Waikiki, HI, USA Conference

Date: 19-22 July 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International Professional Communication Conference (IPCC 2009) Publisher:

IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-4357-4 Page:

7 pp., Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: This paper describes a study on enhancing user instructions to boost seniors' (60 – 70 yrs) confidence in using

instructional texts. We developed one basic and two enhanced

versions of user instructions for a cellular telephone. The first

enhanced version contained control steps - where possible - so

users can check if procedures were performed correctly. The

second enhanced version contained personal stories (both anecdotes and testimonials) that describe how a 68-year-old woman struggled a bit with the instructions, but always succeeded in

reaching her goal. We used the plus-minus method to measure

seniors' reactions to control steps and personal stories in user

instructions. The results show that although control steps do not

particularly stand out in enhanced user instructions, a vast majority of seniors (95%) do value them positively. Personal stories

stood out more than control steps, but were valued positively by

fewer seniors. Still, a majority of 65 percent suggested including

such stories in user instructions. As a next step, we will conduct

an experimental study to test for the individual effects of control

steps and personal stories on seniors' confidence, on their motivation, and on the usability of the user instructions. (21 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10838035

485   Small-screen interface design: where are we? Where do

we go?

Author(s): D.Zimmerman, T.Yohon (Dept. Journalism &amp; Tech.

Commun., Colorado State Univ., Fort Collins, CO, USA).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Professional Communication Conference (IPCC 2009), Waikiki, HI, USA Conference

Date: 19-22 July 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International Propage 2 of 43
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fessional Communication Conference (IPCC 2009) Publisher:

IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-4357-4 Page:

5 pp., Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Cell phones, handheld computers, iPods, and other

small-screen technologies have become ubiquitous with more

and more physical features added annually. Researchers have

used diverse variables to explore usability on small-screen design for cell phones and PDAs, but few researchers have explored presenting Websites on small screens nor have theories

been proposed to guide future research on small-screen interfaces. Our article, a work in progress, coincides with our smallscreen pilot funded by the National Cancer Institute. We provide

a succinct review of the empirical research on small-screen

technology interface and then propose theoretical conceptualizations to guide future research and highlight variables of critical

importance. (26 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10838058

486   Toward natural and efficient human computer interaction.

Author(s): L.Guan (Ryerson Multimedia Res. Lab., Ryerson

Univ., Toronto, ON, Canada), Y.Wang, Y.Tie.

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia

and Expo (ICME), New York, NY, USA Conference Date: 28

June-3 July 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Publication: Proceedings

2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo

(ICME) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-4290-4 Page: p.1560-1, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Effective detection, recognition, interpretation, and

analysis of human physiological and behavioral characteristics

are of fundamental importance in the design and development

of intelligent human computer interaction (HCI) systems. This

paper illustrates the issues and challenges in the design of such

systems through two real examples, emotion recognition and

face detection. In particular, we focus on audiovisual based bimodal emotion recognition, face detection in crowded scene,

and facial fiducial points detection. The integration of these systems is expected to produce more robust and stronger performance, and provide more natural and friendly man-machine

interaction. (2 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10836829

487   Multimodal collaboration and human-computer interaction.

Author(s): Zhengyou Zhang (Microsoft Res., Redmond, WA,

USA).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia

and Expo (ICME), New York, NY, USA Conference Date: 28

June-3 July 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Publication: Proceedings

2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo

(ICME) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-4290-4 Page: p.1596-9, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: The research effort at Microsoft research on multimodal collaboration and human-computer interaction aims at developing tools that allow people across geographically distributed sites to interact collaboratively with immersive experience.

Our prototype systems consist of cameras, displays, speakers,

microphones, computer controllable lights, and/or input devices

such as touch sensitive surface, stylus, keyboard, and mouse.

They require real-time processing a huge amount of data, such

as foreground-background substraction, region-of-interest extraction, color estimation and correction, speaker detection,

stereo matching, 3D reconstruction and rendering, without mentioning audio and video encoding and decoding possibly involving multiple microphones and cameras. Some of the processing

can be easily parallelizable through general-purpose computation on graphics processing units (GPGPU) or on a multi-core

processor machine, while others are not so trivial. In this ex© The Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2009



tended summary, the author describe two projects: Visual echo

cancellation in shared tele-collaborative space, and distributed

meeting capture and broadcasting system. During the talk, the

author will also present two recent projects: personal telepresence station and situated interaction. (4 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10836845

488   Heading toward to the natural way of human-machine

interaction: the NIMITEK project.

Author(s): B.Vlasenko, A.Wendemuth (Cognitive Syst., Ottovon-Guericke Univ., Magdeburg, Germany).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia

and Expo (ICME), New York, NY, USA Conference Date: 28

June-3 July 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Publication: Proceedings

2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo

(ICME) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-4290-4 Page: p.950-3, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Spoken human-machine interaction supported by

state-of-the-art dialog systems is becoming a standard technology. A lot of effort was invested for this kind of artificial communication interface. But still the spoken dialog systems (SDS) are

not able to provide for the user a natural way of communication.

Because, existing automated dialog system do not dedicate

enough attention to problems in the interaction related to affected user behavior. This paper addresses some aspects of design

and implementation of user behavior models in dialog systems

aimed to provide naturalness of human-machine interaction. We

discuss a viable integration technique of speech based emotion

classification in SDS for robust affected automatic speech recognition and user emotion correlated dialog strategy. First of all,

we describe existing methods of emotion recognition within

speech and affected speech adapted ASR methods. Second,

we introduce an approach to achieve emotion adaptive dialog

management in human-machine interaction. A multimodal human-machine interaction system with integrated user behavior

model is created within the project “Neurobiologically Inspired,

Multimodal Intention Recognition for Technical Communication

Systems” (NIMITEK). Currently NIMITEK provides a technical

demonstrator to study these principles in a dedicated prototypical task, namely solving the game Towers of Hanoi. In this

paper, we will describe the general approach NIMITEK takes to

emotional man-machine interactions. (10 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837142

489   Personalization of XML content browsing based on user

preferences.

Author(s): B.Encelle, N.Baptiste-Jessel, F.Sedes (Generalized

Inf. Syst., IRIT-Univ. Paul Sabatier, Toulouse, France).

Journal: J. Acess Serv. (USA), vol.6, no.1-2, p.193-214

(2009) Publisher: Haworth Information Press, USA Language:

English ISSN: 1536-7967, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: Personalization of user interfaces for browsing content is a key concept to ensure content accessibility. In this

direction, we introduce concepts that result in the generation of

personalized multimodal user interfaces for browsing XML content. User requirements concerning the browsing of a specific

content type can be specified by means of user-friendly description languages. According to these specifications, transformation rules are generated and applied to content to produce

personalized user interfaces for browsing the content. With the

emergence of the semantic Web and connected XML applications, such customized multimodal user interfaces can be helpful to many kinds of users, especially to individuals with various

types of impairment. (27 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10829875
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490   Cognitive-compatible human-machine interfaces by

combining ecological interface design and object-oriented programming.

Author(s):

S.Odeh (Dept. of Comput. Eng., Al-Quds Univ.,

Jerusalem, Palestinian Authority).

Journal: Int. J. Online Eng. (Austria), vol.3, no.1, 13 pp.

(2009) Publisher: International Association of Online Engineering, Austria Language: English ISSN: 1861-2121, Journal Website

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: Most of human-machine interfaces (HMIs) for process

control disseminated in the industry are mostly technique oriented and don't reflect operators' needs. This approach tries to

compensate this lack through offering user- oriented interfaces

characterized as cognitive compatible. If HMIs have to be cognitive compatible, then designers should take various cognitive

objects such as reasoning, memory and knowledge into account. The ecological interface design (EID) offers a well founded methodology for designing HMIs because, on the one hand,

the internal physical behavior of the technical system will be exposed through the interface; and, on the other, a harmonic and

an effective interaction between operators and machines will be

achieved. This kind of interaction is to see as the positive result

of utilizing the physical and functional characteristics of the

technical system as design inputs. Additionally, EID is oriented

to the three human behavior levels: the skill, rule and knowledge

based levels known as the human information processing. In

order to obtain cognitive compatible HMIs constructed of EID

objects, a suitable means like the object-oriented programming

(OOP) in combination with a powerful development tool such as

the Visual Studio .NET Integrated Development Environment

(IDE) is needed. As OOP is based on nouns and reflects how

the real world is perceived, it disburdens developers in translating their design ideas and models into computer applications.

(28 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10832726

491   A case study: file access privacy control using filter hook

driver.

Author(s):

A.He (Univ. of Aizu, Aizu-Wakamatsu, Japan),

T.Ohdaira.

Editor(s): Xiaofei Liao, Hai Jin, Ran Zheng, Deqing Zou

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Symposium on Parallel

and Distributed Processing with Applications (ISPA), Chengdu,

China Conference Date: 9-12 Aug. 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE

International Symposium on Parallel and Distributed Processing

with Applications (ISPA) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3747-4 Page: p.488-93, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Sandbox security model is extremely useful for secure

execution of untrusted applications. Many sandbox model

based security systems proposed so far provide security by intercepting system calls invoked by applications and controlling

their execution. However, a problem in existing sandbox based

systems is the amount of overhead required for security checks

performed after system call interception. In addition, it is difficult

for computer novices to manage their security systems because

the system settings are complex. In this paper, a function was

proposed and implemented to monitor only the file access in

Microsoft Windows environment. Test result shows that this

function could protect files from unallowed access and then

minimize the overhead of application execution time. (18 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10834588

492   Bloumail: an interactive tool for blocking spam at the

originator.

Author(s): G.Dini, I.S.La Porta (Dept. of Ing. della Inf.: Elettron.,

Inf., Telecomun., Univ. of Pisa, Pisa, Italy).

Conference: 2009 IEEE Symposium on Computers and Communications (ISCC), Sousse, Tunisia Conference Date: 5-8 July

2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE Symposium on Computers and

© The Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2009



Communications (ISCC) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-4672-8 Page: p.325-8, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: In this paper we present Bloumail, a tool for detecting

bot-generated spam. Bloumail operates, at the user-side on single user's email streams, handles reduced user-specific email

traffic, and thus is able to effectively detect spam in real-time.

Sometimes Bloumail requires user intervention. However, by

properly training it, such an intervention can be kept at minimum.

(9 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10839927

493   FlexFS: transparent resilience for GRID storage resources.

Author(s):

V.Kriakov (NYU-Polytech. Inst., Brooklyn, NY,

USA), A.Delis, K.Tsakalozos.

Conference: 2009 International Symposium on Autonomous

Decentralized Systems (ISADS), Athens, Greece Conference

Date: 23-25 March 2009 Publication: 2009 International Symposium on Autonomous Decentralized Systems (ISADS) Publisher:

IEEE,

USA

Language:

English

ISBN:

978-1-4244-4327-7 Page: 8 pp., Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Existing GRID infrastructures rely on explicit user instructions in order to replicate files for the purposes of resiliency.

This human-intensive process is inefficient, error prone and,

more importantly, makes file replication in GRIDs a cumbersome task. To address this problem, we introduce FlexFS – a

fully automated file-system framework that seamlessly plugs into existing GRID structures providing automated file replication

and transparent-to-user resilience. FlexFS breaks apart files into blocks and injects resilient information into these blocks

through the use of Forward Erasure Correction codes. FlexFS

employs a number of methods that facilitate the automated storage and efficient retrieval of the blocks in order to provide I/O

throughput similar to that of local hard disks, all in the face of

ever-changing utilization and availability of the GRID resources.

Compared to currently available GRID replication schemes,

FlexFS attains 15% to 230% higher throughput, both for reading

and writing files. (29 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10840127

494   Communicating mathematics via pen-based interfaces.

Author(s):

E.Smirnova, S.M.Watt (Ontario Res. Centre for

Comput. Algebra, Univ. of Western Ontario, London, ON, Canada).

Conference: 2008 10th International Symposium on Symbolic

and Numeric Algorithms for Scientific Computing (SYNASC

2008), Timisoara, Romania Conference Date: 26-29 Sept.

2008 Publication: 2008 10th International Symposium on Symbolic and Numeric Algorithms for Scientific Computing (SYNASC 2008) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-0-7695-3523-4 Page: p.9-18, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: We address the question of how to organize penbased interfaces for mathematical software systems, both for

computational mathematics packages and document processing software. Our architecture includes components for ink collection, mathematically-oriented recognizers, portability support

and interfaces to applications. We summarize aspects of mathematical handwriting recognition and discuss the methods we

have used for individual character recognition and overall expression analysis. We present our pen-based computing environment, Mathink, and give an overview of facilities for training,

ink annotation, and testing. (34 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10834778
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1.1 Graphical user interfaces

495   Error prevention in online forms: use color instead of asterisks to mark required-fields.

Author(s): S.L.Pauwels, C.Hubscher, S.Leuthold, J.A.BargasAvila, K.Opwis (Dept. of Cognitive Psychol. &amp; Methodology,

Univ. of Basel, Basel, Switzerland).

Journal: Interact. Comput. (UK), vol.21, no.4, p.257-62 (Aug.

2009) Publisher: Elsevier Science Ltd., UK Language: English

ISSN: 0953-5438, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: In this study, a simple but important user interface

design choice is examined: when marking required-fields in online forms, should GUI designers stick with the often used

asterisk that many form design guidelines cite as the de-facto

web standard, or should they choose a colored background as

a new design solution to visually signal which input fields are

required? An experiment with 24 participants was conducted to

test the hypotheses that efficiency, effectiveness and satisfaction ratings of colored required-fields exceed those of asteriskmarked required-fields. Results indicate that colored required

field marking leads to fewer errors, faster form fill-out and higher

user satisfaction. [All rights reserved Elsevier]. (20 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10832926

496   The SCADA challenge: securing critical infrastructure.

Author(s): S.Gold.

Journal: Netw. Secur. (UK), vol.2009, no.8, p.18-20 (Aug.

2009) Publisher: Elsevier Advanced Technology, UK Language:

English ISSN: 1353-4858, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: With Microsoft about to unleash Windows 7, the tiny

number of companies still using legacy Windows 98 systems

and software is almost certainly going to dwindle still further. It

may come as a surprise that there are organisations still using

Windows 98 at all. In fact, this is generally limited to one sector

- utilities. And paradoxically, this obsolete operating system

supports some highly critical operations. [All rights reserved

Elsevier].

Inspec No.: 10833600

497   Natural and implicit interaction systems.

Author(s): M.Chu (Palo Alto Res. Center, Palo Alto, CA, USA).

Journal: Comput. (USA), vol.42, no.8, p.109-11 (Aug. 2009)

Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISSN: 0018-9162,

Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: A responsive mirror system lets shoppers visually

compare multiple clothing items side by side without changing

their behavior.

Inspec No.: 10840269

498   Irena: tool suite for modeling and analysis of small-angle

scattering.

Author(s):

J.Ilavsky, P.R.Jemian (Adv. Photon Source, Argonne Nat. Lab., Argonne, IL, USA).

Journal: J. Appl. Crystallogr. (Denmark), vol.42, no.2, p.21-7

(April 2009) Publisher: Munksgaard International Publishers,

Denmark Language: English ISSN: 0021-8898, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: Irena, a tool suite for analysis of both X-ray and neutron small-angle scattering (SAS) data within the commercial

Igor Pro application, brings together a comprehensive suite of

tools useful for investigations in materials science, physics,

chemistry, polymer science and other fields. In addition to Guinier and Porod fits, the suite combines a variety of advanced SAS

data evaluation tools for the modeling of size distribution in the

dilute limit using maximum entropy and other methods, dilute
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limit small-angle scattering from multiple non-interacting populations of scatterers, the pair-distance distribution function, a

unified fit, the Debye-Bueche model, the reflectivity (X-ray and

neutron) using Parratt's formalism, and small-angle diffraction.

There are also a number of support tools, such as a data import/

export tool supporting a broad sampling of common data formats, a data modification tool, a presentation-quality graphics

tool optimized for small-angle scattering data, and a neutron and

X-ray scattering contrast calculator. These tools are brought together into one suite with consistent interfaces and functionality.

The suite allows robust automated note recording and saving of

parameters during export. (70 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10831060

499   VirGO: a Visual Browser for the ESO science archive

facility.

Author(s): E.Hatziminaoglou, F.Chereau.

Journal: Messenger (Germany), no.135, p.46-8 (March 2009)

Publisher: ESO, Germany Language: English ISSN: 0722-6691

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: VirGO is the next generation Visual Browser for the

ESO Science Archive Facility (SAF) developed in the Virtual

Observatory Project Office. VirGO enables astronomers to discover and select data easily from millions of observations in a

visual and intuitive way. It allows real-time access and the

graphical display of a large number of observations by showing

instrumental footprints and image previews, as well as their selection and filtering for subsequent download from the ESO SAF

web interface. It also permits the loading of external FITS files

or VOTa- bles, as well as the superposition of Digitized Sky

Survey images to be used as background. All data interfaces

are based on Virtual Observatory (VO) standards that allow access to images and spectra from external data centres, and

interaction with the ESO SAF web interface or any other VO

applications. (5 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10832386

500   Emotion-spectrum response to form and color: implications for usability.

Author(s): A.Manning (Brigham Young Univ., Provo, UT, USA),

N.Amare.

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Professional Communication Conference (IPCC 2009), Waikiki, HI, USA Conference

Date: 19-22 July 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International Professional Communication Conference (IPCC 2009) Publisher:

IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-4357-4 Page:

9 pp., Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Previous empirical studies have shown consistent

emotional responses to form and color, across a variety of contexts and especially across cultures. What varies across contexts and cultures is evaluation of the color/form/emotion

response. For example, both the color red and jagged, high

contrast forms consistently evoke one emotional response neutrally described as agitation or activation, a response evaluated

negatively as anger or positively as excitement. Standard taxonomies of emotion do not consistently distinguish between the

positive/negative evaluation of an emotion (e.g. committed/obsessed) and its raw quality (e.g. focused). Consequently, the

consistent relationships between form/color and emotion have

been obscured. We propose a new model of emotional response that treats color/form triggers of emotion quality separately from triggers of emotion evaluation. This new model

identifies a spectrum of emotional quality (agitated-stimulatedamused-rested-focused-organized-concerned) generally parallel to the familiar color spectrum (red-orange-yellow-green-blueindigo-violet). With this model, we can demonstrate a stable

emotion-spectrum response in a population of viewers, to any

given combination of form and color. This paper will report on

empirical tests of this emotion spectrum model and discuss impage 5 of 43
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plications for usability testing of visual information designs. (12

refs.)

Inspec No.: 10838033

501   GUI path oriented test case generation.

Author(s): I.Alsmadi, K.Magel (Dept. of Comput. Sci., North

Dakota State Univ., Fargo, ND, USA).

Editor(s): D.A.Karras, Darning Wei, J.Zendulka

Conference: 2007 International Conference on Software Engineering Theory and Practice (SEPT-07), Orlando, FL, USA

Conference Date: 9-12 July 2007 Publication: 2007 International Conference on Software Engineering Theory and Practice

(SEPT-07) Publisher: ISRST, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-0-9727412-6-2 Page: p.21-8

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Testing software manually is a labor intensive and

expensive process. Efficient automated testing can significantly

reduce the overall cost of software development and maintenance. Graphical user interface (GUI) code has some characteristics that distinguish it from the rest of the project code.

Generating test cases from the GUI code requires different algorithms from those usually applied in test case generation. We

developed several GUI test generation automated algorithms

that do not need user involvement except in defining the test

inputs and pre condition. The generated test cases are used as

input to test execution. The test cases are generated from an

XML GUI model or tree that represents the GUI structure. This

work contributes to the goal of developing a fully automates GUI

test framework using the data model approach. (16 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10840283



1.2 Natural language processing

502   Reducing working memory load in spoken dialogue systems.

Author(s): M.Wolters (Centre for Speech Technol. Res., Univ.

of Edinburgh, Edinburgh, UK), K.Georgila, J.D.Moore, R.H.Logie, S.E.MacPherson, M.Watson.

Journal: Interact. Comput. (UK), vol.21, no.4, p.276-87 (Aug.

2009) Publisher: Elsevier Science Ltd., UK Language: English

ISSN: 0953-5438, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: We evaluated two strategies for alleviating working

memory load for users of voice interfaces: presenting fewer options per turn and providing confirmations. Forty-eight users

booked appointments using nine different dialogue systems,

which varied in the number of options presented and the confirmation strategy used. Participants also performed four cognitive tests and rated the usability of each dialogue system on a

standardised questionnaire. When systems presented more options per turn and avoided explicit confirmation subdialogues,

both older and younger users booked appointments more quickly without compromising task success. Users with lower information processing speed were less likely to remember all

relevant aspects of the appointment. Working memory span did

not affect appointment recall. Older users were slightly less satisfied with the dialogue systems than younger users. We conclude that the number of options is less important than an

accurate assessment of the actual cognitive demands of the

task at hand. [All rights reserved Elsevier]. (101 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10832928

503   A semantic scattering model for the automatic interpretation of English genitives.

Author(s): D.Moldovan, A.Badulescu (Lymba Corp., Richardson, TX, USA).

Journal: Nat. Lang. Eng. (UK), vol.15, pt.2, p.215-39 (April

2009) Publisher: Cambridge University Press, UK Language:

English ISSN: 1351-3249, Full text
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Document type: Journal article

Abstract: An important problem in knowledge discovery from

text is the automatic extraction of semantic relations. This paper

addresses the automatic classification of the semantic relations

expressed by English genitives. A learning model is introduced

based on the statistical analysis of the distribution of genitives'

semantic relations in a corpus. The semantic and contextual

features of the genitive's noun phrase constituents play a key

role in the identification of the semantic relation. The algorithm

was trained and tested on a corpus of approximately 20,000

sentences and achieved an f-measure of 79.80 per cent for ofgenitives, far better than the 40.60 per cent obtained using a

Decision Trees algorithm, the 50.55 per cent obtained using a

Naive Bayes algorithm, or the 72.13 per cent obtained using a

Support Vector Machines algorithm on the same corpus using

the same features. The results were similar for s-genitives:

78.45 per cent using Semantic Scattering, 47.00 per cent using

Decision Trees, 43.70 per cent using Naive Bayes, and 70.32

per cent using a Support Vector Machines algorithm. The results

demonstrate the importance of word sense disambiguation and

semantic generalization/specialization for this task. They also

demonstrate that different patterns (in our case the two types of

genitive constructions) encode different semantic information

and should be treated differently in the sense that different models should be built for different patterns. (51 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10829980

504   Adapting SVM for data sparseness and imbalance: a

case study in information extraction.

Author(s): H.Cunningham, Yaoyong Li, K.Bontcheva (Dept. of

Comput. Sci., Univ. of Sheffield, Sheffield, UK).

Journal: Nat. Lang. Eng. (UK), vol.15, pt.2, p.241-71 (April

2009) Publisher: Cambridge University Press, UK Language:

English ISSN: 1351-3249, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: Support Vector Machines (SVM) have been used

successfully in many Natural Language Processing (NLP)

tasks. The novel contribution of this paper is in investigating two

techniques for making SVM more suitable for language learning

tasks. Firstly, we propose an SVM with uneven margins

(SVMUM) model to deal with the problem of imbalanced training

data. Secondly, SVM active learning is employed in order to alleviate the difficulty in obtaining labelled training data. The algorithms are presented and evaluated on several Information

Extraction (IE) tasks, where they achieved better performance

than the standard SVM and the SVM with passive learning, respectively. Moreover, by combining SVMUM with the active

learning algorithm, we achieve the best reported results on the

seminars and jobs corpora, which are benchmark data sets

used for evaluation and comparison of machine learning algorithms for IE. In addition, we also evaluate the token based

classification framework for IE with three different entity tagging

schemes. In comparison to previous methods dealing with the

same problems, our methods are both effective and efficient,

which are valuable features for real-world applications. Due to

the similarity in the formulation of the learning problem for IE and

for other NLP tasks, the two techniques are likely to be beneficial

in a wide range of applications. (58 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10829981

505   Children's emotional norms for 600 French words.

Author(s): C.Monnier, A.Syssau (Univ. Paul Valery, Montpellier, France).

Journal: Behav. Res. Meth. (USA), vol.41, no.1, p.213-19 (Feb.

2009) Publisher: Psychonomic Society Publications, USA Language: English ISSN: 1554-351X, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: The present study provides a French child database

containing a large coipus of words (N = 600) that were rated on

emotional valence (positive, neutral, and negative) by French

children differing in both age (5, 7, and 9 years old) and sex (girls
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and boys). Good response reliability was observed iin each of

the three age groups. The results showed some age differences

in the children's ratings. With increasing; age, the percentage of

words rated positive decreased, whereas the percentage of

neutral words increased and the percentage of negative words

remained stable. Our study did not reveal marked differences

across sex groups. The database compiled here should become

a useful tool for experimental studies in which verbal material is

used with children. It would be worthwhile in future research to

study how children process emotional words and also to control

the emotional variable in the same way as other linguistic variables in the experimental design. The norms from this study may

be downloaded from brm.psychonomic-journals.org/content/

supplemental. (35 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10829840

506   Automatic Chinese sentiment word extraction based on

maximum entropy.

Author(s): Si Li, Hui He, Wei-Ran Xu, Jun Guo (Sch. of Inf. &amp;

Commun. Eng., Beijing Univ. of Posts &amp; Telecommun., Beijing,

China).

Conference: 2009 International Conference on Wavelet Analysis and Pattern Recognition (ICWAPR), Baoding, China Conference Date: 12-15 July 2009 Publication: 2009 International

Conference on Wavelet Analysis and Pattern Recognition (ICWAPR) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-3728-3 Page: p.437-41, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: In recent years, sentiment analysis has become a hot

topic in the study of natural language processing. Methods of

machine learning are widely used to the sentiment analysis. This

paper presents an approach for Chinese sentiment analysis at

phrase-level. A LMR template is designed to tag word features,

like position, orientation, part of speech (POS), and so on. Then,

maximum entropy (ME) model is employed to extract sentiment

words. Parts of the first Chinese Opinion Analysis Evaluation

(COAE2008) corpus are used in evaluation. Experimental results show that ME model with LMR template can achieve a

good performance. (10 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10835458

507   Intonation description language for the prosodic control

in a TtS system for Romanian.

Author(s): D.Jitca, V.Apopei (Inst. of Comput. Sci., Romanian

Acad., Iasi, Romania), M.Jitca.

Conference: 2009 International Symposium on Signals, Circuits

and Systems - ISSCS 2009, Iasi, Romania Conference Date:

9-10 July 2009 Publication: 2009 International Symposium on

Signals, Circuits and Systems - ISSCS 2009 Publisher: IEEE,

USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3785-6 Page: 4 pp.,

Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: This paper presents an intonation description language for the prosodic control implementation into a TtS system

for Romanian. The prosodic description implies the decomposing of the F0 contours into of functional elementary melodic

contours sequences. In our view the accentual units are considered as elementary melodic contours because they contain

elementary tonal contrasts to which labels with communicative

signification may be assigned. After the label set presentation

from the third section, in the fourth section we exemplify how our

description language could be used to annotate and generate

the F0 contours. (6 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10835491

508   Chinese sentence similarity based on multi-feature combination.

Author(s): Yi Liu, Qiang Liu (Sch. of Software, Tsinghua Univ.,

Beijing, China).

Conference: 2009 WRI Global Congress on Intelligent Systems

(GCIS), Xiamen, China Conference Date: 19-21 May 2009 Pub© The Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2009



lication: 2009 WRI Global Congress on Intelligent Systems

(GCIS) Part: vol.3 Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English

ISBN: 978-0-7695-3571-5 Page: p.14-19, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: The Chinese sentence similarity computation has

been used widely in the field of Chinese information processing.

Many methods have been proposed to measure the similarity of

Chinese sentences, but they focus mainly on one or two features, e.g. words, structure or semantic information and so on.

The accuracy of these methods is usually lower. In this paper,

we present a new approach to compute the similarity of Chinese

sentences based on multi-feature combination. This method

defines the key features in similarity computation and then combines their contribution to obtain the sentence similarity. Experiments show that this method has higher accuracy in Chinese

sentence similarity computation. (16 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10838892

509   The directionality of phonological and syntagmatic lexical errors in Mandarin Chinese.

Author(s): Chen Huei-ying (Nat. Chengchi Univ., Taipei, Taiwan).

Editor(s): D.A.Karras, Chunping Li, Z.Majkic, S.R.M.Prasanna

Conference: 2007 International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Pattern Recognition (AIPR-07), Orlando, FL, USA

Conference Date: 9-12 July 2007 Publication: Proceedings of

the 2007 International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and

Pattern Recognition (AIPR-07) Publisher: ISRST, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-0-97274-123-1 Page: p.9-16

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: The present paper aims to examine the directionality

of phonological and lexical errors in Mandarin Chinese by looking at 1,600 slips of tongues. It has found that anticipations were

prominent in lexical errors and perseverations were supreme in

phonological errors. Such a discrepancy may be due to the preplanning behavior and the influence of perseverative tone-rules.

The data suggests that a spreading activation model will provide

a better explanation in accounting for the directionality issue. (18

refs.)

Inspec No.: 10834712



1.3 User modelling

510   Collaborative feature-combination recommender exploiting explicit and implicit user feedback.

Author(s): M.Zanker, M.Jessenitschnig (Intell. Syst. &amp; Bus. Inf.

Res. Group, Univ. Klagenfurt, Klagenfurt, Austria).

Editor(s): B.Hofreiter, H.Werthner

Conference: 2009 IEEE Conference on Commerce and Enterprise Computing, Vienna, Austria Conference Date: 20-23 July

2009 Sponsor(s): Vienna Univ. Technol. Publication: 2009 IEEE

Conference on Commerce and Enterprise Computing Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3755-9

Page: p.49-56, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Collaborative filtering (CF) is currently the most popular technique used in commercial recommender systems. Algorithms of this type derive personalized product propositions

for customers by exploiting statistics derived from vast amounts

of transaction data.Traditionally, basic CF algorithms have exploited a single category of ratings despite the fact that on many

platforms a variety of different forms of user feedback are available for personalization and recommendation. In this paper we

explore a collaborative feature-combination algorithm that concurrently exploits multiple aspects of the user model like click

stream data, sales transactions and explicit user requirements

to overcome some known short comings of CF like the cold-start

problem for new users. We validate our contribution by evaluating it against the standard user-to-user CF algorithm using a
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dataset from a commercial Web shop. Evaluation results indicate considerable improvements in terms of user coverage and

accuracy. (25 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10839196

511   Web knowledge management system based on user

model.

Author(s): Yaoming Luo, Fengxiang Cao (JiangXi Electr. Power Corportion, Nanchang, China).

Editor(s): R.Qiu, Hui Zhao

Conference: 2009 WASE International Conference on Information Engineering (ICIE), Taiyuan, Chanxi, China Conference

Date: 10-11 July 2009 Sponsor(s): World Assoc. Sci. Eng. Publication: 2009 WASE International Conference on Information

Engineering (ICIE) Part: vol.1 Publisher: IEEE, USA Language:

English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3679-8 Page: p.552-6, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Based on analysis of the implications of knowledge

management and knowledge management system (KMS), an

architecture of Web knowledge management system based on

user model is presented. To realize knowledge sharing and

knowledge recommendation, User model is applied the architecture, which describe user's interests, skill and task-relevant

information need and is learning by genetic algorithms. The architecture is implemented through three tiers which is data layer,

core integration layer and front-end application layer. It was

helpful to set up user-centered Web knowledge management

system and realize sharing knowledge and recommending taskrelevant knowledge among users. (11 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10839357



1.4 Psychological aspects

512   Design contribution square.

Author(s): T.Keinonen (Sch. of Design, Univ. of Art &amp; Design

Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland).

Journal: Adv. Eng. Informat. (UK), vol.23, no.2, p.142-8 (April

2009) Publisher: Elsevier Science Ltd., UK Language: English

ISSN: 1474-0346, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: During the last couple of decades a remarkable number of human centered design (HCD) approaches have been

introduced. Understanding the differences between more traditional methods and emerging creative approaches has become

a non-trivial challenge for practitioners. This article outlines a

framework, design contribution square (DCS), for organizing

human centered design approaches and assisting in identifying

their characteristics. The square is based on the amount of proactive initiative users and/or designers show in design collaboration. The article presents activity scales describing the

participants’ design contribution from inactive to proactive, constructs the DCS framework, and positions several human centered design approaches on the framework. It will be shown that

a mapping based on the participants’ initiative is capable of explicating essential differences between HCD approaches, and

consequently, is a feasible tool for planning HCD projects and

competence development with human centered approaches.

[All rights reserved Elsevier]. (56 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10829474

513   Application of psychological experimental software Presentation.

Author(s): Feng Cheng-zhi (Inst. of Psychol., Soochow Univ.,

Suzhou, China), Jia Feng-qin.

Journal: Res. Explor. Lab. (China), vol.28, no.4, p.53-5, 136

(April 2009) Publisher: Shanghai Jiaotong University Press,

China Language: Chinese ISSN: 1006-7167

Document type: Journal article
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Abstract: Presentation is a stimulus delivery and experimental

control software system for neuroscience. It runs on Windows

and uses standard PC hardware and could provide the best

possible timing accuracy and timing verification on standard

hardware. It is programmable, very flexible and has many features that make it applicable to a diverse range of applications.

This paper introduced the main components of an experiment

in Presentation and divided the use of Presentation into easily

understandable sections with detailed commentary in order to

help the new users with little programming knowledge to learn

how to use the Presentation quickly. (8 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10833084

514   Mental health evaluation using chemical sensor as human-machine interface.

Author(s): Y.Tahara, T.Takahashi (Grad. Sch. of Eng., Iwate

Univ., Morioka, Japan), K.Takeda, T.Miyoshi, M.Yamaguchi.

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the Community (ICORR),

Kyoto International Conference Center, Japan Conference

Date: 23-26 June 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International

Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the

Community (ICORR) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3788-7 Page: p.447-50, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: The purpose of this study is to evaluate the usefulness

of salivary alpha(α)-amylase activity (sAMY) using a chemical

sensor as a mental health index in human for a human-machine

interface. Seventy healthy subjects were enrolled (12-13 yr). A

General Health Questionnaire (GHQ-28) and a State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) were conducted as subjective evaluations;

from these the all subjects were divided into two groups; high

and low stress. High stress group determined from either

GHQ-28 or STAI showed significantly higher sAMY than those

in low stress group. Multiple regression analysis using sAMY as

the dependent variable was applied between sAMY and both

mental health indexes. A relationship was found between the

high stress group and the sAMY. These results suggested that

sAMY is a useful index for screening of healthy subjects not

having any particular mental health disease but at risk of developing severe mental health conditions. The chemical sensor of

the sAMY might be a useful method as human-machine interface. (7 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837909

515   Investigation of differences on impressions of and behaviors toward real and virtual robots between elder people and

university students.

Author(s): T.Nomura, M.Sasa (Dept. of Media Inf., Ryukoku

Univ., Otsu, Japan).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the Community (ICORR),

Kyoto International Conference Center, Japan Conference

Date: 23-26 June 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International

Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the

Community (ICORR) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3788-7 Page: p.934-9, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: To investigate differences on impressions of and behaviors toward anthropomorphized artifacts between different

generations, a psychological experiment was conducted with

between-subjects design of the elderly vs. university students

and a small-sized real humanoid robot vs. a virtual CG robot on

a computer display. The results showed that 1) more elderly

subjects complied with the real robot than the student subjects,

2) the elderly subjects felt more positive impressions of both the

robots than the student subjects, 3) the student subjects felt less

attachment to the virtual robot than the real robot, and 4) the

student subjects felt less attachment to the virtual robot in comparison with the elderly subjects. Then, the paper discusses
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implications on assistive robots for the elderly in domestic fields.

(10 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837942

516   Unexpected complexity in user testing of information

products.

Author(s): T.Howard, W.Howard (Clemson Univ., Clemson,

SC, USA).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Professional Communication Conference (IPCC 2009), Waikiki, HI, USA Conference

Date: 19-22 July 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International Professional Communication Conference (IPCC 2009) Publisher:

IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-4357-4 Page:

5 pp., Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: This paper studies the characteristics of “complex

problems,” and what usability testing professionals need to

know about them so that they can be identified when they occur.

If the user experience design profession is to grow, we need to

demonstrate to business leaders that we have much to offer.

This paper documents a case study examining the development

of a demonstration project intended to show the value of usability testing to a large textbook publishing house. It also demonstrates what can happen when complex tasks go masquerading inside a whole field as simple, linear problems. The paper

illustrates how complex problems manifest themselves in a traditional usability study and how recognizing them affords researchers opportunities to serve a client's needs. (6 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10838042

517   Effects of information usefulness, visual attractiveness,

and usability on Web visitors' trust and behavioral intentions.

Author(s): M.Swaak, M.de Jong, P.de Vries (Univ. of Twente,

Enschede, Netherlands).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Professional Communication Conference (IPCC 2009), Waikiki, HI, USA Conference

Date: 19-22 July 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International Professional Communication Conference (IPCC 2009) Publisher:

IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-4357-4 Page:

5 pp., Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: To explore the effects of information usefulness, visual attractiveness and (actual and perceived) usability, an experiment was conducted in which 40 customers visited the Web

site of a Dutch Internet hosting company. Half of the participants

were given search tasks (condition 1), the other half were allowed to explore the Web site without such a task (condition 2).

The participants had to think aloud in both conditions. Afterwards, they judged the Web site's visual attractiveness, the

usefulness of its content, and its usability, as well as answered

questions about their trust in the company and their behavioral

intentions. The results underline the importance of an effective

Web presence for organizations: 27% of the variance in the participants' trust in the company was explained by the Web site

characteristics included in this study; on top of the participants'

trust in the company, the Web site characteristics explained another 15% of the variance in participants' intentions regarding

the company. Of the Web site characteristics included, both usability and visual attractiveness had a significant relationship

with the participants' trust in the company. (15 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10838052

518   A perspective on the design of human-centered collaboration systems.

Author(s): Seung-yun Kim (Dept. of Comput. Sci., Math., &amp;

Eng., Shepherd Univ., DC, USA), A.Godbole.

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Information Reuse &amp; Integration (IRI 2009), Las Vegas, NV, USA Conference Date: 10-12 Aug. 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Syst. Man

Cybern. Soc. (IEEE SMC) Publication: 2009 IEEE International

© The Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2009



Conference on Information Reuse &amp; Integration (IRI 2009) Publisher:

IEEE,

USA

Language:

English

ISBN:

978-1-4244-4114-3 Page: p.212-17, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: The combination of computer and communications

technologies has opened up many new opportunities for getting

commercial and social benefits for organizations and communities in general. Applications of computer science and computing

systems today are not limited to businesses and office environments, but have spread into the military, healthcare and even

entertainment domain. In this context, user-friendliness and human centeredness are two key terms fast gaining popularity and

importance. In this paper, we attempt to provide a universal definition for human centeredness and a human-centric system. In

doing so, we focus on five areas which we consider the most

important while designing systems that are human-centric in

nature. We discuss the need for human-centric system design,

and in doing so analyze important issues and challenges in past

and current human-centric design approaches. We also present

a framework for human-centric system design, and discuss how

this framework can be helpful to designers and researchers

alike. We conclude the paper by presenting an architecture that

incorporates human centeredness and collaboration. (20 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10838463

519   Impact of cognitive style on spatial knowledge acquisition.

Author(s): M.Kyritsis (Sch. of Inf. Syst., Comput. &amp; Math., Brunel Univ., Uxbridge, UK), S.R.Gulliver, S.Morar, R.Macredie.

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia

and Expo (ICME), New York, NY, USA Conference Date: 28

June-3 July 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Publication: Proceedings

2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo

(ICME) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-4290-4 Page: p.966-9, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: A user's cognitive style impacts the way they organize

and process information. This paper considers how cognitive

style impacts a user's ability to acquire spatial knowledge from

a range of virtual environments. Our results show that holist

(field independent) users acquire spatial knowledge faster in low

complex large environments, which support learning of relative

visual references. Analytic (field dependent) users acquire spatial knowledge faster in complex environments, which obstruct

the field of view and therefore support procedural learning. User

specific limitations must be considered when defining required

exposure time in virtual training environments. (11 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837146



1.5 Virtual reality

520   A fast parametric deformation mechanism for virtual reality applications.

Author(s): Tzong-Ming Cheng, Tu Tsung-Han (Dept. of Ind.

Eng. &amp; Manage., Chaoyang Univ. of Technol., Wufong Township, Taiwan).

Journal: Comput. Ind. Eng. (UK), vol.57, no.2, p.520-38 (Sept.

2009) Publisher: Elsevier Science Ltd., UK Language: English

ISSN: 0360-8352, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: Virtual reality technologies have been adopted in a

wide variety of applications for its interactive ability and realistic

senses. Despite early implementations regard VR only as a medium for lively animation; a practical VR work must deliver

precise deformation on virtual objects based on real-time interactions. The exact ability is especially important for users who

utilize VR to do collaborative design, for it will greatly reduce the

amount of on-line computations on operating substance-based

interactions, and consequently facilitates the collaboration.
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Therefore, this research will employ neural networks to memorize the deformation behavior of solid objects, and then perform

instant and accurate deformations in the virtual environment.

The proposed method also allows design variations for parametric features, and uses feature parameters as variable

switches to adjust the deformation mechanism. There are three

steps in the method: (1) For a sample object, generate forceinduced deformations using the finite-element method; (2)

memorize the surface displacements with artificial neural networks; and (3) convert the parametric deformation matrices into

behavioral modules for the virtual reality engine. In the implementations, ANSYS is used to generate model deformations,

and MATLAB is used to perform neural training. Finally, a virtual

environment is built using Virtools where customized building

blocks are created to present interactive deformation behavior.

Experiments were carried out on an Intel XEON workstation with

nVIDIA Quadro4 750 GL display device. Sample workparts are

tested to examine the ability of the method. The results show

that both training accuracy and real-time capability are more

than satisfactory. [All rights reserved Elsevier]. (18 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10833645

521   Design of the Newton' s ring experiment based on VR

technology.

Author(s): Sa Feng-jie, Cai Jian-le, Zhang Fei-gang (Coll. of

Sci., Hangzhou Normal Univ., Hangzhou, China).

Journal: Res. Explor. Lab. (China), vol.28, no.4, p.46-8, 105

(April 2009) Publisher: Shanghai Jiaotong University Press,

China Language: Chinese ISSN: 1006-7167

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: Taking the Newton' s rings experiment as an example,

this paper attempts to develop virtual experiments for university

physics with the 3DS max, Cult3D, JavaScript and Flash technology. The paper introduced the development flow, implementation details and operational procedures of the virtual experiment. Then it studied the merging of university physics

experiment contents and the virtual experimentation technology

effectively. Thus, by contrast with the traditional way, the superiority of the virtual experimentation technology in real-world

applications is demonstrated. (10 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10833081

522   Availability analysis of application servers using software

rejuvenation and virtualization.

Author(s): T.Thein, Jong Sou Park (Comput. Eng. Dept., Korea

Aerosp. Univ., Goyang, South Korea).

Journal: J. Comput. Sci. Technol., Engl. Lang. Ed. (China), vol.

24, no.2, p.339-46 (March 2009) Publisher: Science Press, China Language: English ISSN: 1000-9000, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: Demands on software reliability and availability have

increased tremendously due to the nature of present day applications. We focus on the aspect of software for the high availability of application servers since the unavailability of servers

more often originates from software faults rather than hardware

faults. The software rejuvenation technique has been widely

used to avoid the occurrence of unplanned failures, mainly due

to the phenomena of software aging or caused by transient failures. In this paper, first we present a new way of using the virtual

machine based software rejuvenation named VMSR to offer

high availability for application server systems. Second we model a single physical server which is used to host multiple virtual

machines (VMs) with the VMSR framework using stochastic

modeling and evaluate it through both numerical analysis and

SHARPE (symbolic hierarchical automated reliability and performance evaluator) tool simulation. This VMSR model is very

general and can capture application server characteristics, failure behavior, and performability measures. Our results demonstrate that VMSR approach is a practical way to ensure

uninterrupted availability and to optimize performance for aging

applications. (20 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10829749
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523   MEMPHIS: new framework for realistic virtual engineering.

Author(s): J.Herter, A.Bruening, Sang Su Choi (VR/CAD Technol. Team, Inst. for Graphic Interfaces, Seoul, South Korea),

Sang Do Noh.

Journal: Concurr. Eng., Res. Appl. (USA), vol.17, no.1, p.21-33

(March 2009) Publisher: Sage Publications, USA Language:

English ISSN: 1063-293X, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: In the manufacturing industry, they are using various

concepts and solutions in order to reduce time and costs in the

product development. This article introduces an approach that

enables Virtual Engineering and links engineering applications

with Virtual Reality (VR) solutions. Thus an environment is provided to implement virtual design reviews and enable the application of virtual prototyping methods. Middleware for Exchanging Machinery and Product Data in Highly Immersive Systems

(MEMPHIS) enables interoperability between the IT infrastructure for engineering and VR applications to interconnect existing

information and extend that knowledge to a VR application.

MEMPHIS provides several interfaces for integrating commercial Product Lifecycle Management applications and provides

enriched VR data in standard formats. Interoperability and enriched VR information during product development can reduce

the Time to Market. Development/ manufacturing costs are reduced by avoiding geometrical defects and errors in product

design, product assembly, and usability through simulation of

product production processes. Productivity can be increased by

providing an environment for collaboration where there is convenient and transparent access to the information required for

the manufacturing process. (18 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10829854

524   Heterogeneous CAD supported virtual assembly system

for distributed collaborative design.

Author(s): Xing Kaixin, Tian Ling (Dept. of Precision Instrum.

&amp; Mechanology, Tsinghua Univ., Beijing, China).

Journal: J. Tsinghua Univ., Sci. Technol. (China), vol.49, no.2,

p.226-31 (Feb. 2009) Publisher: Tsinghua University Press,

China Language: Chinese ISSN: 1000-0054

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: Collaborative designs now often involve engineers

working around the world while current CAD-based virtual assembly systems often only support single-computer operation.

This paper presents a VRML (virtual reality modeling language)based virtual assembly system developed to provide a heterogeneous CAD model collaborative assembly environment. The

system uses an assembly feature parameter extraction algorithm to realize the assembly constraints among the VRML part

models. Furthermore a C-P (command-parameter) and operation-token mechanisms are used to handle low speed Internet

traffic and avoid operational conflicts. The system also includes

a collision detection module based on the V-collide library to

dynamically detect collisions between VRML parts during assembly. The system is integrated with the product data management system to create a product life-cycle system, including

design, demonstration, and maintenance, with effective communication efficiency during the product design stage. (7 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10829724

525   Virtual journal room: MSU libraries table of contents

service.

Author(s): M.Sutherland, J.Clark.

Journal: Comput. Libr. (USA), vol.29, no.2, p.6-7, 41-3 (Feb.

2009) Publisher: Information Today Inc., USA Language: English ISSN: 1041-7915

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: Montana State University (MSU) Libraries (where the

authors serve as web services librarian and digital initiatives librarian, respectively) is perhaps unique because it has no curpage 10 of 43
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rent periodicals room due to lack of space. As a result, finding

current journals for research is difficult for our patrons, who do

not always know how or where to locate them. This became

apparent when MSU Libraries participated in the LibQUAL library assessment study in the spring of 2008.

Inspec No.: 10830105

526   A user-friendly method to geometrically calibrate projector-camera systems.

Author(s): S.Audet, M.Okutomi (Tokyo Inst. of Technol., Tokyo, Japan).

Editor(s): M.Pantic, J.Cohn, M.Turk, T.S.Huang

Conference: 2009 IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and

Pattern Recognition (CVPR), Miami, FL, USA Conference Date:

20-25 June 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR) Publisher: IEEE,

USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3992-8 Page: p.

47-54, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Projector-camera systems drive applications in many

fields such as measurement and spatial augmented reality.

When needed, we can find their internal and external parameters via geometric calibration. For this process, we have to use

both a printed pattern and a projector pattern, but they can easily

interfere with each other. Current methods compensate by decoupling their calibrations or by leveraging structured light and

color channels, but the required manipulations are not userfriendly. Therefore, we cannot expect normal users to execute

the procedure, which can also become a burden for researchers. Although not always required, knowledge of the geometric

parameters can often facilitate development of new systems. To

make the calibration process easier, we propose a method that

uses fiducial markers, from which we can easily derive a prewarp that, once applied to the projector calibration pattern,

prevents its interference. Using our method, we confirmed that

users can easily calibrate a projector-camera system in less

than one minute, which we consider to be user-friendly, while

still achieving typical subpixel accuracy. (24 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10836217

527   Shadow multiplexing for real-time silhouette extraction.

Author(s): T.Cuypers, Y.Francken, J.Taelman, P.Bekaert (Expertise Centre for Digital Media, Hasselt Univ. - tUL - IBBT,

Hasselt, Belgium).

Editor(s): M.Pantic, J.Cohn, M.Turk, T.S.Huang

Conference: 2009 IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and

Pattern Recognition (CVPR), Miami, FL, USA Conference Date:

20-25 June 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR) Publisher: IEEE,

USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3992-8 Page: p.

61-8, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: In this work we propose a real-time implementation

for efficient extraction of multi-viewpoint silhouettes using a single camera. The method is based on our previously presented

proof-of-concept shadow multiplexing method. We replace the

cameras of a typical multi-camera setup with colored light sources and capture the multiplexed shadows. Because we only use

a single camera, our setup is much cheaper than a classical

setup, no camera synchronization is required, and less data has

to be captured and processed. In addition, silhouette extraction

is simple as we are segmenting the shadows instead of the texture of objects and background. Demultiplexing runs at 40 fps

on current graphics hardware. Therefore this technique is suitable for real-time applications such as collision detection. We

evaluate our method on both a real and a virtual setup, and show

that our technique works for a large variety of objects and materials. (27 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10836235

528   Virtual reality demonstration using fuzzy logic.

Author(s): B.S.Yogananda (Dept. of E&amp;EE, S.I.E.T., Tumkur,

India), P.M.Chandrashekharaiah, H.S.Mohan, G.S.Kumar.
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Conference: 2009 International Conference on Control, Automation, Communication and Energy Conservation (INCACEC),

Perundurai, Tamilnadu, India Conference Date: 4-6 June 2009

Publication: 2009 International Conference on Control, Automation, Communication and Energy Conservation (INCACEC)

Publisher:

IEEE,

USA

Language:

English

ISBN:

978-1-4244-4789-3 Page: 6 pp.

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: This paper gives an idea of the working of a simple

robot and to demonstrate the use, implementation and applications of the virtual reality and technology. Here is an effort to

simulate a robot, which converts the real time actions into digital

signals, which in turn used to produce virtual actions. The software acts as interface between the hardware devices and controller computer. Inputs to the system are taken from potentiometers, which are fitted on the intended part or body. These

potentiometers supply the real-time conditions of the intended

body to the computer. The software processes that signals and

according to received signal levels it moves the graphical picture

on the monitor. That means the virtual movement is created by

software part, where as real actions are captured by array of

potentiometer. This interaction makes this paper “virtual reality

demonstration” very novel and advanced one. (18 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10835730

529   Automatic registration of LIDAR and optical images of

urban scenes.

Author(s): A.Mastin (Comput. Sci. &amp; Artificial Intell. Lab., Massachusetts Inst. of Technol., Cambridge, MA, USA), J.Kepner,

J.Fisher.

Conference: 2009 IEEE Computer Society Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition Workshops (CVPR Workshops), Miami, FL, USA Conference Date: 20-25 June 2009

Publication: 2009 IEEE Computer Society Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition Workshops (CVPR Workshops) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-3994-2 Page: p.2639-46, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Fusion of 3D laser radar (LIDAR) imagery and aerial

optical imagery is an efficient method for constructing 3D virtual

reality models. One difficult aspect of creating such models is

registering the optical image with the LIDAR point cloud, which

is characterized as a camera pose estimation problem. We propose a novel application of mutual information registration methods, which exploits the statistical dependency in urban scenes

of optical appearance with measured LIDAR elevation. We utilize the well known downhill simplex optimization to infer camera

pose parameters. We discuss three methods for measuring mutual information between LIDAR imagery and optical imagery.

Utilization of OpenGL and graphics hardware in the optimization

process yields registration times dramatically lower than previous methods. Using an initial registration comparable to GPS/

INS accuracy, we demonstrate the utility of our algorithm with a

collection of urban images and present 3D models created with

the fused imagery. (22 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10836100

530   Supporting narrative understanding of children with autism: a story interface with autonomous autobiographic agents.

Author(s): Wan Ching Ho, M.Davis, K.Dautenhahn (Adaptive

Syst. Res. Group, Univ. of Hertfordshire, Hatfield, UK).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the Community (ICORR),

Kyoto International Conference Center, Japan Conference

Date: 23-26 June 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International

Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the

Community (ICORR) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3788-7 Page: p.905-11, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Recent studies in education for children with autism

demonstrated that computer assisted learning can increase
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children's narrative understanding. However, software interfaces which include autonomous intelligent agents have yet to be

explored in this context. In this paper we investigate how a narrative storytelling environment which is populated with virtual

characters may help children with autism to understand narrative structure and to remember meaningful events within in a

story. The behaviours of characters in the narrative storytelling

environment are driven by a cognitive agent architecture and, in

particular, a specially designed computational autobiographic

memory (AM) which allows the virtual characters to remember

and express emotional experiences. An application named virtual agent story interface (VASI) has been developed to visualise the agents' AMs and to help the children to reconstruct their

own version of a story. In this paper we describe related research in the area, the overall design rationale of VASI, details

of the VASI software design and the preliminary evaluation

study. (41 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837896

531   Arm training in Multiple Sclerosis using Phantom: clinical

relevance of robotic outcome measures.

Author(s): P.Feys, G.Alders, D.Gijbels (PHL Univ. Coll., BIOMED/REVAL Rehabilitation &amp; Health Care Res. Center, Hasselt Univ., Hasselt, Belgium), J.De Boeck, T.De Weyer,

K.Coninx, C.Raymaekers, V.Truyens, P.Groenen, K.Meijer,

H.Savelberg, E.O.Bert.

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the Community (ICORR),

Kyoto International Conference Center, Japan Conference

Date: 23-26 June 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International

Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the

Community (ICORR) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3788-7 Page: p.576-81, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Upper limb weakness due to Multiple Sclerosis has a

major negative effect on the functional activities of the patient.

Promising developments in the field of rehabilitation robotics

may enable additional exercise. This study aims to investigate

which types of robotic outcome measures are clinically relevant,

in preparation of the evaluation for intervention studies.Within

this context, appropriate movement tasks and tests for the haptic PHANTOM end-effector robot were designed in a virtual

environment. These tasks focused on spatial accuracy, object

manipulation and speed. Outcome measures were: 1) virtual

movement tests, recorded by the robot to quantify motor control;

2) clinical outcome measures such as the Motricity Index, Jamar

and MicroFET hand-held dynamometer to evaluate muscle

strength; and the Nine Hole Peg Test, Purdue Pegboard, ARAt

and TEMPA to asses upper limb function and manual dexterity.

10 healthy controls performed the virtual movement tasks using

the Phantom as interface. 21 MS subjects with upper limb dysfunction caused by muscle weakness were included in an interventional training study. Pearson correlations were calculated

at baseline between the performance on the three virtual movement tasks and the clinical tests on impairment and activity level.

The virtual movement tests discriminated between healthy controls and MS patients with hand dysfunction. In the MS patient

group, no significant correlations were found between muscle

strength tests and virtual movement tasks, while mainly significant correlations were found between specific functional measures (specifically ARAt and Purdue pegboard test) and virtual

movement tasks. (12 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837923

532   Virtual reality tasks to enhance the therapeutic options

of the single-joint rehabilitation robot.

Author(s): I.Cikajlo, Z.Matjacic (Inst. for Rehabilitation, Ljubljana, Slovenia).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the Community (ICORR),

Kyoto International Conference Center, Japan Conference

Date: 23-26 June 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International
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Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the

Community (ICORR) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3788-7 Page: p.966-71, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: The paper presents an introduction of virtual reality

environments to the commercial single-joint rehabilitation robot.

A dynamometer has been modified to the level that enables gait

goniogram based position control. The robot mimics the isolated

joint movement while the subject is required to perform the task

in the virtual environment. The subject generates joint torque to

control the object in the virtual environment. Three types of virtual reality tasks were tested in 10 neurologically intact volunteers and one cerebral palsy child. The outcomes indicate that

a day-to-day training with virtual reality tasks may increase the

subjects' task performance and consequently influence on selective motor control improvement also in neurologically impaired individuals. The presented tasks offer modifications,

control options and can assure repeatability of the rehabilitation

training and therefore increase the therapeutic options of the

existing rehabilitation devices. (19 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837924

533   A virtual environment-based paradigm for improving attention in TBI.

Author(s): A.Y.Dvorkin (Sensory Motor Performance Program,

Rehabilitation Inst. of Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA), F.S.Zollman,

K.Beck, E.Larson, J.L.Patton.

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the Community (ICORR),

Kyoto International Conference Center, Japan Conference

Date: 23-26 June 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International

Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the

Community (ICORR) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3788-7 Page: p.962-5, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Attention deficits are one of the most profound problems facing the traumatic brain injured individual. The traumatic

brain injury (TBI) inpatient population in the rehabilitation unit is

difficult to study with new technology because it is often very

difficult to render and evaluate such interventions in the short

time span when a patient is still in the hospital, even though that

is precisely the time when clinical attentional therapy is considered most critical. We developed and performed a preliminary

test of a haptic/graphic paradigm for improving attention and

concentration in early stages of recovery in the TBI inpatient

population. Six TBI patients and three healthy controls were exposed to a minimal distraction/minimal interaction environment

while reaching for a visual target. Our initial results showed (1)

the subjects tolerated the experience, (2) the number of targets

acquired in successive one-minute intervals indicated a sustained attention for the task, and (3) haptic interaction in such

an environment was well tolerated, engaging, and enjoyable -often considered a game. These findings have provided the

foundation for a larger, intensive, protracted study with repeated

treatment. (21 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837945

534   Impact of visual error augmentation methods on task

performance and motor adaptation.

Author(s): O.Celik, D.Powell, M.K.O'Malley (Dept. of Mech.

Eng. &amp; Mater. Sci., Rice Univ., Houston, TX, USA).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the Community (ICORR),

Kyoto International Conference Center, Japan Conference

Date: 23-26 June 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International

Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the

Community (ICORR) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3788-7 Page: p.793-8, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: We hypothesized that augmenting the visual error

feedback provided to subjects training in a point-to-point reachpage 12 of 43
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ing task under visual distortion would improve the amount and

speed of adaptation. Previous studies showing that human

learning is error-driven and that visual error augmentation can

improve the rate at which subjects decrease their trajectory error

in such a task provided the motivation for our study. In a controlled experiment, subjects were required to perform point-topoint reaching movements in the presence of a rotational visual

distortion. The amount and speed of their adaptation to this distortion were calculated based on two performance measures:

trajectory error and hit time. We tested how three methods of

error augmentation (error amplification, traditional error offsetting, and progressive error offsetting) affected the amount and

speed of adaptation, and additionally propose definitions for

“amount” and “speed” of adaptation in an absolute sense that

are more practical than definitions used in previous studies. It is

concluded that traditional error offsetting promotes the fastest

learning, while error amplification promotes the most complete

learning. Progressive error offsetting, a novel method, resulted

in slower training than the control group, but we hypothesize that

it could be improved with further tuning and indicate a need for

further study of this method. These results have implications for

improvement in motor skill learning across many fields, including rehabilitation after stroke, surgical training, and teleoperation. (5 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837948

535   Clinical evaluation of a low-cost alternative for stroke rehabilitation.

Author(s): L.E.Sucar (Inst. Nac. de Astrofis., Opt. y Electron.,

Tonantzintla, Mexico), R.Leder, J.Hernandez, I.Sanchez, G.Azcarate.

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the Community (ICORR),

Kyoto International Conference Center, Japan Conference

Date: 23-26 June 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International

Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the

Community (ICORR) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3788-7 Page: p.863-6, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Stroke is the main cause of disabilities in the world

and is typically treated with intensive, hands-on physical and

occupational therapy for several weeks after the initial injury.

However, due to economic pressures, stroke patients are receiving less therapy and going home sooner, so the potential

benefit of the therapy is not completely realized. Thus, it is important to develop rehabilitation technology that allows individuals who had suffered a stroke to practice intensive movement

training without the expense of an always-present therapist. Although several robotic devices have been developed for stroke

rehabilitation, these are too expensive for use at home or in

small clinics.We have developed a low-cost alternative that allows stroke survivors to practice arm movement exercises at

home or at the clinic, with periodic interactions with a therapist.

The system integrates a virtual environment for facilitating repetitive movement training, with computer vision algorithms that

track the hand of a patient, using an inexpensive camera and a

conventional personal computer. This system, called Gesture

Therapy, has been evaluated in a controlled clinical trial at a

hospital in Mexico City, comparing it with conventional occupational therapy. The results show that both treatments improve

the functionality of the affected upper extremity, with not significant difference between them. However, the patients that used

the virtual environment have a greater motivation and attachment to the treatment, which in the long term are decisive for

maximal recovery. (11 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10838008

536   Secrets to managing a large documentation project virtually - process, technology, and group ethos: lessons learned.

Author(s): A.L.Bartell, K.A.Brown (Boeing Co., IL, USA).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Professional Communication Conference (IPCC 2009), Waikiki, HI, USA Conference
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Date: 19-22 July 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International Professional Communication Conference (IPCC 2009) Publisher:

IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-4357-4 Page:

6 pp., Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: This paper describes the challenges and opportunities

a group of Boeing Company bi-coastal employees experienced

using collaboration tools to produce and test 60 training guides

for the release of an enterprise-wide software application. The

processes used to assign tasks, coordinate review cycles, control versioning, and instruct business analysts how to write

software documentation in a virtual team environment were instrumental in the success of this project. More importantly, this

virtual team evolved as a unique community of practice that accomplished its goals through dynamic, situated learning and

highly effective communication processes. (17 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10838056

537   Product lifecycle-oriented virtual design method.

Author(s):

Li Jun, Li Ai-ping, Luo Xian-guang, Liu Xue-mei

(Coll. of Mech. Eng., Tongji Univ., Shanghai, China).

Conference: 2009 International Conference on Measuring

Technology and Mechatronics Automation (ICMTMA), Zhangjiajie, Hunan, China Conference Date: 11-12 April 2009 Sponsor

(s): Central South Univ. Publication: 2009 International Conference on Measuring Technology and Mechatronics Automation

(ICMTMA) Part: vol.3 Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3583-8 Page: p.685-8, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Application of digital technique has become very universal in product development. Along with competitive intensification of the market, it is needed urgently that enterprises must

develop new design method to improve quality and reduce design lifecycle and cost of product. Supported by the actual

project, the product lifecycle-oriented virtual design method has

been well investigated.. In the design of single and large-scale

embark machine, with the applications of multi-body kinematics

and dynamics simulation, digital preassembly and function simulation based on Virtual Reality technology, actual running process of product have been proof-tested before manufacturing of

physical prototype, and it is possible for producers and users to

participate in the design process of product. As the result of

simulation, logical and correct sequence of assembly process

has been designed by producer, combining the mechanism

movement with environment and reasonable sequence of lading

process has been validated by equipment operators. So the design mistakes have been avoided furthest, and product design

quality and efficiency can be improved greatly. Finally, the thesis

indicates the main problem of the research and issues needed

further research. (6 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10835064

538   Simulation design and application of music playing robot

based on SolidWorks.

Author(s): Tingjun Wang, Shenshun Hu, Jun Xu, Dewei Yan,

Jiawen Bi (Sch. of Mech. Eng., Shanghai Dianji Univ., Shanghai,

China).

Conference: 2009 International Conference on Measuring

Technology and Mechatronics Automation (ICMTMA), Zhangjiajie, Hunan, China Conference Date: 11-12 April 2009 Sponsor

(s): Central South Univ. China Publication: 2009 International

Conference on Measuring Technology and Mechatronics Automation (ICMTMA) Part: vol.2 Publisher: IEEE, USA Language:

English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3583-8 Page: p.339-42, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: In accordance with the requirement of playing music,

a music playing robot for performing a piece on a xylophone is

developed. The principle and technique of simulation design is

introduced. Three dimensions model of the robot is built by SolidWorks software. Parameterized design, virtual assembly, motion simulation and optimization design of the robot have been
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discussed. Diagrammatic curve of motion analyses is introduced. Displacement curves and velocity curves are given. And

its control system is designed. The results indicate that the music playing robot with a single ballet can preferably imitate a

hand to play music by beating keys of a xylophone. It has simple

structure, agile motion and accurate playing positioning. The

simulation modeling and virtual assembly of xylophone, malletmoving unit, mallet-beating unit and bracket can detect problem

on structure in design. Transmission relations, interference

check-up and motion simulation ensure to accord preestablished movement project of the robot. Simulation design shortens

design period and enhances design efficiency. (23 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10835157

539   Subway station evacuation simulation system.

Author(s): Daibaoqian (China Univ. of Min. &amp; Technol. (Beijing), Beijing, China), Wangtong, Qinyueping.

Conference: 2009 International Conference on Measuring

Technology and Mechatronics Automation (ICMTMA), Zhangjiajie, Hunan, China Conference Date: 11-12 April 2009 Sponsor

(s): Central South Univ. China Publication: 2009 International

Conference on Measuring Technology and Mechatronics Automation (ICMTMA) Part: vol.2 Publisher: IEEE, USA Language:

English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3583-8 Page: p.396-9, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: A visual simulation system of human evacuation in

subway station was introduced in the paper. The algorithm of

data fit was designed according to the analysis of fire simulation

numerical value and evacuation simulation numerical value, and

the problem of the visual output in real time was resolved by the

algorithm. The system was reviewed from model configuration,

function, the establishment of model environment, and the visual simulation development tools. Based on personal computer

as a hardware platform, this visual simulation system has been

used in the Beijing Jishuitan subway station. (8 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10835170

540   Geometric and radiometric modeling of 3D scenes.

Author(s): M.Marcon, A.Sarti, S.Tubaro (Dipt. di Elettron. e

Inf., Politec. di Milano, Milan, Italy).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia

and Expo (ICME), New York, NY, USA Conference Date: 28

June-3 July 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Publication: Proceedings

2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo

(ICME) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-4290-4 Page: p.1604-7, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Modeling of 3D scenes is a hot topic in computer vision from more that thirty years, and probably its history is longer

than a century considering also photogrammetry. In the recent

years the rapid technological improvements that characterized

the acquisition devices (photo-cameras, video-cameras, ..), illumination devices (lasers, structured light sources) and computational units allowed the application of 3D shape estimation

methods, based on image analysis techniques, in a wide set of

applications. Furthermore real-time 3D analysis is becoming a

common tool in virtual and augmented reality contexts. Aim of

this presentation is a rapid description of recent major advances

on geometric and radiometric modeling of 3D scenes based on

image analysis. (31 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10836847

541   Efficient multiple virtual view generation based on reduced depth stereo image for advanced autostereoscopic displays.

Author(s): Chia-Ming Cheng, Shu-Jyuan Lin, Shang-Hong Lai

(Dept. of Comput. Sci., Nat. Tsing Hua Univ., Hsinchu, Taiwan),

Kuen Lee.

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia

and Expo (ICME), New York, NY, USA Conference Date: 28
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June-3 July 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Publication: Proceedings

2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo

(ICME) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-4290-4 Page: p.241-4, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Recent development of autostereoscopic displays

demands the synthesis of more virtual views in wider baseline,

an inevitable trend for future 3DTV systems. However, current

standard file formats, e.g. multi-view coding (MVC) and image

plus depth, encounter challenging problems to meet the request. Therefore, we propose a new file format, called reduced

depth stereo image (RDSI), which saves the color and depth

images of the left view and the disoccluded regions in the right

view. Based on RDSI, rendering virtual images from parallel

viewpoints along the baseline can be simplified as view interpolation that is not only very efficient but also consistent in

disocclusion regions. Through experiments on both simulated

and real data, we demonstrate the superior performance with

several quantitative assessments for the adopted file format and

the rendering algorithm. The results suggest RDSI as a better

choice to meet the demands for the online synthesis of many

virtual views in wide baseline for advanced autostereoscopic

displays. (16 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10836970

542   View management of annotations for wearable augmented reality.

Author(s): K.Makita, M.Kanbara, N.Yokoya (Nara Inst. of Sci.

&amp; Technol., Nara, Japan).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia

and Expo (ICME), New York, NY, USA Conference Date: 28

June-3 July 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Publication: Proceedings

2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo

(ICME) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-4290-4 Page: p.982-5, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: In annotation overlay applications using augmented

reality (AR), view management is widely used for improving

readability and intelligibility of the annotations. In order to recognize the visible portions of objects in the user's view, the

positions, orientations, and shapes of the objects should be

known in the case of conventional view management methods.

However, it is difficult for a wearable AR system to obtain the

positions, orientations and shapes of objects because the target

object is usually moving or non-rigid. In this paper, we propose

a view management method to overlay annotations of moving

or non-rigid objects for networked wearable AR. The proposed

method obtains positions and shapes of target objects via a network in order to estimate the visible portions of the target objects

in the user's view. Annotations are located by minimizing penalties related to the overlap of an annotation, occlusion of target

objects, length of a line between the annotation and the target

object, and distance of the annotation in sequential frames.

Through experiments, we have proven that the prototype system can correctly provide each user with annotations on multiple

users of wearable AR systems. (8 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837150

543   Human pose estimation from monocular image captures.

Author(s):

Huei-Yung Lin, Ting-Wen Chen (Dept. of Electr.

Eng., Nat. Chung Cheng Univ., Chiayi, Taiwan), Chih-Chang

Chen, Chia-Hao Hsieh, Wen-Nung Lie.

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia

and Expo (ICME), New York, NY, USA Conference Date: 28

June-3 July 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Publication: Proceedings

2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo

(ICME) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-4290-4 Page: p.994-7, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: A human pose estimation method from monocular

image captures is presented. The objective is to develop a hupage 14 of 43
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man-computer interface (HCI) for virtual sport activities. In the

proposed technique, a graphical 3D human model is first constructed. Its projection on a virtual image plane is then used to

match the silhouettes obtained from the image sequence. By

iteratively adjusting the 3D pose of the graphical 3D model with

the physical and anatomic constraints of human motion, the human pose and the associate 3D motion parameters can be

uniquely identified. Experimental results are presented with the

real scene images. (12 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837153

544   Method for generating video with virtual camerawork using bi-directional object tracking between keyframes.

Author(s): Y.Shinoki, H.Fujiyoshi (Dept. of Comput. Sci., Chubu Univ., Japan).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia

and Expo (ICME), New York, NY, USA Conference Date: 28

June-3 July 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Publication: Proceedings

2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo

(ICME) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-4290-4 Page: p.1166-9, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Personal video sharing services such as YouTube

have become popular because videos can easily be recorded

in high-definition (HD) using a personal camcorder. However, it

is difficult to broadcast an HD video via the Internet because of

the large amount of data involved. We present a novel method

for generating videos with virtual camerawork that is based on

object tracking technology. Once a user specifies the positions

of the object on keyframes, our method can be used to generate

virtual camerawork between two keyframes in a row on the basis

of the results of bi-directional tracking. We evaluated our method

with subjective experiments and demonstrated its effectiveness.

(6 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837196

545   Wikireality: augmenting reality with community driven

Websites.

Author(s): D.Gray (Univ. of California, Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz,

CA, USA), I.Kozintsev, Yi Wu, H.Haussecker.

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia

and Expo (ICME), New York, NY, USA Conference Date: 28

June-3 July 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Publication: Proceedings

2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo

(ICME) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-4290-4 Page: p.1290-3, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: We present a system for making community driven

websites easily accessible from the latest mobile devices. Many

of these new devices contain an ensemble of sensors such as

cameras, GPS and inertial sensors. We demonstrate how these

new sensors can be used to bring the information contained in

sites like Wikipedia to users in a much more immersive manner

than text or maps. We have collected a large database of images and articles from Wikipedia and show how a user can

query this database by simply snapping a photo. Our system

uses the location sensors to assist with image matching and the

inertial sensors to provide a unique and intuitive user interface

for browsing results. (13 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837227

546   Towards virtually cooking Chinese food.

Author(s): Jinghao Fei, Jie Yang (Sch. of Comput. Sci., Carnegie Mellon Univ., Pittsburgh, PA, USA), Jianping Fan.

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia

and Expo (ICME), New York, NY, USA Conference Date: 28

June-3 July 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Publication: Proceedings

2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo

(ICME) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-4290-4 Page: p.1346-9, Full text
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Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Chinese food is delicious but cooking Chinese food is

a very complex process which involves in combing ingredients

at the right time and temperature. In this paper, we present a

multimedia technology for virtually cooking Chinese food. We

focus on a popular Chinese food, shredded potato. We propose

to use the theory from mechanics of materials to model shredded potato in its cooking process. The shredded potato is initially

simplified with changed deformable beams by adjusting model

parameters during the cooking process when shredded potato

gets ‘soft’ deformations. We use superposition principle to cope

with the multi-load problem when potato shreds pile up and contact with each other. We describe the modeling techniques and

implementation issues in detail. We show the result from the

proposed modeling technique by comparing it with the real image. (10 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837241

547   PTZ camera calibration for augmented virtual environments.

Author(s):

Lu Wang, Suya You, U.Neumann (Comput. Sci.

Dept., Univ. of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA, USA).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia

and Expo (ICME), New York, NY, USA Conference Date: 28

June-3 July 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Publication: Proceedings

2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo

(ICME) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-4290-4 Page: p.1366-9, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Augmented Virtual Environments (AVE) are very effective in the application of surveillance, in which multiple video

streams are projected onto a 3D urban model for better visualization and comprehension of the dynamic scenes. One of the

key issues in creating such systems is to estimate the parameters of each camera including the intrinsic parameters and its

pose relative to the 3D model. Nowadays, PTZ cameras are

popular in this kind of applications. How to rapidly calibrate them

at an arbitrary PTZ setting is not clear in the literature. We propose an efficient approach with two steps. In the first step,

panoramic images are generated at a set of zooms. The images

composing these panoramas are calibrated and stored in a database. In the second step, an image is acquired at an arbitrary

PTZ setting. Its best matching image in the database is found

by using an efficient local feature recognition technique. Based

on this image, the camera parameters at the new PTZ setting

can be estimated. (7 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837246

548   Virtual emergency preparedness planning using second

life.

Author(s): C.Monahan (Sch. of Public Health, Univ. of Illinois

at Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA), L.Ullberg, K.Harvey.

Conference: 2009 IEEE/INFORMS International Conference on

Service Operations, Logistics and Informatics (SOLI), Chicago,

IL, USA Conference Date: 22-24 July 2009 Publication: 2009

IEEE/INFORMS International Conference on Service Operations, Logistics and Informatics (SOLI) Publisher: IEEE, USA

Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3540-1 Page: p.306-10,

Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: A team from the University of Illinois at Chicago,

School of Public Health CADE (Center for the Advancement of

Distance Education) has created a training archipelago called

Public Health Preparedness. The island chain offers a variety of

urban and rural environments with customized buildings, objects, and scripting tailored to emergency scenarios ranging

from pandemic influenza to bio-terrorism and dirty bombs. Training exercises began in late 2006. Current training is primarily in

the form of facilitated exercises allowing federal, state, and local

workers as well as emergency volunteers to conduct a wide variety of virtual operations in support of Planning, Training, and
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Evaluation. There are terrific advantages in using Second Life

to conduct many exercises virtually instead of live or in other

traditional training modes (like tabletops). We predict that within

two years a large portion of Emergency Preparedness Training

exercises will be conducted virtually. (12 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837315

549   Research on autonomous interaction of virtual avatar

during its master's operation silence period.

Author(s): Zhixiao Yang, Yanfeng Fan, Fei Sui, Zhenying Yang

(Henan Univ. of Technol., Zhengzhou, China).

Conference: 2009 International Conference on Information and

Automation (ICIA), Zhuhai, Macau, China Conference Date:

22-25 June 2009 Publication: 2009 International Conference on

Information and Automation (ICIA) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3607-1 Page: p.1591-6, Full

text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: The paper proposes an adaptive time window based

algorithm to decide if a user falls into operation silence period

or not during the process of a constructed remote virtual interaction. The time window is selected considering history operation data of the user in current interaction. Operation silence is

explained as that the user loses interest to interaction topic. The

interest loss results to sleepy. Sleepy state is expressed through

avatar's body movement in virtual environment. A remote virtual

interaction system is developed to demonstrate the proposed

algorithm and design of avatar's autonomous interaction. The

autonomous interaction of the avatar whose master falls into

operation silence period is expected to improve the naturalness

of the virtual interaction environment. (9 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837470

550   Network virtual money evolution mode: moneyness, dynamics and trend.

Author(s): Hui Peng, Yanli Sun, Jr. (Sch. of Econ. &amp; Manage.,

Univ. of Posts and, Telecommun., Beijing, China).

Conference: 2009 International Conference on Information and

Automation (ICIA), Zhuhai, Macau, China Conference Date:

22-25 June 2009 Publication: 2009 International Conference on

Information and Automation (ICIA) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3607-1 Page: p.550-5, Full

text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: The development of network virtual money is a dynamic process from junior to senior, with issuance mechanism

and money function evolving gradually. In this paper, virtual

money is divided into five modes: original, primary, ameliorative,

intermediate and advanced. The primary and the ameliorative

virtual money do not have the full four money functions, is not a

true sense of money. However, intermediate and advanced virtual money have the full spectrum of characteristics of moneyness, can be treated as the real money. The impetus of evolution

comes from the increase of in-game virtual goods trade, the facilitation prompted by information technology progress and Internet development, the needs from users, and the choice from

issuers who seek to maximize profit. The paper proposed that

virtual money evolving from primary to advanced mode will attract more players into the online games and prompt the frog

leap of the game subscription, which will bring more profit for the

game operators. From a survey, we found that all the virtual

money in china is in primary (ameliorative) mode, but the demand for intermediate mode virtual money is strengthening, and

the emergence of advanced mode should experience a long but

promising process. Different regulatory measures on virtual

money should be taken corresponding to the different modes.

(18 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837578

551   Virtual simulator with mobile robot rapid prototyping for

navigation systems.

Author(s): L.F.de Melo, J.F.Mangili, Jr. (Dept. of Electr. Eng.,

State Univ. of Londrina, Londrina, Brazil).
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Conference: 2009 International Conference on Information and

Automation (ICIA), Zhuhai, Macau, China Conference Date:

22-25 June 2009 Publication: 2009 International Conference on

Information and Automation (ICIA) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3607-1 Page: p.899-904,

Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: This paper presents the virtual environment implementation for project simulation and conception of supervision

and control systems for mobile robots, that are capable of operate and adapting in different environments and conditions.

The purpose of this virtual system is to facilitate the development of embedded architecture systems, emphasizing the implementation of tools that allow the simulation of the kinematic

conditions, dynamic and control, with real time monitoring of all

important system points. For this, an open control architecture

is proposal, integrating the two main techniques of robotic control implementation in the hardware level: systems microprocessors and reconfigurable hardware devices. The implemented

simulator system is composed of a trajectory generating module, a kinematic and dynamic simulator module, and an analysis

module of results and errors. All the kinematic and dynamic results obtained during the simulation can be evaluated and visualized in graphs and table formats in the results analysis

module, allowing the improvement of the system, minimizing the

errors with the necessary adjustments and optimization. For

controller implementation in the embedded system, it uses the

rapid prototyping which is the technology that allows in set, with

the virtual simulation environment, the development of a controller project for mobile robots. The validation and tests had

been accomplished with nonholonomic mobile robot models

with differential transmission. (4 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837640

552   A component-based hybrid testbed for multi-mobile robots.

Author(s):

Zhu Jinhui (Sch. of Comput. Sci. &amp; Eng., South

China Univ. of Technol., Guangzhou, China), Zheng Qilun,

Liang Yingju, Liang Mingjie, Min Huaqing.

Conference: 2009 International Conference on Information and

Automation (ICIA), Zhuhai, Macau, China Conference Date:

22-25 June 2009 Publication: 2009 International Conference on

Information and Automation (ICIA) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3607-1 Page: p.905-9, Full

text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Functionality debugging and performance evaluation

of robotics system has always been a challenge, particularly in

the case of multi-robot system. The process is tedious, time

consuming, costly, or even dangerous. This paper describes a

component-based hybrid testbed for multi-mobile robots. On the

testbed, real and virtual robots operate together in an augmented reality environment. The simulation server and robot software clients are built by assembling different kinds of components. The software for virtual robots can be easily transplanted

to control real robots. The proposed testbed is applied to Robocup middle size league soccer game. Experiments show the

tesbed is flexible and suitable for multi-mobile robots. (12 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837641

553   Tracking target motion under combined visual and kinesthetic disturbances.

Author(s): L.Masia, V.Squeri, M.Casadio (IIT, Genoa, Italy),

P.Morasso, V.Sanguineti, G.Sandini.

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the Community (ICORR),

Kyoto International Conference Center, Japan Conference

Date: 23-26 June 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International

Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the

Community (ICORR) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3788-7 Page: p.688-93, Full text
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Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: This study addresses a major problem in the design

of HCI (human-computer interface) systems: how to avoid or

reduce the long learning/adaptation process and the corresponding attentional load of the underlying hand-eye coordination task that frequently affects HCI systems. In particular, we

considered a tracking task to a visual target whose frame of reference is rotated with respect to a body-fixed frame in a timevarying manner. We investigated it by means of a wrist robot

coupled with a virtual reality system: kinesthetic and visual disturbances were applied during a tracking task, in a unimodal and

bimodal manner, and we observed the performance. Tracking

involved two degrees of freedom and the kinesthetic disturbance was applied by the robot through the third degree of

freedom. Visual disturbance was provided by rotating the visual

feedback. The results suggest that the combination of a suitable

proprioceptive feedback with the kinematic redundancy of the

HCI system might be a rather general principle for improving the

efficiency of HCI systems. (13 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837858

554   MIMICS: multimodal immersive motion rehabilitation of

upper and lower extremities by exploiting biocooperation principles.

Author(s): M.Munih (Fac. of Electr. Eng., Univ. of Ljubljana,

Ljubljana, Slovenia), R.Riener, G.Colombo, L.Lunenburger,

F.Muller, M.Slater, M.Mihelj.

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the Community (ICORR),

Kyoto International Conference Center, Japan Conference

Date: 23-26 June 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International

Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the

Community (ICORR) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3788-7 Page: p.127-32, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to present the newly

founded European research project MIMICS. The hypothesis of

this project is that movement training for neurorehabilitation can

be substantially improved through immersive and multimodal

sensory feedback. The approach is real-time acquisition of behavioral and physiological data from patients and the use of this

to adaptively and dynamically change the displays of an immersive virtual reality system, with the goal of maximizing patient

motivation. In this project two exemplary systems are complemented for robot-assisted rehabilitation of upper and lower extremities. The systems are able to record multi-sensory data

(motion, forces, voice, muscle activity, heart rate, skin conductance etc.) and process this data in real-time to infer the intention

of the patient and the overall psycho-physiological state. The

computed information will be used to modify immersive virtual

reality systems including 3D graphics and 3D sound. Experimental tests on humans are underway with expected basic

insights into the presence and motivation of humans. Furthermore, MIMICS technology is entering clinical routine so that

large patient populations (e.g. stroke, spinal cord injury) can

benefit. (28 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837861

555   Design and control of two planar cable-driven robots for

upper-limb neurorehabilitation.

Author(s):

G.Rosati, D.Zanotto, R.Secoli, A.Rossi (Dept. of

Innovation in Mech. &amp; Manage. (DIMEG), Univ. of Padua, Padova, Italy).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the Community (ICORR),

Kyoto International Conference Center, Japan Conference

Date: 23-26 June 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International

Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the

Community (ICORR) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3788-7 Page: p.560-5, Full text

Document type: Conference paper
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Abstract: Post-stroke robot-aided neurorehabilitation is an

emerging research field, aiming to improve the intensity and the

effectiveness of post-stroke rehabilitation protocols by using robotic technology and virtual reality. One classification that has

been proposed for therapy robots is between exoskeletons and

end-effector based machines. The latter are those devices

whose interaction with the patient's arm takes place at the endeffector level. This paper presents the design of two novel endeffector based robots for upper-limb rehabilitation, named

Sophia-4 and Sophia-3. Although the devices are based on a

common concept (the cable-drive actuation over a planar workspace), the latter differs from the former by the number of

employed cables (4 and 3, respectively), and, by several design

solutions, such as the introduction of a moving pulley-block to

enhance workspace and a tilting table to better target the patient's shoulder. Both mechanical and control system design are

addressed and a comparison of performances is presented. (29

refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837868

556   Social norm emergence in virtual agent societies.

Author(s): B.T.R.Savarimuthu, M.Purvis, M.Purvis, S.Cranefield (Dept. of Inf. Sci., Univ. of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand).

Conference: Declarative Agent Languages and Technologies

VI. 6th International Workshop, DALT 2008, Estoril, Portugal

Conference Date: 12 May 2008 Publication: Declarative Agent

Languages and Technologies VI. 6th International Workshop,

DALT 2008. Revised Selected and Invited Papers Publisher:

Springer, Germany Language: English ISBN: 3-540-93919-9

Page: p.18-28

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: The advent of virtual environments such as SecondLife call for a distributed approach for norm emergence and

spreading. In open virtual environments, monitoring various interacting agents (avatars), using a centralized authority might

be computationally expensive. The number of possible states

and actions of an agent could be huge. An approach for sustaining order and smoother functioning of these environments

can be facilitated through norms. Agents can generate norms

based on interactions. In particular, those social norms that incur

certain cost to an individual agent but benefit the whole society

are more interesting than those benefit both the agent and the

society. The problem is that the selfish agents might not be willing to share the norm adherence cost. In this work, we experiment with notion proposed by Axelrod that social norms are best

at preventing small defections where the cost of enforcement is

low. We also study how common knowledge can be used to

facilitate the overall benefit of the society. We believe our work

can be used to facilitate norm emergence in virtual online societies. (22 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10829380

557   DySCon: dynamic sharing control for distributed team

collaboration in networked enterprises.

Author(s): A.K.Malik, Hong-Linh Truong, S.Dustdar (Distrib.

Syst. Group, Vienna Univ. of Technol., Vienna, Austria).

Editor(s): B.Hofreiter, H.Werthner

Conference: 2009 IEEE Conference on Commerce and Enterprise Computing, Vienna, Austria Conference Date: 20-23 July

2009 Sponsor(s): Vienna Univ. Technol. Publication: 2009 IEEE

Conference on Commerce and Enterprise Computing Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3755-9

Page: p.279-84, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Networked enterprises create virtual teams of distributed experts belonging to different enterprises where one user

can be part of multiple teams; How to effectively control the

sharing of personal and shared context information among

members of multiple overlapping teams without compromising

their privacy is a challenging research question. This paper describes sharing control in Peer to Peer and Web service based
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collaborative systems. In contrast to other sharing systems

which mostly use static policy and context of requester and

owner, we propose DySCon, a context based Dynamic Sharing

Control mechanism which allows system defined as well as

owner defined runtime policy adaptation for different levels using various contexts. We evaluate our Dynamic Sharing Control

architecture by implementing a prototype Dynamic Sharing

Control Messenger to enhance privacy of the owner. (24 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10839164

558   Designing social commerce experience in 3D virtual

world.

Author(s): Zhi-Cong Fang (XiChang Coll., Xichang, China),

Hong Cai.

Editor(s): B.Hofreiter, H.Werthner

Conference: 2009 IEEE Conference on Commerce and Enterprise Computing, Vienna, Austria Conference Date: 20-23 July

2009 Sponsor(s): Vienna Univ. Technol. Publication: 2009 IEEE

Conference on Commerce and Enterprise Computing Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3755-9

Page: p.273-8, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Experience during e-commerce activities will greatly

influence people’s buying behavior. In this paper, the key points

of doing commerce over 3D virtual world are studied, a systematic method of designing e-commerce experience in 3D virtual

world is designed which is named C2V (commerce to virtual

worlds). A commerce scenario is decomposed into roles and

scenes, and then captured by performative structure graph. The

performative structure graph is then transformed into rectangular dualization layout through rectangular dualization algorithm.

By using a real use case (1st World Youth Olympic Game to be

hosted by Singapore) to apply the designed method, the feasibility of our new method is proved. (21 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10839167

559   Tunnel fire pedestrian 3D virtual reality show.

Author(s): Shu-qing Hao, Hong-wei Huang (Dept. of Geotechnical Eng., Tongji Univ., Shanghai, China).

Editor(s): R.Qiu, Hui Zhao

Conference: 2009 WASE International Conference on Information Engineering (ICIE), Taiyuan, Chanxi, China Conference

Date: 10-11 July 2009 Sponsor(s): World Assoc. Sci. Eng. Publication: 2009 WASE International Conference on Information

Engineering (ICIE) Part: vol.1 Publisher: IEEE, USA Language:

English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3679-8 Page: p.221-3, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Fire on railway station is a very important disaster is

worth of consideration. Fire risk evaluation is an important part

for reducing and controlling fire in railway station. Up to now

there are several evaluation methods, but few of them combining fire probability with fuzzy evaluation. Based on overall analysis of fire risk in railway station, a mathematical model of

comprehensive probability fuzzy evaluation for fire risk is built.

When fired, smoke will bring many pollution gases and harmful

particles with high temperature. Study the fire risk probability of

fuzzy evaluation method to evaluate the fire smoke flow phenomenon will provide help for people’s lives. In the article, the

author established the fuzzy evaluation method and use the

Smartfire software to simulate the fire on the station, it has provide the critical ventilation velocity that will disturb the fire smoke

to flow back and can help people to escape when there is fire

also. The result is that when ventilation velocity is 2.5 m/s can

help people to escape effectively and pollution gases distribution can give management help for people escape. (3 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10839222

560   Research on helmet customization system based on

web.

Author(s):

Jinjin Hu, Zhou Yuhong, Minying Xie, Lixin Cai,

Yunfang Zhangsu (Mech. &amp; Electron. Eng. Coll., AgricultureUniversity of Hebei, Baoding, China).
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Editor(s): R.Qiu, Hui Zhao

Conference: 2009 WASE International Conference on Information Engineering (ICIE), Taiyuan, Chanxi, China Conference

Date: 10-11 July 2009 Sponsor(s): World Assoc. Sci. Eng. Publication: 2009 WASE International Conference on Information

Engineering (ICIE) Part: vol.1 Publisher: IEEE, USA Language:

English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3679-8 Page: p.487-90, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: This paper puts forward the significance of the customization system for sales and purchases through analyzing

the status and features of helmets. It also discusses the structure and implementation route of the customization system for

the helmets. Then it studies and analyzes two key technologies

of the system. One is the virtual display technology. Firstly, we

use the three dimensional software to model, then use Cult3D

to establish the interactive event to realize the virtual display of

the network products. The other is network database technology, which is constructed by Asp and Access, to realize the

search and customization of helmets. At last, the customization

prototype system of the helmets is developed. (4 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10839322

561   A depth-dependent fusion algorithm for enhanced reality

based on binocular vision.

Author(s): Chensheng Wang, Liang Chen, Xiaoping Liu, Fei

Wang (Sch. of Autom., Beijing Univ. of Posts &amp; Telecommun.,

Beijing, China).

Editor(s): R.Qiu, Hui Zhao

Conference: 2009 WASE International Conference on Information Engineering (ICIE), Taiyuan, Shanxi, China Conference

Date: 10-11 July 2009 Sponsor(s): World Assoc. Sci. Eng. Publication: 2009 WASE International Conference on Information

Engineering (ICIE) Part: vol.2 Publisher: IEEE, USA Language:

English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3679-8 Page: p.45-9, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: As one of the pivot techniques in enhanced reality the

fusion of virtual and real scene image often happens in two

ways, either to incorporate a real object into a virtual environment, or to incorporate a virtual object into a real scene. Most

of the conventional methods for the fusion are conducted at the

image level, which fails to handle three-dimensional objects. In

this paper, a novel depth-dependent algorithm for the fusion of

virtual and real scene image in enhanced reality based on binocular vision will be proposed. The algorithm simulates the

human observation process, and computes the spatial position

of an image pixel by means of binocular parallax. With the assistance of object recognition techniques, the depth computation results will then be utilized to determine the spatial position

of the object in the observation coordinate frame. The fusion is

consequently implemented by positioning the object of interest

at the right position and establishing the depth relationship with

other objects in the scene. Experiment results demonstrate that

the proposed algorithm is both valid and effective to achieve a

high quality fusion for an enhanced reality application. (19 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10839460

562   EEG-based spatial navigation estimation in a virtual reality driving environment.

Author(s): Jeng-Ren Duann (Brain Res. Center, Nat. Chiao

Tung Univ., Hsinchu, Taiwan), K.Gramann, Te-Chung Chiou,

Chin-Teng Lin, Li-Wei Ko, Fu-Shu Yang.

Conference: 2009 Ninth IEEE International Conference on Bioinformatics and BioEngineering (BIBE), Taichung, Taiwan Conference Date: 22-24 June 2009 Publication: 2009 Ninth IEEE

International Conference on Bioinformatics and BioEngineering

(BIBE) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-0-7695-3656-9 Page: p.435-8, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: The aim of this study is to investigate the difference

of EEG dynamics on navigation performance. A tunnel task was

designed to classify subjects into allocentric or egocentric spapage 18 of 43
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tial representation users. Despite of the differences of mental

spatial representation, behavioral performance in general were

compatible between the two strategies subjects in the tunnel

task. Task-related EEG dynamics in power changes were analyzed using independent component analysis (ICA), time-frequency and non-parametric statistic test. ERSP image results

revealed navigation performance-predictive EEG activities

which is is expressed in the parietal component by source reconstruction. For egocentric subjects, comparing to trails with

well-estimation of homing angle, the power attenuation at the

frequencies from 8 to 30 Hz (around alpha and beta band) was

stronger when subjects overestimated homing directions, but

the attenuated power was decreased when subjects were underestimated the homing angles. However, we did not found

performance related brain activities for allocentric subjects,

which may due to the functional dissociation between the use

of allo- and egocentric reference frames. (20 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10839677

563   Soft tissue deformation and optimized data structures for

mass spring methods.

Author(s): T.Halic, S.Kockara, C.Bayrak, R.Rowe, B.Chen.

Conference: 2009 Ninth IEEE International Conference on Bioinformatics and BioEngineering (BIBE), Taichung, Taiwan Conference Date: 22-24 June 2009 Publication: 2009 Ninth IEEE

International Conference on Bioinformatics and BioEngineering

(BIBE) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-0-7695-3656-9 Page: p.45-52, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: One of the essential components of a virtual reality

surgical simulation is deformation. Deformations in computer

graphics and surgical simulations are commonly modeled with

three different approaches e.g. geometry based methods, Finite

Element method (FEM), and Mass-spring Method (MSM). The

geometry based methods are quite fast and visually appealing.

Late two methods take the physics of deformation into consideration. Even though the FEM results in more physically realistic

deformations, a significant drawback of this method is its expensive computation cost and vulnerability to surgical procedures such as incision. However, MSM is relatively computationally inexpensive.Because of the real-time physics based

behavior of MSM, it is widely accepted by surgical simulation

community. This study summarizes deformation simulation

methods and their pros and cons for surgical simulations. Moreover, because of wide usage of the MSM, optimized data structures for MSM are provided and analyzed under different

deformation settings. (32 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10839740

564   Modeling human body for virtual try-on system.

Author(s): Yan Jiang, Zhengdong Liu, Chunli Chen (Comput.

Inf. Center, Beijing Inst. of Fashion Technol., Beijing, China).

Conference: 2009 WRI Global Congress on Intelligent Systems

(GCIS 2009), Xiamen, China Conference Date: 19-21 May

2009 Publication: 2009 WRI Global Congress on Intelligent Systems (GCIS 2009) Part: vol.2 Publisher: IEEE, USA Language:

English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3571-5 Page: p.441-6, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: A new framework for modeling human body according

to the specified measurement dimensions is presented. Users

are assisted in automatically generating a virtual model through

modifying the standard one by controlling the parameters provided. Our approach consists of four major parts. First, 3D

scanner data is preprocessed and provides basic body parameters to standard body models. Second, the system builds a

series of standard body models combined the previous parameters and commercial software Poser. Third, measures individual body. Finally, modeling synthesis is accomplished by

standard body models and the individual parameters using degree 3 NURBS curve. In comparison with the existing similar

systems, our methodology is efficient and accurate, and adapt

to be used in Virtual Try On system on Internet. (10 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10838949
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565   Contact elements prediction based haptic rendering

method for collaborative virtual assembly system.

Author(s): Hu Xiao-peng (Shandong Inst. for Youth Manage.,

China), Chen Cheng-jun, Zhou Yi-qi.

Conference: 2009 WRI Global Congress on Intelligent Systems

(GCIS 2009), Xiamen, China Conference Date: 19-21 May

2009 Publication: 2009 WRI Global Congress on Intelligent Systems (GCIS 2009) Part: vol.4 Publisher: IEEE, USA Language:

English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3571-5 Page: p.259-63, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Based on the collaborative virtual assembly system

with haptic and force feedback, a contact elements prediction

based haptic rendering method is proposed. This method is

conducted at both server and client side. The server predicts the

basic contact elements using haptic rendering model. At client

side, according to the local proxy position and basic contact elements received from server side, the finial feedback force to

be sent to PHANToM device is estimated under the invariability

assumption of contact elements. This method can not only reduce the effects of both proxy position prediction error and

network jitter, but also reduce the network transfer load greatly.

(7 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10839073

566   6th Sense System augmented reality chemical plant supervision system.

Author(s): O.Naef, P.Crausaz (Univ. of Appl. Sci. of Western

Switzerland, Fribourg, Switzerland).

Journal: Int. J. Online Eng. (Austria), vol.2, no.4 Spec. Iss, 4 pp.

(2009) Publisher: International Association of Online Engineering, Austria Language: English ISSN: 1861-2121, Journal Website

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: This project aims at the realization of a wearable supervision system for chemical installations based on the augmented reality paradigm. Augmented reality improves the

perception the operator has of his surrounding environment by

overlaying real-time computer-generated images onto the real

world. This document describes the work realized from the beginning of this year. The first step was to implement a simplified

version of the system to show that such a system is feasible and

usable for the supervision of chemical plants. This was done in

the prototype α1, which was released in April 2004. Based on

knowledge acquired during the design and the implementation

of the first simplified prototype called α1, a complete and better

version of the system, the prototype α2, is currently being developed. (4 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10832720

567   Grid technologies for virtual laboratories in engineering

education.

Author(s): C.Schmid (Inst. of Autom. &amp; Comput. Control, RuhrUniv. Bochum, Bochum, Germany).

Journal: Int. J. Online Eng. (Austria), vol.4, no.1, p.56-64

(2009) Publisher: International Association of Online Engineering, Austria Language: English ISSN: 1861-2121, Journal Website

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: In this paper, Grid technologies are introduced to build

e-Learning environments for engineering education. Serviceoriented Grids open new fields of applications, the Learning

Grids. The learning services concept based on a learning model

and their deployment through Grid technologies are excellent

means to integrate virtual laboratories into e-Learning environments for engineering education. The paper goes into the most

important technical details, introduces into the used learning

model, and shows the authoring of Grid resources for virtual
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laboratories. Examples from a virtual laboratory demonstrate

the advantages of a Grid. (14 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10832731

568   Mixed reality environment for Web-based laboratory interactive learning.

Author(s): A.I.Saleem, K.M.Al-Aubidy (Philadelphia Univ., Jordan).

Journal: Int. J. Online Eng. (Austria), vol.4, no.1, p.40-5

(2009) Publisher: International Association of Online Engineering, Austria Language: English ISSN: 1861-2121, Journal Website

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: This paper presents a Web-based laboratory for distance learners by incorporating simulation and hardware implementation into Web-based e-learning systems. It presents a

development consisting of laboratory course through Internet

based on mixed reality technique to setup, run and manipulate

set of experiments. Each experiment has been designed in a

way that allows the learner to manipulate the components and

check if it works properly in order to achieve the experiment objective. The proposed laboratory e-learning tool has Web-based

components accessed by authorized users. Learners can acquire the necessary skills they need, while learning the theory

of the experiment and the basic characteristics of each component used in the experiment. Finally, a case study was conducted to show the feasibility and efficiency of the proposed method.

(18 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10832732



Conference on Measuring Technology and Mechatronics Automation (ICMTMA) Part: vol.1 Publisher: IEEE, USA Language:

English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3583-8 Page: p.510-13, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: A novel 3D interactive simulation system for Li/

MnO2 coin cell production line was presented in this paper. In

order to solve the shortcomings of using traditional solid model

for static simulation, the 3D visualization of the model and interactive motion simulation for Li/MnO2 coin cell production line

was realized by AutoCAD/3dsmax/VR-Platform interaction

through the external software interface. The 3D assembling

model was built by AutoCAD software and exported into the 3ds

max environment by DWG format for rendering, and then channeled into VR-Platform software for creating virtual environment, human computer interface and database connection

inquiry for interactive simulation. Based on these techniques,

the simulation system is achieved and provides an adequate

interactive simulation interface for Li/MnO2 coin cell production

line manufacturing process simulation, perfect information inquiries for designer and manager. Therefore the research of 3D

interactive simulation system for Li/MnO2 coin cell production

line has important research value and application prospect. (15

refs.)

Inspec No.: 10834917



569   Research on key technologies of remote monitoring platform for shearer.

Author(s): Zhong-bin Wang, Wen-feng Ni, Shu-bin Li, Zhi-peng

Xu (Coll. of Mech. &amp; Electr. Eng., China Univ. of Min. &amp; Technol.,

Xuzhou, China).

Conference: 2009 International Conference on Measuring

Technology and Mechatronics Automation (ICMTMA), Zhangjiajie, Hunan, China Conference Date: 11-12 April 2009 Sponsor

(s): Central South Univ., China Publication: 2009 International

Conference on Measuring Technology and Mechatronics Automation (ICMTMA) Part: vol.1 Publisher: IEEE, USA Language:

English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3583-8 Page: p.316-19, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: In order to realize the remote monitoring for the shearer in the fully mechanized long-wall coal mining face, the remote

monitoring platform of the shearer was developed by using Virtual-Prototype technology. The platform utilized virtual reality

software Virtools and its software development kit to build the

shearer’s Virtual-Prototype same as the real shearer in the coal

mining face, and adopted the SIMENS WinCC configuration

technology to collect and analyze all kinds of the working parameters of the real shearer, the working parameters of the real

shearer was applied to drive its virtual prototype, then the working status of the shearer in the fully mechanized long-wall coal

mining face was reappeared accurately, the remote operator

could truly observe the shearer’s working status and reliably

control the real shearer in the coal mine by this platform. It is

shown that the remote monitoring platform can implement the

real reappearance, data analysis and control for the shearer in

the fully mechanized long-wall coal mining face. (6 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10834887



571   A virtualized self-adaptive parallel programming framework for heterogeneous high productivity computers.

Author(s): Hua Cheng (Nat. Res. Center for Intell. Comput.

Syst., Chinese Acad. of Sci., Beijing, China), Zuoning Chen,

Ninghui Sun, Fenbin Qi, Chaoqun Dong, Laiwang Cheng.

Editor(s): Xiaofei Liao, Hai Jin, Ran Zheng, Deqing Zou

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Symposium on Parallel

and Distributed Processing with Applications (ISPA), Chengdu,

China Conference Date: 9-12 Aug. 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE

International Symposium on Parallel and Distributed Processing

with Applications (ISPA) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3747-4 Page: p.543-8, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: This paper proposed a virtualized self-adaptive heterogeneous high productivity computers parallel programming

framework (VAPPF), which is composed of virtualization-based

runtime system (VRTS) and virtualized adaptive parallel programming model (VAPPM). Virtualization-based runtime system is composed of node-level virtual machine monitor (NVMM)

and system-level virtual infrastructure (SVI). VAPPM program

model is not only compatible with conventional data parallel, but

also support task parallel. Moreover, with the concept of domains and virtualized process locale, virtualization-based runtime system can map between computation and processors

according to system-level resources view and performance

model. By conceal the hardware details through both runtime

system level and programming model level by virtualization, the

framework provides programmers a middle-level view independent of hardware details. Programmers can do their programming and debugging works on this middle-level view, and

then, the runtime system map it into specific hardware environment. By this way, programming can be relatively separated

from specific hardware architectures, this model realized an efficient work division between programmers and systems, and

can help to improve the system’s programmability, scalability,

portability, robustness, performance, and productivity. (11 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10834584



570   Research on 3D interactive simulation system for Li/

MnO2 coin cell production line based on virtual reality.

Author(s): Chen Xiaoming, Lin Shuzhong (Sch. of Machinery

&amp; Electron., Tianjin Polytech. Univ., Tianjin, China).

Conference: 2009 International Conference on Measuring

Technology and Mechatronics Automation (ICMTMA), Zhangjiajie, Hunan, China Conference Date: 11-12 April 2009 Sponsor

(s): Central South Univ., China Publication: 2009 International



572   Performance, fault-tolerance and scalability analysis of

virtual infrastructure management system.

Author(s): Xiangzhen Kong, Jiwei Huang, Chuang Lin, P.D.Ungsunan (Dept. of Comput. Sci. &amp; Technol., Tsinghua Univ.,

Beijing, China).

Editor(s): Xiaofei Liao, Hai Jin, Ran Zheng, Deqing Zou

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Symposium on Parallel

and Distributed Processing with Applications (ISPA), Chengdu,
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China Conference Date: 9-12 Aug. 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE

International Symposium on Parallel and Distributed Processing

with Applications (ISPA) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3747-4 Page: p.282-9, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: The virtual infrastructure has become more and more

popular in the grid and cloud computing. With the aggrandizement scale, the management of the resources in virtual infrastructure faces a great technical challenge. To support the upper

services effectively, it raises higher requirements for the performance, fault-tolerance and scalability of virtual infrastructure

management systems. In this paper, we study the performance,

fault-tolerance and scalability of virtual infrastructure management systems with the three typical structures, including centralized, hierarchical and peer-to-peer structures. We give the

mathematical definition of the evaluation metrics and give detailed quantitative analysis, and then get several useful conclusions for enhancing the performance, fault-tolerance and

scalability, based on the quantitative analysis. We believe that

the results of this work will help system architects make informed

choices for building virtual infrastructure. (25 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10834598



Journal: Acta Sci. Nat. Univ. Sunyatseni (China), vol.48, no.1,

p.123-7 (Jan. 2009) Publisher: Zhongshan University, China

Language: Chinese ISSN: 0529-6579

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: Consistency maintenance is a kernel problem to collaborative augmented reality (CAR) research. In this area, locallag mechanism has been proposed to eliminate short-term

inconsistency, while how to select a proper lag value is a key

problem to the mechanism. In this paper, a particular CAR system is presented, and an experiment was conducted to investigate the effects of lag value on the task performance of the

system. Experimental results indicate that the effect of lag value

on task performance is not linear, and it could be separated into

three segments by two dividing points; 100 ms and 500 ms.

When the lag is less than 100 ms, the effect of lag is negligible.

When the lag increases from 100 ms to 500 ms, the negative

effect of lag increases with the lag, but all participants can accomplish the task. When the lag exceeds 500 ms, the task

performance decreases rapidly, and some participants even

cannot accomplish the task. (9 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10832482



573   Effect of navigation aids and landmarks on acquisition of

spatial knowledge in virtual environments.

Author(s): Zuo Wuheng, Xu Baihua (Psychol. Dept., Zhejiang

Univ., Hangzhou, China), Yuan He, Feng Zhilin.

Editor(s): Jianxun Xhne, Zhengbing Hu

Conference: 2009 First International Workshop on Database

Technology and Applications, DBTA, Wuhan, Hubei, China

Conference Date: 25-26 April 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Comp.

Soc. Publication: 2009 First International Workshop on Database Technology and Applications, DBTA Publisher: IEEE,

USA Language: English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3604-0 Page: p.

30-2, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: The effect of navigation aids and landmarks on spatial

learning was investigated when participants repeatedly navigated four complex three-dimensional virtual mazes. The study

was divided into two main phases: learning and a test of learning

transfer. The learning phase consisted of participants directly

navigating in one of the four virtual mazes with or without navigation aids and landmarks. Learning transfer was examined by

testing navigation tasks in the environment without the use of

the navigation aids. Findings show that the combined impact of

both navigation aids and landmarks on spatial knowledge acquisition in navigation tasks. (13 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10834670



576   Simulation of VRML based 2-DOF parallel manipulators.

Author(s): Qiu Ying, Li Wei-min, Gao Tie-hong (Sch. of Mech.

Eng., Hebei Univ. of Technol., Tianjin, China), Qiu Xue-xian.

Journal: J. Hebei Univ. Technol. (China), vol.37, no.6, p.1-5

(Dec. 2008) Publisher: Hebei University of Technology, China

Language: Chinese ISSN: 1007-2373

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: Virtual manufacturing technology is new development

to traditional CAD/CAM technology. At present, VMT becomes

the important aided tool of modern mechanical engineering design. Virtual simulation is the firm basis of realizing such technology. VRML is a 3D modeling language and popular data

transmission choice on the Internet. Related contents about the

two technologies were discussed firstly. This paper provides a

simulation system of 2-DOF parallel manipulators on the basis

of VRML, and also offers methods and procedure of developing

the simulation model. At last, an application example is implemented and showed. (8 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10830005



574   Planning dependability of virtualised networks.

Author(s): P.C.Pomi, M.Vallini, M.D.Aime (Dipt. di Autom. e

Inf., Politec. di Torino, Torino, Italy).

Editor(s): M.Vieira, O.Dini

Conference: 2009 Second International Conference on Dependability (DEPEND), Athens, Glyfada, Greece Conference

Date: 18-23 June 2009 Publication: 2009 Second International

Conference on Dependability (DEPEND) Publisher: IEEE,

USA Language: English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3666-8 Page: p.

46-51, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Virtualisation technologies widely affect best practice

for dependability of services and networks, and suggest novel

approaches for dependable configurations. Starting from an existing tool, that computes dependable configurations for traditional information systems, we analyse how to change its

configuration strategies when moving to virtual environments.

(12 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10839667

575   Effects of local-lag mechanism on task performance in a

collaborative augmented reality system.

Author(s): Chen Ling, Xu Yongjian, Zhao Gangqiang, Chen

Gencai (Coll. of Comput. Sci., Zhejiang Univ., Hangzhou, China).
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577   Multi-resolution representation of digital terrain models

with terrain features preservation.

Author(s): Wang Zhi, Li QingQuan, Yang BiSheng (State Key

Lab. of Inf. Eng. in Surveying, Wuhan Univ., Wuhan, China).

Journal: Sci. China Ser. E: Technol. Sci. (Netherlands), vol.51,

supp.1, p.145-54 (April 2008) Publisher: Springer Netherlands,

Netherlands Language: English ISSN: 1006-9321, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: Multi-resolution TIN model is an important issue in the

contexts of visualization, virtual reality (VR), and geographic information systems (GIS). This paper proposes a new method

for constructing multi-resolution TIN models with multi-scale

topographic features preservation. The proposed method is

driven by a half-edge collapse operation in a greedy framework

and employs a new quadric error metric to efficiently measure

geometric errors. We define topographic features in a multiscale manner using a center-surround operator on Gaussianweighted mean curvatures. Experimental results demonstrate

that the proposed method performs better than previous methods in terms of topographic features preservation, and is able

to achieve multi-resolution TIN models with a higher accuracy.

(13 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10840601
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578   Virtual reality and museum: an educational application

for museum education.

Author(s): N.Zouboula, E.Fokides, C.Tsolakidis, C.Vratsalis

(Dept. of Educ., Univ. of the Aegean, Rhodes, Greece).

Journal: Int. J. Emerg. Technol. Learn. (Austria), vol.3, Spec.

Iss., p.89-95 (2008) Publisher: International Association of Online Engineering, Austria Language: English ISSN: 1863-0383,

Journal Website , Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: This paper discusses the development of a virtual reality museum. An effort was made so that the virtual museum

represents the Byzantine, medieval museum in Rhodes as

closely as possible. Simple and low cost tools were used to allow

rapid development of relatively good quality applications. This

was attempted to validate our belief that the construction of VR

applications is within the abilities of the majority of computer

users. In this case and taking into account the well documented

educational value of VR, it would be possible to assert that

teachers could construct and use VR applications in their everyday teaching. (23 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10832697

579   Artificial neural networks to recognize ARToolKit markers.

Author(s): W.L.Gomes, C.Camilo, L.A.Lima, A.Cardoso, E.Lamounier, Jr., K.Yamanaka (Fac. de Eng. Eletr., Univ. Fed. de

Uberldndia, Uberlandia, Brazil).

Editor(s): D.A.Karras, Chunping Li, Z.Majkic, S.R.M.Prasanna

Conference: 2007 International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Pattern Recognition (AIPR-07), Orlando, FL, USA

Conference Date: 9-12 July 2007 Publication: Proceedings of

the 2007 International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and

Pattern Recognition (AIPR-07) Publisher: ISRST, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-0-97274-123-1 Page: p.464-9

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: The objective of this work is to present the implementation of an artificial neural network associated to ARTtoolKit for

the recognition of markers, providing a less complex algorithm

in comparison to the traditional algorithm used in the ARToolKit

system. (11 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10834756

580   Pedagogical design for E-learning virtual reality software.

Author(s): L.F.Silva, A.Cardoso (Fac. de Eng. Eletr., Univ. Fed.

de Uberlandia, Uberlandia, Brazil), E.B.Mendes, E.K.Takahashi, E.Lamounier, S.Martins.

Editor(s): D.A.Karras, Chunping Li, Z.Majkic, S.R.M.Prasanna

Conference: 2007 International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and Pattern Recognition (AIPR-07), Orlando, FL, USA

Conference Date: 9-12 July 2007 Publication: Proceedings of

the 2007 International Conference on Artificial Intelligence and

Pattern Recognition (AIPR-07) Publisher: ISRST, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-0-97274-123-1 Page: p.470-5

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: This article describes the development of a computer

system for Physics education in high school elaborated by a

multidisciplinary team (Electric Engineering, Physics, Education

and Visual Arts). For development of this software it was elaborated a pedagogical design based on principles of meaningful

learning, including techniques of Virtual Reality that allow to the

interaction with simulation of physical experiments and the design of layouts, that contemplates the currently visual trends. (13

refs.)

Inspec No.: 10834757

581   System support for mobile augmented reality services.

Author(s): H.Kimura, E.Tokunaga, T.Nakajima (Waseda Univ.,

Tokyo, Japan).
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Conference: Applied Computing 2007. The 22nd Annual ACM

Symposium on Applied Computing, Seoul, South Korea Conference Date: 11-15 March 2007 Publication: Applied Computing 2007. The 22nd Annual ACM Symposium on Applied

Computing Part: vol.2 Publisher: ACM, USA Language: English ISBN: 1-59593-480-4 Page: p.1616-23, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Developing and deploying augmented reality (AR)

services in pervasive computing environments is quite difficult

because almost of all current systems require heavy and bulky

head-mounted displays (HMDs) and are based on inflexible

centralized architectures for detecting service locations and superimposing AR images. We propose a light-weight mobile AR

service framework that combines personal mobile devices most

of people own nowadays, visual tags as inexpensive AR techniques, and mobile code that enables easy- to-deploy environments. Our framework enables developers to easily deploy

mobile AR services in pervasive computing environments and

users to interact them in a both of practical and intuitive way. (21

refs.)

Inspec No.: 10829510



1.6 Data visualisation

582   Design patent map visualization display.

Author(s):

Rain Chen (Dept. of Visual Commun. Design,

Southern Taiwan Univ., Yung-Kang, Taiwan).

Journal: Expert Syst. Appl. (UK), vol.36, no.10, p.12362-74

(Dec. 2009) Publisher: Elsevier Science Ltd., UK Language:

English ISSN: 0957-4174, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: Design patent map is an important strategic tool for

establishing design strategies. Of types of patents, design patents occupy a unique patent field, since design patents are not

as definitive as other patent fields. Therefore, the construction

of design patent map is extremely difficult. Until now, in worldrenowned patent periodicals, studies on design patent map

have not been found; thus, this study is very innovative. In this

study, design patents from between 2005 and 2007 in the United

States were selected, 74 patent samples in the car industry were

selected as research subjects. Ten design patent examiners

who have an average of 10 years of patent evaluation experience in the Taiwan Intellectual Property Office (TIPO) and 29

industrial designers who have had an average of over 3 years

of design experience are enlisted to assist in construction of design patent map. Corporations can use the concrete steps provided by this study, with the multi-dimensional scale, to establish

a design patent map and use this to form patent strategies. This

strategic tool will become a new tool for competition for firms

facing the knowledge economy era! [All rights reserved Elsevier]. (15 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10840702

583   Scopira: an open source C++ framework for biomedical

data analysis applications.

Author(s): A.B.Demko, N.J.Pizzi (Inst. for Biodiagnostics, Nat.

Res. Council of Canada, Winnipeg, MB, Canada).

Journal: Softw., Pract. Exp. (UK), vol.39, no.6, p.641-60 (25

April 2009) Publisher: John Wiley &amp; Sons Ltd., UK Language:

English ISSN: 0038-0644, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: In many biomedical research laboratories, data analysis and visualization algorithms are typical prototypes using an

interpreted programming language. If performance becomes an

issue, they are ported to C and integrated with interpreted systems, not fully utilizing object-oriented software development.

This paper presents an overview of Scopira, an open source C

++ framework suitable for biomedical data analysis and visualization. Scopira provides high-performance end-to-end applicapage 22 of 43
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tion development features, in the form of an extensible C++

library. This library provides general programming utilities, numerical matrices and algorithms, parallelization facilities, and

graphical user interface elements. Copyright © 2008 John Wiley

&amp; Sons, Ltd. (35 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10829799

584   Tachistoscopic exposure and masking of real three-dimensional scenes.

Author(s):

J.Philbeck, D.Chichka, S.Pothier, D.A.Gajewski

(George Washington Univ., Washington, DC, USA).

Journal: Behav. Res. Meth. (USA), vol.41, no.1, p.107-12 (Feb.

2009) Publisher: Psychonomic Society Publications, USA Language: English ISSN: 1554-351X, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: Although there are many well-known forms of visual

cues specifying absolute and relative distance, little is known

about how visual space perception develops at small temporal

scales. How much time does the visual system require to extract

the information in the various absolute and relative distance

cues? In this article, we describe a system that may be used to

address this issue by presenting brief exposures of real, threedimensional scenes, followed by a masking stimulus. The system is composed of an electronic shutter (a liquid crystal smart

window) for exposing the stimulus scene, and a liquid crystal

projector coupled with an electromechanical shutter for presenting the masking stimulus. This system can be used in both fulland reduced-cue viewing conditions, under monocular and

binocular viewing, and at distances limited only by the testing

space. We describe a configuration that may be used for studying the microgenesis of visual space perception in the context

of visually directed walking. (20 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10829831

585   Visualization method for time and space logic correlation

of security audit event.

Author(s): Wang Bao-yun, Yang Ying-jie, Chang De-xian, Wu

Bei (Inst. of Electron. Technol., PLA Inf. Eng. Univ., Zhengzhou,

China).

Journal: Comput. Eng. (China), vol.35, no.2, p.151-3 (20 Jan.

2009) Publisher: Editorial Board of Computer Engineering, China Language: Chinese ISSN: 1000-3428

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: This paper describes security audit event in the form

of Unified Modeling Language (UML) with the idea of object oriented theory, and proposes security audit event visualization

model based on the theory of colored Petri-net. Based on this

model, with the file operation audit events, it gives a visualization

method for time and space logic correlation of security audit

event. The method provides convenience and assistant of

browsing and analyzing audit data for security auditor. (5 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10829641

586   Real-time virtual visualization of vegetation based on

GIS data.

Author(s): Tang Fei, Yang Liao, Wang Wei-sheng (Xinjiang

Inst. of Ecology &amp; Geogr., Chinese Acad. of Sci., Urumqi, China).

Journal: Comput. Eng. (China), vol.35, no.2, p.253-5 (20 Jan.

2009) Publisher: Editorial Board of Computer Engineering, China Language: Chinese ISSN: 1000-3428

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: Aiming at the problem of real-time virtual visualization

of vegetation in large-scale scenes, this paper presents a method to generate distribution and attributes of individual plants at

application runtime using Wang tiles and vegetation coverage

data from geographic information system(GIS). By utilizing geometry level-of-detail model and texture splatting. real-time rendering is achieved. Experimental results show that this method
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can visualize large-scale scenes with vegetation at interactive

frame rate while moving through in virtual environment. (6 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10829677

587   Information fusion based decision support via hidden

Markov models and time series anomaly detection.

Author(s): J.Barker, R.Green, P.Thomas (Sensors &amp; Countermeasures, Dstl Porton Down, Salisbury, UK), G.Brown,

D.Salmond.

Conference: 2009 12th International Conference on Information

Fusion (FUSION), Seattle, WA, USA Conference Date: 6-9 July

2009 Publication: 2009 12th International Conference on Information Fusion (FUSION) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language:

English ISBN: 978-0-9824-4380-4 Page: p.764-71

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: An information fusion (IF) based decision support tool

(DST) is presented to aid the identification of a target, from a

large set of candidates, carrying out a pattern of activity which

could be comprised of a wide variety of possible sub-activities

and chronologies of events. The overall activity can only be defined in terms of its impact and in some cases detectable signatures of sub-activities. hidden Markov models (HMMs) and

time series anomaly detection methods process multi-modal

sensor data which are then integrated by a novel, efficient Bayesian IF algorithm to provide a probability that each candidate

under observation is carrying out the target activity. The DST

has been developed to prototype status by implementing this

framework using commercial off the shelf (COTS) software. The

DST allows the decision maker to rapidly access current and

historical situational awareness pictures quantifying the progress of the overall search. A range of geospatial visualization

and data interrogation features available to the decision maker

are described and their performance is qualitatively evaluated.

Finally, planned future developments are outlined. (4 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10836553

588   Data handling displays.

Author(s): M.Lazarov, H.Pirsiavash, B.Sajadi, U.Mukherjee,

A.Majumder (Univ. of California, Irvine, CA, USA).

Editor(s): M.Pantic, J.Cohn, M.Turk, T.S.Huang

Conference: 2009 IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and

Pattern Recognition (CVPR), Miami, FL, USA Conference Date:

20-25 June 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR) Publisher: IEEE,

USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3992-8 Page: p.

24-30, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Imagine a world in which people can use their handheld mobile devices to project and transfer content. Everyone

can join the collaboration by simply bringing their mobile devices

close to each other. People can grab data from each others'

devices with simple hand gestures. Now imagine a large display

created by tiling multiple displays where multiple users can interact with a large dynamically changing data set in a collocated,

collaborative setting and the displays will take care of the data

transfer and handling functions in a way that is transparent to

the users. In this paper we present a novel data-handling display

which works as not only a display device but also as an interaction and data transfer module. We propose simple gesture

based solutions to transfer information between these datahandling modules. We achieve high scalability by presenting a

fully distributed architecture in which each device is responsible

for its own data and also communicates and collaborates with

other devices. We also show the usefulness of our work in visualizing large datasets and at the same time allowing multiple

users to interact with the data. (23 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10836218

589   Safety icons and usability: a Peircean reanalysis.

Author(s): J.Caldwell (Brigham Young Univ., Provo, UT, USA).
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Conference: 2009 IEEE International Professional Communication Conference (IPCC 2009), Waikiki, HI, USA Conference

Date: 19-22 July 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International Professional Communication Conference (IPCC 2009) Publisher:

IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-4357-4 Page:

8 pp., Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Recent studies have examined the usage of and effectiveness of icons, particularly safety icons. Collectively, these

studies have found that some icons tend to be more effective

than others. Various factors influence usability of an icon: culture, familiarity [1], detail, stylizing, simplification [2], color, and

adherence to an archetype [3], “naturalness” and “differentiation,” [4], but also familiarity, uniqueness, completeness and

clarity [5]. So far, no study has attempted a ranking for these

factors, differentiating important and minor considerations. Also

missing is an organizing model of icon interpretation, explaining

how these various factors relate, and a lack of theoretical understanding in usability studies generally as discussed by Lund

[6]. Without a consistent framework for understanding visual interpretation, when “errors” are found and corrected in a visual

form, the change in visual form may or may not actually increase

usability [7]. This study organizes previous safety icon research

using the Peircean framework proposed by Amare and Manning

[8] [9] [10] [11]. (16 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10838053

590   Visual integration tool for heterogeneous data type by

unified vectorization.

Author(s): F.Bourennani, K.Q.Pu, Ying Zhu (Inst. of Technol.,

Univ. of Ontario, Oshawa, ON, Canada).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Information Reuse &amp; Integration (IRI 2009), Las Vegas, NV, USA Conference Date: 10-12 Aug. 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Syst. Man

Cybern. Soc. (IEEE SMC) Publication: 2009 IEEE International

Conference on Information Reuse &amp; Integration (IRI 2009) Publisher:

IEEE,

USA

Language:

English

ISBN:

978-1-4244-4114-3 Page: p.132-7, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Data integration is the problem of combining data residing at different sources, and providing the user with a unified

view of these data. One of the critical issues of data integration

is the detection of similar entities based on the content. This

complexity is due to three factors: the data type of the databases

are heterogeneous, the schema of databases are unfamiliar and

heterogenous as well, and the amount of records is voluminous

and time consuming to analyze. As solution to these problems

we extend our work in another of our papers by introducing a

new measure to handle heterogeneous textual and numerical

data type for co-incident meaning extraction. Firstly, to in order

accommodate the heterogeneous data types we propose a new

weight called Bin Frequency - Inverse Document Bin Frequency

(BF-IDBF) for effective heterogeneous data pre-processing and

classification by unified vectorization. Secondly in order to handle the unfamiliar data structure, we use the unsupervised algorithm Self-Organizing Map. Finally to help the user to explore

and browse the semantically similar entities among the copious

amount of data, we use a SOM based visualization tool to map

the database tables based on their semantical content. (17 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10838449

591   Client-side data visualization.

Author(s): T.Saito, Jinsong Ouyang (Dept. of Comput. Sci.,

California State Univ., Sacramento, CA, USA).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Information Reuse &amp; Integration (IRI 2009), Las Vegas, NV, USA Conference Date: 10-12 Aug. 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Syst. Man

Cybern. Soc. (IEEE SMC) Publication: 2009 IEEE International

Conference on Information Reuse &amp; Integration (IRI 2009) Publisher:

IEEE,

USA

Language:

English

ISBN:

978-1-4244-4114-3 Page: p.194-9, Full text
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Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: This paper proposes a toolkit with which a Web site

can visualize eXtensible Markup Language (XML) data without

using a server-side programming language. Further, the visualization element is provided as a Scalable Vector Graphics

(SVG) object so that the users of the toolkit can interact with the

graphic component. The toolkit is implemented with JavaScript

and Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformation (XSLT)

and tested on Firefox Web browser. The use of open standard

languages and tools makes this toolkit highly flexible, extensible, and independent from server-side development environment. (15 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10838460

592   Visualizing real-time and archived traffic incident data.

Author(s): M.VanDaniker (Center for Adv. Transp. Technol.

Lab., Univ. of Maryland, College Park, MD, USA).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Information Reuse &amp; Integration (IRI 2009), Las Vegas, NV, USA Conference Date: 10-12 Aug. 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Syst. Man

Cybern. Soc. (IEEE SMC) Publication: 2009 IEEE International

Conference on Information Reuse &amp; Integration (IRI 2009) Publisher:

IEEE,

USA

Language:

English

ISBN:

978-1-4244-4114-3 Page: p.206-11, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: The volume of data associated with a single transportation incident is difficult to comprehend, and existing systems often fail to equip users with the tools to rapidly make

sense of this data. The consequences of delayed decision-making or misinterpreting data can be life threatening. A tool that

gives the incident manager the ability to grasp the entire picture

of an incident in a minimal amount of time is essential to facilitate

quick decision-making. The transportation incident management explorer (TIME) visualizes real-time and historic traffic

incident data. Temporal data are rendered as timelines and geospatial data are plotted on an interactive map, providing users

freedom to explore regions affected by an incident. TIME reduces the chance of missing critical information, enables users

to correlate events, and quickens the time needed to comprehend the many simultaneous events that occur during the management of an incident. (15 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10838462

593   Visual analysis of customer data in commercial banks.

Author(s): Kan Liu (Sch. of Inf., ZhongNan Univ. of Econ. &amp;

Laws, Wuhan, China), Ping Liu.

Editor(s): Shouyang Wang, Lean Fu, Fenghua Wen, Shaoyi He,

Yong Fang, K.K.Lai

Conference: 2009 International Conference on Business Intelligence and Financial Engineering (BIFE), Beijing, China Conference Date: 24-26 July 2009 Publication: 2009 International

Conference on Business Intelligence and Financial Engineering

(BIFE) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-0-7695-3705-4 Page: p.652-5, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Visual data analysis involves using modern computer

graphics and display tools to explore data. The use of such visual research methods has become increasingly widespread

throughout the social sciences. This paper focuses on customer

data in commercial banks, and aims to use visual representations and interaction techniques to provide a new vision of

customer relationship management. Two key visualization techniques - parallel coordinates and treemaps - have been used in

this process; they show monotonous customer data in a more

vivid way and allow more valuable information to be extracted.

(8 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10838511
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594   Application of a system for landscape architecture data.

Author(s): F.Favetta (Nat. Sch. of Higher Studies in Nature &amp;

Landscape Archit., Blois, France).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia

and Expo (ICME), New York, NY, USA Conference Date: 28

June-3 July 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Publication: Proceedings

2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo

(ICME) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-4290-4 Page: p.1833-4, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Landscape architects collect and deal with a huge

amount of documents. We propose a multimedia, visual and interactive system to structure and explore them, and we develop

a prototype which has been used by the students of our Landscape Architecture University for real urban-planning projects

with several towns in France. This paper presents and analyzes

the interesting feedback we have received about this use.

Inspec No.: 10836902

595   Video browsing using motion visualization.

Author(s):

K.Schoeffmann, M.Taschwer, L.Boeszoermenyi

(Inst. of Inf. Technol., Klagenfurt Univ., Klagenfurt, Austria).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia

and Expo (ICME), New York, NY, USA Conference Date: 28

June-3 July 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Publication: Proceedings

2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo

(ICME) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-4290-4 Page: p.1835-6, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: We present a video browsing tool that uses a novel

and powerful visualization technique of video motion. The tool

provides an interactive navigation index that allows users to

quickly and easily recognize content semantics like scenes with

fast/slow motion (in general or according to a specific direction),

scenes showing still/moving objects in front of a still/moving

background, camera pans, or camera zooms. Moreover, the

visualization facilitates identification of similar segments in a

video. A first user study has shown encouraging results. (1 ref.)

Inspec No.: 10836903

596   AudioCycle: a similarity-based visualization of musical

libraries.

Author(s): J.Urbain, T.Dubuisson, S.Dupont (TCTS Lab., Fac.

Polytech. de Mons, Mons, Belgium), C.Frisson, R.Sebbe,

N.d'Alessandro.

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia

and Expo (ICME), New York, NY, USA Conference Date: 28

June-3 July 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Publication: Proceedings

2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo

(ICME) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-4290-4 Page: p.1847-8, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: This paper presents AudioCycle, a prototype application for browsing through music loop libraries. AudioCycle

provides the user with a graphical view where the audio extracts

are visualized and organized according to their similarity in

terms of musical properties, such as timbre, harmony, and

rhythm. The user is able to navigate in this visual representation

and listen to individual audio extracts, as well as query the database by providing audio examples. AudioCycle draws from a

range of technologies, including audio analysis from music information retrieval research, 3D visualization, spatial auditory

rendering, audio time-scaling and pitch modification. The proposed approach extends on previously described music and

audio browsers. Possible extension to multimedia libraries is also suggested. (7 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10836909

597   Stance-based strike zone shaping and visualization in

broadcast baseball video: providing reference for pitch location

positioning.

Author(s):

Hua-Tsung Chen, Wen-Jiin Tsai, Suh-Yin Lee

(Dept. of Comput. Sci., Nat. Chiao-Tung Univ., Hsinchu, Taiwan).
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Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia

and Expo (ICME), New York, NY, USA Conference Date: 28

June-3 July 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Publication: Proceedings

2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo

(ICME) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-4290-4 Page: p.302-5, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: In baseball, the strike zone plays an important role in

each pitch. Pitches which pass through the strike zone count as

strikes, three of which strike out the batter. Thus, pitchers should

acquire mastery of the strike zone. Moreover, the strike zone

also provides the reference for positioning the pitch locations,

about which sports fans and professionals have an intense interest in compile statistics. This paper presents a stance-based

approach for strike zone shaping and visualization in broadcast

baseball video. We design efficient and effective algorithms to

detect the home plate, contour the batter, locate the features

points on the batter contour, and finally outline the strike zone.

The experiments show that the proposed framework is able to

shape the strike zone fairly well in various broadcast baseball

video sequences, needless of manual operation and additional

camera setting. (13 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10836984

598   Advertisement evaluation using visual saliency based on

foveated image.

Author(s): Zhiguo Ma, Laiyun Qing, Jun Miao, Xilin Chen (Key

Lab. of Intell. Inf. Process., Chinese Acad. of Sci., Beijing, China).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia

and Expo (ICME), New York, NY, USA Conference Date: 28

June-3 July 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Publication: Proceedings

2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo

(ICME) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-4290-4 Page: p.914-17, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: This paper proposes a novel approach to advertisement evaluation using automatic salient regions. The salient

regions are detected using a predicting model, in which the estimation are obtained by the space variant foveated image. The

saliency is defined as the difference between the input image

and its estimation. Then an advertisement is determined as attractive if the detected salient regions are overlapped with the

interested regions of the advertisement. The experimental results on the advertisements data set are encouraging. (17 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837133

599   Research on integration of microscopic traffic simulation

and GIS.

Author(s): Yuan Zhou (Sch. of Inf. Sci. &amp; Eng., Yunan Univ.,

Kunming, China), Hong Liang, Jianping Wu, Lianxiong Gao.

Conference: 2009 IEEE/INFORMS International Conference on

Service Operations, Logistics and Informatics (SOLI), Chicago,

IL, USA Conference Date: 22-24 July 2009 Publication: 2009

IEEE/INFORMS International Conference on Service Operations, Logistics and Informatics (SOLI) Publisher: IEEE, USA

Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3540-1 Page: p.657-62,

Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: An application system is presented to implement the

integration of microscopic traffic simulation and GIS, and a spatio-temporal data model is proposed as the solution for the

integration. We mainly discuss the framework, spatio-temporal

data model and dynamic map layer of integrative system. The

representative microscopic traffic simulation system, MITSIM, is

adopted as the model to analyze the simulation process. We

realized the integrative system based on ArcGIS and MITSIM.

It has been shown that integrating microscopic simulation and

GIS is an efficient and feasible method to utilize spatial data
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storage, analysis, visualization and abundant spatial data in GIS

for microscopic traffic simulation. (11 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837379

600   A switching activity analysis and visualisation tool for

power optimisation of SoC buses.

Author(s): E.Popovici, T.English (Dept of Microelectron. Eng.,

Univ. Coll. Cork, Cork, Ireland), K.L.Man.

Conference: 2009 Ph.D. Research in Microelectronics and Electronics (PRIME), Cork, Ireland Conference Date: 12-17 July

2009 Publication: 2009 Ph.D. Research in Microelectronics and

Electronics (PRIME) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English

ISBN: 978-1-4244-3733-7 Page: p.264-7, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: As part of our ongoing research, we present BSAA Bus Switching Activity Analyser - a CAD tool which reads switching activity from RTL simulation, extracting a list of the circuit's

buses and associated switching activity metrics. The list is filtered and sorted according to user-specified criteria, producing

reports and a set of graphical switching activity profiles of the

circuit's most active buses. The tool identifies common profiles

corresponding to typical address- and data bus traffic. As part

of a CAD flow, BSAA enables rapid switching activity analysis

and encoding design for switching minimisation on heavily-loaded cross-chip buses and IO pins. (12 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10840567

601   ILOG Elixir.

Author(s): G.Sander (ILOG SA, Gentilly, France).

Editor(s): I.G.Tollis, M.Patrignani

Conference: Graph Drawing. 16th International Symposium,

GD 2008, Heraklion, Crete, Greece Conference Date: 21-24

Sept. 2008 Publication: Graph Drawing. 16th International Symposium, GD 2008. Revised Papers Publisher: Springer-Verlag,

Germany Language: English ISBN: 978-3-642-00218-2 Page:

p.447-8, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: The Adobe technology platform deliver portability,

high performance and rich graphical UI to Internet desktop applications. In this paper, ILOG Elixir enhances this platform by

adding advanced data visualization displays. It includes ready

to use schedule displays, map displays, dials, gauges, 3D and

radar charts, tree map charts and organization charts. The

charts components display data series in radial or linear manner, optionally with a 3D look. The maps component is suitable

for the cartography. ILOG Elixir is completely integrated with

Adobe Flex Builder and fully supports Adobe Flexs data binding

and event models. (3 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10829430

602   Methodology for localized and accessible image formation and elucidation.

Author(s): M.Katiyar, S.R.Patil (Software Labs., IBM India Private Ltd., Bangalore, India).

Journal: J. Acess Serv. (USA), vol.6, no.1-2, p.163-73 (2009)

Publisher: Haworth Information Press, USA Language: English ISSN: 1536-7967, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: Accessibility is one of the key checkpoints in all software products, applications, and Websites. Accessibility with

digital images has always been a major challenge for the industry. Images form an integral part of certain type of documents

and most Web 2.0-compliant Web sites. Individuals challenged

with blindness and many dyslexics only make use of screen

readers/text readers/narrator software programs to access the

computer and computer-displayed information. These individuals cannot view digital images/pictures; hence, drafting accessible documents or designing accessibility-enhanced Websites

containing digital images representing figures, diagrams, or

© The Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2009



maps presents a challenge. There are various published best

practices for accessibility of documents or Web sites containing

images so that they can be better understood by visually impaired users. But these are truly not enough to coverall of the

practical scenarios. This article discusses a need for more innovative solutions and proposes an accessibility-enhanced image-formation technique with relevant modification required in

screen readers/narrator software programs that offers an improvement over the existing methods. Finally, it briefly covers

the localization and internationalization aspect of the proposed

accessibility-enhanced image file format so that a single image

is accessible to international individuals. (10 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10829873

603   Semanta supporting e-mail workflows in business processes.

Author(s): S.Scerri, B.Davis, S.Handschuh (Digitial Enterprise

Res. Inst., NUIG, Galway, Ireland).

Editor(s): B.Hofreiter, H.Werthner

Conference: 2009 IEEE Conference on Commerce and Enterprise Computing, Vienna, Austria Conference Date: 20-23 July

2009 Sponsor(s): Vienna Univ. Technol. Publication: 2009 IEEE

Conference on Commerce and Enterprise Computing Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3755-9

Page: p.483-4, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Semanta provides a simple interface for semantic

email.It enables machines to support email users with correctly

interpreting, handling and keeping track of action items within

email messages, visualizing email workflows, and extracting

tasks and appointments from email messages. (7 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10839136

604   QoS driven for CAD-Grid integrated system.

Author(s): Lamei Yan, Gengsheng Hu (Sch. of Printing Eng.,

Hangzhou Dianzi Univ., Hangzhou, China).

Editor(s): R.Qiu, Hui Zhao

Conference: 2009 WASE International Conference on Information Engineering (ICIE), Taiyuan, Chanxi, China Conference

Date: 10-11 July 2009 Sponsor(s): World Assoc. Sci. Eng. Publication: 2009 WASE International Conference on Information

Engineering (ICIE) Part: vol.1 Publisher: IEEE, USA Language:

English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3679-8 Page: p.36-9, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: This paper describes the distributed resource management for QoS driven for CAD-Grid integrated system. In this

work, system actualization mode, architecture and function

module are discussed in building a distributed QoS driven for

CAD-Grid system. An emphasis has been placed on making the

tools interactive, in an effort to create a user friendly environment. The goal is to provide an efficient and reliable method for

model development, visualization, and CAD model quality evaluation. Numerical simulations are given to illustrate that the

system is completely open mode, expansibility, compatibility

with high safety which can support cooperative dynamic work

and realize resource sharing. (9 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10839288

605   An algorithm for real-time visualization of large-scale terrain.

Author(s): Jin Hailiang, Liu Huijie (Sch. of Surveying &amp; Land

Inf. Eng., Henan Polytech. Univ., Jiaozuo, China).

Editor(s): R.Qiu, Hui Zhao

Conference: 2009 WASE International Conference on Information Engineering (ICIE), Taiyuan, Shanxi, China Conference

Date: 10-11 July 2009 Sponsor(s): World Assoc. Sci. Eng. Publication: 2009 WASE International Conference on Information

Engineering (ICIE) Part: vol.2 Publisher: IEEE, USA Language:

English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3679-8 Page: p.90-3, Full text

Document type: Conference paper
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Abstract: Large-scale terrain real-time visualization has been

widely used in GIS, virtual reality, games, simulation, etc. Based

on existing terrain simplification algorithm, this paper proposes

an algorithm for real-time visualization of terrain with data block

partition, dynamic dispatching and view-dependant. This algorithm can implement the real-time fast walkthrough for largescale terrain. With view frustum culling, triangle strip optimizing,

cracks elimination and geomorphing, the efficiency and effect of

the method are greatly increased. (10 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10839451

606   Interactive ray tracing for volume visualization and 3D

rendering using neural networks.

Author(s):

Youwei Yuan, Wenlong Ye (Sch. of Comput. &amp;

Software, Hangzhou Dianzi Univ., Hangzhou, China).

Conference: 2009 WRI Global Congress on Intelligent Systems

(GCIS), Xiamen, China Conference Date: 19-21 May 2009 Publication: Proceedings of the 2009 WRI Global Congress on

Intelligent Systems (GCIS) Part: vol.1 Publisher: IEEE, USA

Language: English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3571-5 Page: p.278-81,

Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: This article describes a novel approach to the realtime visualization and 3D rendering using neural networks. The

neural network model is proposed in this paper for optimal control with control constraints. We consider 3D metamorphosis

applied to volume-based representations of objects. We discuss

the issues which arise in volume morphing and present a method for creating morphs. The technique of volume ray casting can

be derived directly from the rending equation. It provides results

of very high quality. (12 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10838684

607   Oracle GeoRaster image data visualization with OCCI.

Author(s): Wu Baiyan, Wang Wei, Du Daosheng, Li Qing (State

Key Lab. of Inf. Eng. in Surveying, Mapping &amp; Remote Sensing,

Wuhan Univ., Wuhan, China).

Editor(s): Jianxun Xhne, Zhengbing Hu

Conference: 2009 First International Workshop on Database

Technology and Applications, DBTA, Wuhan, Hubei, China

Conference Date: 25-26 April 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Comp.

Soc. Publication: 2009 First International Workshop on Database Technology and Applications, DBTA Publisher: IEEE,

USA Language: English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3604-0 Page: p.

37-40, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Our paper has studied the Oracle spatial GeoRaster

feature and the OCCI programming environment with OTT. Using the above knowledges, this paper has implemented the

GeoRaster image visualization in VisualC++6.0 based on data

blocking and pyramid structure. (6 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10834669

608   Work in progress: visualizing a semantic search in a

room-based knowledge space.

Author(s): N.Ludwig (MuLF - Center for Multimedia in Educ. &amp;

Res., Berlin Inst. of Technol., Berlin, Germany).

Editor(s): D.D.Burdescu, N.Crespi, O.Dini

Conference: 2009 First International Conference on Advances

in Multimedia (MMEDIA), Colmar, France Conference Date:

20-25 July 2009 Publication: Proceedings 2009 First International Conference on Advances in Multimedia (MMEDIA) Publisher:

IEEE,

USA

Language:

English

ISBN:

978-0-7695-3693-4 Page: p.166-8, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: A semantic network acts as an expedient foundation

to search for objects in a cooperative room-based knowledge

space. But to make the search results useable and give users

an intuitive instrument the search interface has to stick to sev© The Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2009



eral principles of usability and the search results have to be

visualized in an appropriate way. The paper proposed is dealing

with the problems related to the visualization of semantic networks

and provides a concept for this field of research. This concept

includes the analysis of different navigation designs as well as

a comparison of different alternative presentations of search results. (12 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10834689

609   Inductive as a support of deductive data visualisation in

wireless sensor networks.

Author(s): C.Dennett, M.Hammoudeh, S.Mount, R.Newman

(Sch. of Comput. &amp; IT, Univ. of Wolverhampton, Wolverhampton, UK).

Editor(s): J.M.Hovem, Younzi Hu, R.Sokkulu, J.Lloret Mauri

Conference: 2009 Third International Conference on Sensor

Technologies and Applications (SENSORCOMM), Athens, Glyfada, Greece Conference Date: 18-23 June 2009 Publication:

2009 Third International Conference on Sensor Technologies

and Applications (SENSORCOMM) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3669-9 Page: p.480-5, Full

text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have an intrinsic

interdependency with the environments in which they operate.

The part of the world with which an application is concerned is

defined as that application’s domain. This paper advocates that

an application domain of a WSN can serve as a supplement to

analysis, interpretation, and visualisation methods and tools.

Utilising a combination of an application domain model and live

multimodal sensory data was proven to be an attractive paradigm for improving visualisation accuracy. We propose a multidimensional application domain-driven (M-DAD) visualisation

framework that is suitable for visualising an arbitrary number of

sense modalities, n-dimensional visualisation, using parameters of the application domain to improve the visualisation performance. The experimental results demonstrate that M-DAD

visualisation framework performs as well or better than visualisation services without its extended capabilities. (12 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10839507

610   Definition and evaluation of local path recovery mechanisms in wireless sensor and actuator networks.

Author(s): P.De Mil, E.De Poorter, B.Latre, I.Moerman, P.Demeester (Dept. of Inf. Technol., Ghent Univ., Ghent, Belgium).

Editor(s): J.M.Hovem, Younzi Hu, R.Sokkulu, J.Lloret Mauri

Conference: 2009 Third International Conference on Sensor

Technologies and Applications (SENSORCOMM), Athens, Glyfada, Greece Conference Date: 18-23 June 2009 Publication:

2009 Third International Conference on Sensor Technologies

and Applications (SENSORCOMM) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3669-9 Page: p.358-65, Full

text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: In wireless sensor and actuator networks nodes can

fail and the link quality can fluctuate rapidly over time. With the

start of the pervasive revolution, issues like scalability and mobility must be tackled in these low-power and lossy networks.

We propose and evaluate two mechanisms, path resumption

and cost based multipath routing, which can help existing or new

local path recovery techniques to achieve a higher success rate.

With path resumption we turn the network into several virtual

mountain landscapes.This will help the search for new paths if

necessary. Cost based multipath routing enables the nodes to

balance the load over a configured number of paths. The main

objective is keeping suboptimal paths alive while keeping the

maintenance overhead low. This way local recovery will achieve

a higher success rate. The protocols are implemented in and

simulated with ns-2 and evaluated by using WiNVis, a new wireless network visualisator. We have defined a new set of failure

and mobility scenarios and we have compared the performance
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of both the protocols. Path resumption has a lower complexity

and is less suitable for mobile scenarios whereas Cost Based

Multipath Routing offers more adjustable parameters and a better mobility support. (13 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10839526

611   Enhancing visualization of 4D CAD model compared to

conventional methods.

Author(s): V.Benjaoran (Sch. of Civil Eng., Suranaree Univ. of

Technol., Nakhon Ratchasima, Thailand), S.Bhokha.

Journal: Eng. Constr. Archit. Manage. (UK), vol.16, no.4, p.

392-408 (2009) Publisher: Emerald, UK Language: English

ISSN: 0969-9988, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: The 4D CAD model has been accepted for better

conceptualizing and comprehending the sequences and spatial

constraints in a construction schedule. The purpose of this paper is to identify the deficiencies of the visualization of the 4D

CAD model and to propose improvements. The presentation

abilities of the existing 4D CAD model are analyzed and compared with the other conventional methods, namely Gantt chart,

network diagram, and the calendar. Four aspects of the visualization are addressed, namely the overview of a schedule, the

duration of an activity, the relationship of an activity, and the

project progress tracking. The proposed improvements employed different visual properties of 3D CAD objects such as

color, line weight, and line type to represent the different activities' performing statuses. A prototype of the 4D CAD model with

enhanced visualization was developed on a construction project

case. The model evaluation showed that this development could

enhance the visualization of the 4D CAD model and provide a

more informative construction schedule. It is anticipated that the

4D CAD model with these enhancements can substitute for

conventional presentation methods of construction schedules.

(18 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10833259

612   Techniques of visualization for distribution automation

system.

Author(s): Lin Qingnong (Nanjing Nari-Relays Electr. CO., Ltd.,

Nanjing, China).

Conference: 2008 China International Conference on Electricity

Distribution (CICED 2008), Guangzhou, China Conference

Date: 10-13 Dec. 2008 Publication: 2008 China International

Conference on Electricity Distribution (CICED 2008) Publisher:

IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3371-1 Page:

6 pp., Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Distribution automation system supervises and manages all the loads, equipments and faults in the area of distribution. Due to a vast area , too many equipments and complex

circumstance, the traditional display method can't satisfy the

demand of modern distribution automation system. In the traditional distribution automation system we often use one-line

diagram, geography diagram, curve drawing and bar chart to

display the state of distribution automation system, they're too

simple to display the complex and large scale diagrams. It need

to be introduced into new techniques to supervise, control and

display the running state of distribution automation system. The

visualization technique is a new project practical technique

which appears along with the computer graphics development

in 1990s. It transforms each kind of complex project data as the

direct-viewing graph. It's advantageous to people to have a

thorough grasp and a correct understanding of the facts. This

paper introduces the graph visualization technique, discusses

the application of visualization technique in the distribution automation system. In order to analyze data, dig up the connections between data and select suitable method to display, the

paper provides a new thinking. The paper introduces all kinds

of method of visualization graph, such as: 2D, 3D graph, contour

line, gradual change area coloring, pie chart, arrowhead, direc© The Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2009



tion, speed, varying size and so on. It describes the method to

realize these techniques. The new techniques include: threedimensional graph technique based on openGL, cartoon technique, the algorithm of contouring, the algorithm of area

drawing. The research indicates that it is inefficient to simply

display the system data that isn't processed. The visualized vivid

graph may express the information which need many data to

indicate. Our visualization software not only expresses the system with the visualization graph method, but also carries on the

analysis and the excavation in the system magnanimous data.

It discovers intrinsic relation of the data to reflect the system

mode accurately and displays them by the suitable visualization

method. The information expressed in the distribution automation system is: state, capacity, margin, phase angle, speed, load

distribution, movement tendency, stable region, geographic distribution information and so on. The display of the information is

not isolated. It may simultaneously express many kinds of data

meaning through one visualization method. Certainly, the time

which the visualization technique is used in our country is not

very long. Many companies use the overseas software directly.

There are few companies to develop their own real-time application visualization software. Our company makes great progress in the research into computer graph technique and applying

visualization technique in the real-time distribution automation

system. We also have obtained the quite good effect. Along with

the scale of our power system unceasing expansion, higher request, the visualization technique must be obtained broad application. (10 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10838232

613   A lightweight framework for web-based, 3D information

visualization systems.

Author(s): D.A.Ostrowski (Syst. Analytics &amp; Environ. Sci., Ford

Motor Co., Dearborn, MI, USA).

Editor(s): B.Granville, N.S.Kutti, M.Missikoff, N.T.Nguyen

Conference: 2007 International Conference on Enterprise Information Systems and Web Base Technologies, Orlando, FL,

USA Conference Date: 9-12 July 2007 Publication: Proceedings

2007 International Conference on Enterprise Information Systems and Web Base Technologies Publisher: ISRST, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-0-9727412-4-8 Page: p.114-22

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Traditionally, visualization applications were limited to

specific hardware and software environments. While such environments satisfied high performance requirements, they resulted in a restricted number of users. Recent advances in

technology have provided for the development of more generalized web-based tools offering the interactivity and performance of standalone applications. This movement towards web

applications strongly supports a collaborative work environment. Through application of XML-based technologies (AJAX,

Web Services), scripting languages and state-of-the-art programming techniques, a lightweight 3D, interactive, information

visualization framework is presented. This framework is demonstrated in Semantic eWorkcell: a complete, n-tiered webbased application for manufacturing work area layout design.

(51 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10840243



2.0 USER INTERFACE HARDWARE

614   Color calibration of multi-projector displays through automatic optimization of hardware settings.

Author(s):

R.M.Steele, Mao Ye, Ruigang Yang (Center for

Visualization &amp; Virtual Environments, Univ. of Kentucky, Lexington, KY, USA).

Editor(s): M.Pantic, J.Cohn, M.Turk, T.S.Huang

Conference: 2009 IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and

Pattern Recognition (CVPR), Miami, FL, USA Conference Date:
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20-25 June 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR) Publisher: IEEE,

USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3992-8 Page: p.

55-60, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: We describe a system that performs automatic, camera-based photometric projector calibration by adjusting hardware settings (e.g. brightness, contrast, etc.). The approach has

two basic advantages over software-correction methods. First,

there is no software interface imposed on graphical programs:

all imagery displayed on the projector benefits from the calibration immediately, without render-time overhead or code

changes. Secondly, the approach benefits from the fact that

projector hardware settings typically are capable of expanding

or shifting color gamuts (e.g. trading off maximum brightness

versus darkness of black levels), something that software methods, which only shrink gamuts, cannot do. In practice this means

that hardware settings can possibly match colors between projectors while maintaining a larger overall color gamut (e.g. better

contrast) than software-only correction can. The prototype system is fully automatic. The space of hardware settings is explored by using a computer-controlled universal remote to

navigate each projector's menu system. An off-the-shelf camera

observes each projector's response curves. A cost function is

computed for the curves based on their similarity to each other,

as well as intrinsic characteristics, including color balance, black

level, gamma, and dynamic range. An approximate optimum is

found using a heuristic combinatoric search. Results show significant qualitative improvements in the absolute colors, as well

as the color consistency, of the display. (8 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10836220

615   New appearance models for natural image matting.

Author(s): D.Singaraju (Johns Hopkins Univ., Baltimore, MD,

USA), C.Rother, C.Rhemann.

Conference: 2009 IEEE Computer Society Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition Workshops (CVPR Workshops), Miami, FL, USA Conference Date: 20-25 June 2009

Publication: 2009 IEEE Computer Society Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition Workshops (CVPR Workshops) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-3994-2 Page: p.659-66, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Image matting is the task of estimating a fore- and

background layer from a single image. To solve this ill posed

problem, an accurate modeling of the scene's appearance is

necessary. Existing methods that provide a closed form solution

to this problem, assume that the colors of the foreground and

background layers are locally linear. In this paper, we show that

such models can be an overfit when the colors of the two layers

are locally constant. We derive new closed form expressions in

such cases, and show that our models are more compact than

existing ones. In particular, the null space of our cost function is

a subset of the null space constructed by existing approaches.

We discuss the bias towards specific solutions for each formulation. Experiments on synthetic and real data confirm that our

compact models estimate alpha mattes more accurately than

existing techniques, without the need of additional user interaction. (20 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10836052

616   Scalable HMM based inference engine in large vocabulary continuous speech recognition.

Author(s): Jike Chong (Dept. of Electr. Eng. &amp; Comput. Sci.,

Univ. of California, Berkeley, CA, USA), Kisun You, Youngmin

Yi, E.Gonina, C.Hughes, Wonyong Sung, K.Keutzer.

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia

and Expo (ICME), New York, NY, USA Conference Date: 28

June-3 July 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Publication: Proceedings

2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo

(ICME) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-4290-4 Page: p.1797-800, Full text
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Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Parallel scalability allows an application to efficiently

utilize an increasing number of processing elements. In this paper we explore a design space for application scalability for an

inference engine in large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR). Our implementation of the inference engine

involves a parallel graph traversal through an irregular graphbased knowledge network with millions of states and arcs. The

challenge is not only to define a software architecture that exposes sufficient fine-grained application concurrency, but also

to efficiently synchronize between an increasing number of concurrent tasks and to effectively utilize the parallelism opportunities in today's highly parallel processors. We propose four

application-level implementation alternatives we call “algorithm

styles”, and construct highly optimized implementations on two

parallel platforms: an Intel Core i7 multicore processor and a

NVIDIA GTX280 manycore processor. The highest performing

algorithm style varies with the implementation platform. On 44

minutes of speech data set, we demonstrate substantial speedups of 3.4× on Core i7 and 10.5× on GTX280 compared to a

highly optimized sequential implementation on Core i7 without

sacrificing accuracy. The parallel implementations contain less

than 2.5% sequential overhead, promising scalability and significant potential for further speedup on future platforms. (18

refs.)

Inspec No.: 10836893

617   Image-based lighting adjustment method for browsing

object images.

Author(s): J.Shingu (FX Palo Alto Lab., Inc., Palo Alto, CA,

USA), S.Uchihashi, T.Abe, T.Iyoda, D.Kimber, E.Rieffel,

J.Vaughan.

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia

and Expo (ICME), New York, NY, USA Conference Date: 28

June-3 July 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Publication: Proceedings

2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo

(ICME) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-4290-4 Page: p.998-1001, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: In this paper, we describe an automatic lighting adjustment method for browsing object images. From a set of

images of an object, taken under different lighting conditions,

we generate two types of illuminated images: a textural image

which eliminates unwanted specular reflections of the object,

and a highlight image in which specularities of the object are

highly preserved. Our user interface allows viewers to digitally

zoom into any region of the image, and the lighting adjusted

images are automatically generated for the selected region and

displayed. Switching between the textural and the highlight images helps viewers to understand characteristics of the object

surface. (7 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837154

618   Speech enhancement using transfer function ratio

beamformer and matched filter array.

Author(s): Jwu-Sheng Hu, Chia-Hsing Yang (Dept. of Electr.

&amp; Control Eng., Nat. Chiao Tung Univ., Hsinchu, Taiwan).

Conference: 2009 International Conference on Information and

Automation (ICIA), Zhuhai, Macau, China Conference Date:

22-25 June 2009 Publication: 2009 International Conference on

Information and Automation (ICIA) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3607-1 Page: p.1161-6, Full

text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Human machine interface for speech processing often

suffers from interferences which contain nonstationary signal,

stationary signal and reverberation. In this paper, we consider

two speech sources in the reverberant and noisy environment

and we develop a speech enhancement approach to extract

desired speech signal from the corrupt observations. The proposed method uses transfer function ratio beamformer, H∞
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adaptive filter algorithm and matched filter array to perform

speech enhancement as well as dereverberation at two stages.

The desired speech is extracted at the first stage and the extracted speech which contains reverberation is de-reverberated

at the second stage. (15 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837686

619   Universal measurement system with Web interface.

Author(s): M.M.Lipinski, G.Kasprowicz (Fac. of Electron. &amp; Inf.

Technol., Warsaw Univ. of Technol., Warsaw, Poland).

Conference: Photonics Applications in Astronomy, Communications, Industry, and High-Energy Physics Experiments 2009,

Wilga, Poland Conference Date: 25-31 May 2009 Journal: Proc.

SPIE - Int. Soc. Opt. Eng. (USA), vol.7502, 750228 (10 pp.)

(2009) Publisher: SPIE - The International Society for Optical

Engineering, USA Language: English ISSN: 0277-786X, Full

text

Document type: Conference paper in journal

Abstract: Universal Measurement System with Web Interface

(UMSWI) is presented in this paper. This is an autonomous,

universal acquisition system which required development of

flexible and easily extensible control. The choice of technologies, their flexibility, respect of limited resources and simplicity

were the main consideration during design and development.

Example implementation of oscilloscope and spectrum analyzer

Web Graphic User Interface (WGUI) and Measurement Interface (ME) are described in details. (14 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10833336



2.1 Voice equipment

620   Acoustic modeling using an extended phone set considering cross-lingual pronunciation variations.

Author(s): Dau-Cheng Lyu (Dept. of Electr. Eng., Chang Gung

Univ., Taoyuan, Taiwan), Ren-Yuan Lyu, Ming-Tat Ko.

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia

and Expo (ICME), New York, NY, USA Conference Date: 28

June-3 July 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Publication: Proceedings

2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo

(ICME) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-4290-4 Page: p.133-6, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: To deal with the issue of data unbalanced condition

among a task of multilingual speech recognition and a phenomenon of pronunciation variations across languages, we propose

an approach to clustering context dependent phones from an

extended phone set in an acoustic model trained on a data unbalanced bilingual corpus. First, we generate an extended

phone set using pronunciation modeling by a confidence measure between Mandarin and Taiwanese. Second, we use a twostep agglomerative hierarchical clustering with delta Bayesian

information criteria to automatically generate a merged extended phone set (MEPS). Third, we choose a parametric modeling

technique, model complexity selection, to increase the final

number of Gaussian components dependent on the available

training data in a data unbalanced condition. The experimental

results show that the proposed automatic extending phone clustering approach reduced relative syllable error rate by 8.3% over

the best result of the decision tree based phone clustering approach. (12 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10836943

621   A phrase-level piecewise linear scaling algorithm for

melody match in query-by-humming systems.

Author(s): Wenxiao Cao (Dept. of Comput. Sci. &amp; Technol.,

Tsinghua Univ., Beijing, China), Dan-ning Jiang, Jue Hou, Yong

Qin, T.F.Zheng, Yi Liu.

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia

and Expo (ICME), New York, NY, USA Conference Date: 28
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June-3 July 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Publication: Proceedings

2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo

(ICME) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-4290-4 Page: p.942-5, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: The Query-by-Humming (QBH) system allows users

to retrieve songs by singing/humming. In this paper we propose

a phrase-level piecewise linear scaling algorithm for melody

match. Musical phrase boundaries are predicted for the query

to split it to phrases. The boundaries of melody fragment corresponding to each phrase are allowed for adjusting in a limited

scope. The algorithm employs Dynamic Programming and Recursive Alignment to search for the minimal piecewise matching

cost upon Linear Scaling at phrase-level. Our experimental results on 5223 melody database show that the proposed algorithm outperforms traditional algorithms. The proposed algorithm gives significant improvements of 17.0%, 14.7% and 4.8%

with respect to Linear Scaling, Dynamic Time Wrapping and

Recursive Alignment in top-1 rate, respectively. The results

show that the proposed algorithm is more efficient than the previous algorithms. (9 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837140



3.0 THEORETICAL ASPECTS

622   Towards the understanding of information dynamics in

large scale networked systems.

Author(s): R.T.Glinton, P.Scerri, K.Sycara (Robot. Inst., Carnegie Mellon Univ., Pittsburgh, PA, USA).

Conference: 2009 12th International Conference on Information

Fusion (FUSION), Seattle, WA, USA Conference Date: 6-9 July

2009 Publication: 2009 12th International Conference on Information Fusion (FUSION) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language:

English ISBN: 978-0-9824-4380-4 Page: p.794-801

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Large networks of human and machine systems have

staggeringly complex properties which make them difficult to

analyze. This resistance to characterization is due to the fact

that the number of possible interactions between the system

nodes is exponential in the number of nodes. This combinatorial

complexity makes such systems resistant to both formal analysis and empirical exploration. The goal of this work is to analyze

a particular complex system, a system of agents that fuse information to develop shared beliefs. Primarily we seek to understand the detrimental emergent effects that might result in

convergence to an incorrect belief, due to the large scale interactions of individuals. We achieve this through a two stage

approach that combines the formal analysis of an abstracted

version of the system with direct simulation of the system itself.

The analysis of the abstraction of the system gives us a qualitative description of the system state space which can be used

to guide and limit the parameter ranges over which the empirical

evaluation is conducted. The particular abstraction that we use

is to develop a mean field description of the system. Specifically,

we assume that the influence of the remainder of the system on

an individual can be replaced, for analysis purposes, with a system wide average influence. In our information propagation and

fusion model, the team is connected via a network with some

team members having access to sensors and others relying

solely on neighbors in the network to inform their beliefs. Each

agent uses Bayesian reasoning to maintain a belief about a single fact which can be true, false or unknown. Through our

analysis we found that for certain parameter values, the system

can converge to an incorrect belief despite primarily accurate

information due to emergent effects. (10 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10836609
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4.0 APPLICATION INTERFACES

623   SURVSOFT-software for nonparametric survival analysis.

Author(s): M.Meyer (Population Based Cancer Registry Bavaria, Erlangen, Germany), O.Gefeller, K.Geiss, M.RadespielTroger.

Journal: Comput. Meth. Programs Biomed. (Ireland), vol.96, no.

1, p.63-71 (Oct. 2009) Publisher: Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd.,

Ireland Language: English ISSN: 0169-2607, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: Long-term observed and relative survival are important outcome measures of cancer patient care reported routinely

by many cancer registries, but no commercial statistical software exists for estimating relative survival or performing period

survival analysis. The programs publicly available focus only on

certain methods, require specific input data formats and often

are macros or functions which require underlying software packages. Here we introduce SURVSOFT, a comprehensive, userfriendly Windows program with graphical user interface. It can

handle different input data formats and incorporates a variety of

nonparametric statistical methods for survival data analysis.

SURVSOFT produces high-resolution graphs, which can be

printed, saved or exported to be used with standard graphics

editors. The use of SURVSOFT is illustrated by the analysis of

survival data from the Bavarian Cancer Registry. [All rights reserved Elsevier]. (27 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10832858

624   Modeling and synthesis of the interdigital/stub composite

right/left-handed artificial transmission line.

Author(s): H.V.Nguyen, C.Caloz (Poly-Grames Res. Center,

Ecole Polytech. de Montreal, Montreal, QC, Canada), P.Lemaitre-Auger, S.Tedjini, R.Siragusa.

Journal: Int. J. RF Microw. Comput. Aided Eng. (USA), vol.19,

no.5, p.549-60 (Sept. 2009) Publisher: John Wiley &amp; Sons Inc.,

USA Language: English ISSN: 1096-4290, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: An efficient design procedure, including both analysis

and synthesis, is proposed for composite right/left handed

(CRLH) interdigital/stub structures. Improved models are developed for both the interdigital capacitor and the shorted stub

inductor including its ground via hole. Subsequent optimal formulas are recommended to model these components with their

parasitic effects. The models and formulas are verified by both

full-wave and experimental results. A CAD program with a

friendly GUI, available online, is provided and its operation is

described in detail. This program allows a very fast design of the

CRLH structure, and its synthesis parameters are proven very

accurate without any full-wave optimization. © 2009 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. (15 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10833264

625   A study on the fault diagnosis expert system for 765 kV

substations.

Author(s): Heung-Jae Lee, Hyun-Jae Kang.

Journal: Trans. Korean Inst. Electr. Eng. (South Korea), vol.58,

no.7, p.1276-80 (July 2009) Publisher: Korean Institute of Electrical Engineers, South Korea Language: Korean ISSN:

1975-8359

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: This paper presents a fault diagnosis expert system

for 765 kV substation. The proposed system includes the topology processor and intelligent alarm processing subsystems.

This expert system estimates the fault section through the inference process using heuristic knowledge and the output of

topology processor and intelligent alarm processing system.

The rule-base of this expert system is composed of basic rules

suggested by Korea Electric Power Corporation and heuristic
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rules. This expert system is developed using PROLOG language. Also, user friendly graphic user interface is developed

using visual basic programming in the Windows XP environment. The proposed expert system showed a promising performance through the several case studies. (12 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10832885

626   Designing multimodal user-interfaces for effective elearning in the school primary stages applied on real fractions.

Author(s):

S.Odeh, O.Qaraeen (Al-Quds Univ., Jerusalem,

Palestinian Authority).

Journal: Int. J. Emerg. Technol. Learn. (Austria), vol.4, no.2, p.

39-47 (June 2009) Publisher: International Association of Online

Engineering, Austria Language: English ISSN: 1863-0383,

Journal Website , Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: This contribution focuses on the development and

design of e-learning tools for school students in primary stages

through dealing and considering the math of real fractions,

which presents an example of learning material difficult to understand by many school students and a real challenge for elearning designers and multimedia authoring. Firstly, we will

highlight several problems facing school students and teachers

caused by the traditional learning approach. Then, we are going

to discuss some aspects related to e-learning, the major theoretical issues of educational psychology and e-learning with

various modalities related to our work, and the classification of

the interactive multimedia methodologies adopted in this work.

Furthermore, the software-ergonomic and -architectural features of the developed e-learning tool will be introduced. Finally,

the paper will conclude with a brief summary of a usability testing

carried out to compare the developed e-learning user-interface

with the traditional learning approach. (18 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10832705

627   Unified approach and interactive program for thermal

analysis of various manufacturing processes with application to

machining.

Author(s):

R.Komanduri, Zhen Bing Hou (Mech. &amp; Aerosp.

Eng., Oklahoma State Univ., Stillwater, OK, USA).

Journal: Mach. Sci. Technol. (USA), vol.13, no.2, p.143-76

(April-June 2009) Publisher: Marcel Dekker Inc., USA Language: English ISSN: 1091-0344, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: Analytical approach to thermal aspects of various

manufacturing processes, such as machining, grinding, polishing, welding, heat treatment, laser processing, and tribology was

used by many researchers between the late 1930s and early

1940s. That was the golden period when Blok introduced the

heat partition concept in 1937; Jaeger developed the heat

source method in 1942; and Rosenthal introduced the moving

heat source theory in 1946. Starting from the Fourier's partial

differential equation (PDE) of heat conduction, researchers

have addressed various manufacturing processes using different approaches, namely, separation of variables, Fourier transform, Laplace transform, Bessel function, and Green's function

methods. Consequently, it has become difficult to conceive a

unified analytical approach of the various manufacturing processes based on the review of the literature as one approach

differs from the other quite significantly and integration of them

would be a formidable task, if not an impossible task. In contrast,

using the Jaeger's classical heat source method and appropriate heat source (shape, size, and distribution) we developed a

unified analytical approach to address the thermal aspects of

various manufacturing processes. Such an approach, to the

best of our knowledge, has never been attempted before and

lends itself to the development of a user friendly interactive programming software that can be extremely valuable in practice.

In this paper, rue used Jaeger's classical heat source method,

modified Halm's oblique moving heat source for the shear plane

heat source, Blok's ingenious heat partition method, and Chao
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and Trigger's functional analysis approach to illustrate the analysis of the temperature distribution in the work material, chip,

and cutting tool in machining. (43 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10840222

628    OLEX2: a complete structure solution, refinement and

analysis program.

Author(s): O.V.Dolomanov, L.J.Bourhis, R.J.Gildea, J.A.K.Howard, H.Puschmann (Dept. of Chem., Durham Univ., Durham,

UK).

Journal: J. Appl. Crystallogr. (Denmark), vol.42, no.2, p.339-41

(April 2009) Publisher: Munksgaard International Publishers,

Denmark Language: English ISSN: 0021-8898, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: New software, OLEX2, has been developed for the

determination, visualization and analysis of molecular crystal

structures. The software has a portable mouse- driven workfloworiented and fully comprehensive graphical user interface for

structure solution, refinement and report generation, as well as

novel tools for structure analysis. OLEX2 seamlessly links all

aspects of the structure solution, refinement and publication

process and presents them in a single workflow- driven package, with the ultimate goal of producing an application which will

be useful to both chemists and crystallographers. (14 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10831078

629   IP-MAGS: an incomplete preference-based multiple attribute group support system.

Author(s):

S.H.Choi (Coll. of Bus. Adm., Gyeongsang Nat.

Univ., Jinju, South Korea), B.S.Ahn.

Journal: J. Oper. Res. Soc. (UK), vol.60, no.4, p.496-505 (April

2009) Publisher: Published for the Operational Research Society by Stockton Press, UK Language: English ISSN: 0160-5682,

Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: In this research, we develop a group decision support

system to deal with multiple attribute group decision making

problems, which involve getting incomplete judgements of individual preference and aggregating the judgements by means of

the additive preference model. Dominance-based decisionmaking rules are built in and applied to obtain a group's preferred alternative. The proposed system, above all, allows for more

various forms of incomplete judgements than prior systems that

were designed to handle group decision problems. A userfriendly graphical interface enables users to easily encode their

incomplete judgements. Further, the system helps individuals

revise their preference judgements by referring them to their

own decision results in comparison with the group's aggregated

decision result. The system is a Web-based application system,

which enables bidirectional communications between individuals and the system. Any individual who is involved in a group

decision-making problem is able to participate in the decisionmaking process from a remote site. Furthermore, we present a

real-life case study on the selection of a branch office server that

has been carried out using the proposed system. (19 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10829895

630   The design of transformer virtual experimentation.

Author(s): Zhang Rui-xiang (Second Artillery Eng. Coll., Xi'an,

China).

Journal: Res. Explor. Lab. (China), vol.28, no.4, p.68-70 (April

2009) Publisher: Shanghai Jiaotong University Press, China

Language: Chinese ISSN: 1006-7167

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: The technique of virtual experimentation is a method

of using computer to simulate the actual process. It has many

advantages such as the cutting of budget and easy being extended. This paper took the transformer experimentation for

example to introduce the process of design and practice. (9

refs.)

Inspec No.: 10833089
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631   ALTSim: a MATLAB simulator for current associative

learning theories.

Author(s):

A.Thorwart, H.Lachnit (Philipps-Universitdt Marburg, Marburg, Germany), H.Schultheis, S.Konig.

Journal: Behav. Res. Meth. (USA), vol.41, no.1, p.29-34 (Feb.

2009) Publisher: Psychonomic Society Publications, USA Language: English ISSN: 1554-351X, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: ALTSim is a MATLAB based simulator of several associative learning models, including Pearce's configural model,

the extended configural model, the Rescorla-Wagner model, the

unique cue hypothesis, the modified unique cue hypothesis, the

replaced elements model, and Harris's elemental model. It allows for specifying all relevant parameters, as well as exact

stimulus sequences by graphical user interfaces. It is an easyto-use tool that facilitates evaluating and comparing the featured

associative learning models. ALTSim is available free of charge

from www.staff.uni-marburg.de/∼lachnit/ALTSim/. (14 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10829824

632   SPSS programs for the measurement of non-independence in standard dyadic designs.

Author(s): D.A.Kenny (Univ. of Connecticut, Storrs, CT, USA),

V.R.Alferes.

Journal: Behav. Res. Meth. (USA), vol.41, no.1, p.47-54 (Feb.

2009) Publisher: Psychonomic Society Publications, USA Language: English ISSN: 1554-351X, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: Dyadic research is becoming more common in the

social and behavioral sciences. The most common dyadic design is one in which two persons are measured on the same set

of variables. Very often, the first analysis of dyadic data is to

determine the extent to which the responses of the two persons

are correlated—that is, whether there is non-independence in

the data. We describe two user-friendly SPSS programs for

measuring non-independence of dyadic data. Both programs

can be used for distinguishable and indistinguishable dyad

members. Inter1.sps is appropriate for interval measures. Inter2.sps applies to categorical variables. The SPSS syntax and

data files related to this article may be downloaded as supplemental materials from brm.psychonomic-journal:5.org/content/

supplemental. (5 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10829826

633   Design and implementation of exhibition system for interactive Chinese painting.

Author(s): Shen Jian-li, Yang Xu-bo, Xiao Shuang-jiu (Dept.

of Comput., Shanghai Jiaotong Univ., Shanghai, China).

Journal: Comput. Eng. (China), vol.35, no.2, p.256-8, 262 (20

Jan. 2009) Publisher: Editorial Board of Computer Engineering,

China Language: Chinese ISSN: 1000-3428

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: This paper implements a system that exhibits the

combination of Chinese traditional painting art and Chinese traditional classic music instrument. It takes a piece of Chinese

traditional music instrument Guqing as an input device, and a

modern projector as output device to show the layout design of

Chinese painting. This system applies a piece of touch pad, with

which the audience can sign or repaint on the new layout painting to support recreation. It is suited for exhibiting Chinese

painting in museum or art show. (6 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10829678

634   The FOI C4ISR demonstration 2008.

Author(s): M.Andersson, E.Dalberg, P.Grahn, T.Gundmark,

A.Hansson, F.Lantz, B.Kylesten, S.Linder, D.Lindgren, J.Pihl,

E.Sjoberg, P.Svenson (FOI Swedish Defence Res. Agency,

Stockholm, Sweden).

Conference: 2009 12th International Conference on Information

Fusion (FUSION), Seattle, WA, USA Conference Date: 6-9 July
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2009 Publication: 2009 12th International Conference on Information Fusion (FUSION) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language:

English ISBN: 978-0-9824-4380-4 Page: p.1604-12

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: In this paper, we describe the C4ISR demonstration

performed by FOI in 2008. The demonstration combined the results from research projects on surveillance, communication

and information fusion. A scenario where Swedish forces conduct peace-support operations in a fictitious country was used.

Both low and high-level information fusion was demonstrated.

Data from synthetic-aperture radar, underwater surveillance

systems, video surveillance and intelligence information was

fused using Impactorium, which allowed users to sort and filter

reports and perform a threat assessment. Forensic analysis using video data was also shown, as well as semantic queries

using the semantic Milwiki. Evaluations of the demonstrations

show that research in sensor, communication and fusion system

is relevant to the current and future missions of the Swedish

Armed Forces. (20 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10836538

635   Boeing fusion performance analysis (FPA) tool.

Author(s): P.Jackson (Electron. Prototyping &amp; Integration Center (EPIC), Boeing Co., St. Louis, MO, USA), J.D.Musiak.

Conference: 2009 12th International Conference on Information

Fusion (FUSION), Seattle, WA, USA Conference Date: 6-9 July

2009 Publication: 2009 12th International Conference on Information Fusion (FUSION) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language:

English ISBN: 978-0-9824-4380-4 Page: p.1444-50

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: The fusion performance analysis tool (FPAtool) is a

software application that computes technical performance

measures for any fusion application. The FPA tool reads fusion

application input and output files, performs computations, saves

data to a file. The tool supports both interactive and batch processing modes. In interactive mode it displays an operator control

panel, configurable plots and a track display of the data. In batch

processing mode, the tool runs using settings in a parameter

file, and outputs image files in addition to the text output files to

a specified output directory. The FPA tool is written in Java and

will run on any platform with a Java virtual machine. (3 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10836631

636   Boeing phantom works fusion architecture: a flexible approach for multiple projects and domains.

Author(s): J.D.King, B.Hartman (Adv. Network &amp; Space Syst.,

Boeing Co., Kent, WA, USA).

Conference: 2009 12th International Conference on Information

Fusion (FUSION), Seattle, WA, USA Conference Date: 6-9 July

2009 Publication: 2009 12th International Conference on Information Fusion (FUSION) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language:

English ISBN: 978-0-9824-4380-4 Page: p.1467-72

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: The Boeing Fusion Architecture provides a highly

flexible, multi-source, easily integrated tracker for a variety of

applications. Many target types can be tracked, either from sensor reports, sensor tracks, or other types of tracks. The interfaces input type, assignment method, track type, track maintenance algorithms, etc. can be selected at run time by the user.

The code uses the advanced libraries and tools of Java to keep

the application well positioned for quick turn around for demos,

proposals and program hot starts. The architecture is a multi

threaded, event driven architecture delivering real time performance for multiple customers. (3 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10836638

637   Design of a new lower extremity orthosis for overground

gait training with the WalkTrainer.

Author(s):

Y.Allemand, Y.Stauffer, R.Clavel (Lab. de Syst.

Robotiques, EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland), R.Brodard.
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Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the Community (ICORR),

Kyoto International Conference Center, Japan Conference

Date: 23-26 June 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International

Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the

Community (ICORR) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3788-7 Page: p.550-5, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: A new set of lower limb orthoses was developed for

the WalkTrainer project. This mobile reeducation device for paralyzed people allows overground gait training combining closed

loop electrical muscle stimulation and lower limb guiding while

walking. An active body weight support system offers precise

body weight unloading during locomotion. A 6 DOF parallel robot moves the pelvis in any desired position and orientation. The

lower extremity orthosis is composed of two key parts. First, a

purely passive lightweight exoskeleton acts as the interface between the human leg and the machine. A 1 DOF knee orthotic

joint is also designed to prevent hyperextension. Second, the

active part - composed of a mechanical leg equipped with motors and sensors - is located behind each human leg, with its

base fixed to the WalkTrainer base frame. The two kinematic

chains are connected with appropriate linkages at the thigh and

the ankle joint. Actuation of the hip, knee and ankle joints is thus

provided for their flexion/extension axis. The active mechanism

operates only within the sagittal plane and guides the ankle-foot

subsystem. Thigh and shank add/abduction movements are

possible and even essential since the pelvis moves in a 3D

space. This achievement prevents the scissors effect while allowing natural walking motion at the other joints. This paper

describes the design and development of the lower extremity

orthosis. Starting from a biomechanical approach, the needed

actuation and the mechanical structure are discussed as well as

the interface between the patient and the robot. (30 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837901

638   Generalized elasticities improve patient-cooperative

control of rehabilitation robots.

Author(s): H.Vallery, A.Duschau-Wicke, R.Riener (SensoryMotor Syst. Lab., ETH Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the Community (ICORR),

Kyoto International Conference Center, Japan Conference

Date: 23-26 June 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International

Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the

Community (ICORR) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3788-7 Page: p.535-41, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: In the effort to make rehabilitation robots patient-cooperative, two prerequisites have to be met: One is providing

the necessary amount of guidance and safety for the patient.

Just as important is transparency, i.e. minimum interaction between robot and human when it is not needed. Recently, we

suggested the method of generalized elasticities, which reduce

undesired interaction forces due to robot dynamics by shaping

optimal conservative force fields to compensate these dynamics. We now show that these conservative force fields can not

only be used to minimize undesired interaction, but that they can

also support and guide the patient during therapy when needed.

Thus, the patient is given maximum freedom within a safe training environment, with the aim to maximize training efficacy. (32

refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837911

639   A user-centered evaluation study of a mobile arm support.

Author(s): G.-J.Gelderblom (IRV Rehabilitation Res., Netherlands), K.Lund, J.L.Herder, R.Brandt.

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the Community (ICORR),

Kyoto International Conference Center, Japan Conference
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Date: 23-26 June 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International

Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the

Community (ICORR) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3788-7 Page: p.582-7, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Evaluating Assistive Technology (AT) from a user

point of view is important if we want to assess reasons for nonuse and to find out how to better design products that will fit the

individual needs of its end-user. This article presents a user

centered evaluation study of an Assistive Device (AD), in particular the Armon mobile arm support. Seven users were interviewed using the Quebec User Evaluation of Satisfaction with

Assistive Technology (QUEST) and Individually Prioritized

Problem Assessment (IPPA). In all cases the AD had a positive

effect on the ability of the users to perform important tasks in

their every day lives independently. The users also reported an

overall high level of content with the device whereas there were

some remarks of discontent regarding the service and fitting

process. (21 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837978

640   MotionTherapy@Home - a robotic device for automated

locomotion therapy at home.

Author(s): R.Rupp, H.Plewa (Orthopedic Univ. Hosp., Heidelberg, Germany), E.P.Hofer, M.Knestel.

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the Community (ICORR),

Kyoto International Conference Center, Japan Conference

Date: 23-26 June 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International

Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the

Community (ICORR) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3788-7 Page: p.395-400, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Lesions of the central nervous system often lead to

walking impairments. Primary rehabilitation aims at the improvement of the gait capacity by application of task oriented training

regimes utilizing the inherent capability of neural networks for

reorganization. However, a sufficient training intensity for enhancement of this neuroplasticity can only be achieved during

the inpatient phase, which - due to economical restrictions - is

getting shorter and shorter. In the clinical environment complex

and expensive robotic devices have been introduced to maintain

the duration and the intensity of the training, but up to now only

a few exist for continuation of an automated locomotion training

at home. Hence this project aims at the development of a compact, modular, individually adaptable motor driven orthosis for

home based gait training. In contrast to ergometer or continuous

passive motion devices the novel “MoreGait” system is capable

of generating the proprioceptive and sensory stimuli in particular

the gait-phase dependent loading of the foot soles, which have

been identified recently also in humans as key afferent inputs of

the spinal gait pattern generator. Artificial pneumatic muscles

with excellent weight-to-force ratio have been integrated as actuators for ankle joint and combined hip-knee movements. Their

inherent low stiffness efficiently supports the safety concept of

the device, which is intended to be operated by the handicapped

users completely on their own including transfers from the

wheelchair. A nonlinear observer based controller has been implemented for the knee joint and a model based feedback

controller for the ankle to compensate the highly nonlinear behavior of the mechanical system. For safety reasons a semirecumbent position of the user has been foreseen, in which a

foot loading cannot be achieved by the users' own body weight.

Therefore the Stimulative Shoe has been developed on the basis of pneumatically actuated medio-lateral bars mimicking the

physiological foot loading pattern. The users operate the device

via an intuitive user interface and receive feedback about their

training activities through a graphical representation of modelbased derived joint torques. (23 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837981

641   Developing a user interface for the iPAM stroke rehabilitation system.

Author(s):

S.Kemna (Fac. of Math. &amp; Natural Sci., Univ. of

Groningen, Groningen, Netherlands), P.R.Culmer, A.E.Jack© The Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2009



son, S.Makower, J.F.Gallagher, R.Holt, F.Cnossen, J.A.Cozens, M.C.Levesley, B.B.Bhakta.

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the Community (ICORR),

Kyoto International Conference Center, Japan Conference

Date: 23-26 June 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International

Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics: Reaching Users &amp; the

Community (ICORR) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3788-7 Page: p.879-84, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: The increasing population of older people is leading

to growing healthcare demands. Stroke is the commonest cause

of severe disability in developed countries leaving one third of

patients with long term disability. Rehabilitation is the cornerstone of recovery. Lack of rehabilitation manpower resources

can limit recovery of limb function. However, technology can

assist rehabilitation staff to deliver greater intensity of treatment.

Robotic systems such as the iPAM robot can provide semi automated arm exercises for people with complex impairments

leading to loss of functional arm movement. Feedback to the

patient about their performance, usability of the exercise “workspace” and motivating exercises are key aspects of the successful deployment of robotic systems within routine clinical

use. We describe the development of the patient interface for

the iPAM robotic system. Central to this development is user

involvement (with rehabilitation professionals and people with

stroke). Using user centred design methods which included use

of questionnaires and one to one discussions, the user interface

was changed from a simple screen showing a stick figure of the

arm to a 3D scene with simplified indicators and feedback

screens, providing feedback about performance and feedback

about the quality of the movement. Patients were positive about

the changes to the user interface, confirming that the feedback

screens were clear, useful and motivating. The user interface

can further be improved by adding more feedback about the

quality of the movement. (17 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837991

642   The use of paper-prototyping in a low-fidelity usability

study.

Author(s):

E.L.Olmsted-Hawala, J.C.Romano, E.D.Murphy

(US Census Bur., DC, USA).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Professional Communication Conference (IPCC 2009), Waikiki, HI, USA Conference

Date: 19-22 July 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International Professional Communication Conference (IPCC 2009) Publisher:

IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-4357-4 Page:

11 pp., Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: The Usability Laboratory at the US Census Bureau

participated in the redesign effort for the American FactFinder

Web site. The Web site was undergoing a major redesign in

anticipation of receiving the data from the 2010 Census and

making the data available to the public. To obtain user feedback

on the conceptual design, the team used the technique of paper

prototyping in a low-fidelity usability study. The low-fidelity study

identified user problems, and the team was able to implement

design recommendations quickly and easily. This article highlights the benefits of paper prototyping in low-fidelity usability

testing. (11 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10838026

643   Refining specifications of decorative/indicative balance

in menu design.

Author(s): N.T.Alton, A.Manning (Brigham Young Univ., Provo,

UT, USA).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Professional Communication Conference (IPCC 2009), Waikiki, HI, USA Conference

Date: 19-22 July 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International Professional Communication Conference (IPCC 2009) Publisher:
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IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-4357-4 Page:

6 pp., Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: The general notion of balance in visual design is apparent, but what is lacking is a more precise specification of how

that balance is defined in concrete terms and achieved with

specific design techniques, the exact location of the tipping

point, as it were, between effective and overused colors, forms,

and imagery. This paper will report results from an empirical

study of restaurant menu design, with findings that can be generalized to Web page and help menus. Participants agreed that

too much color and too many images overload the senses, making it almost impossible to glean any information about the food.

Participants also agreed that colorless presentations felt bland

and uninviting. Menus designs that achieved balance were

found to deploy unified decorative effects and a limited number

of indicative strategies, consistent with principles discussed by

Amare and Manning (2006, 2008). (9 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10838034

644   Effects of language fluency and graphic animation on

modality choices by adults when following online explanatory

demonstrations.

Author(s): P.Wright (Sch. of Psychol., Cardiff Univ., Cardiff,

UK), A.Soroka, S.Belt, S.Dimov, H.Petrie, D.De Roure.

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Professional Communication Conference (IPCC 2009), Waikiki, HI, USA Conference

Date: 19-22 July 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE International Professional Communication Conference (IPCC 2009) Publisher:

IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-4357-4 Page:

6 pp., Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: This study examined the combinations of audio, text,

and graphics that 96 paid adult volunteers selected when they

followed an online demonstration of setting an alarm on a virtual

cellphone on a touch-screen. The volunteers either had English

as their first language (E1st) or not (E2nd), or were adults who were

native English speakers but considered themselves poor readers (PR). The demonstration was divided into nine subgoals

through which participants proceeded at their own pace. For half

the volunteers the actions within each subgoal were animated,

and for half they were labeled on a static graphic. Task accuracy

( &gt; 90% correct) and speed were similar across fluency groups.

Most people combined modalities (E1st 63%, E2nd 69%, PR 72%),

and the less fluent readers (E2nd and PR) included voice more

often than E1st (p &lt; 0.05). E1st most often chose graphic+text,

whereas PR chose graphic+voice (listening preferred to reading), and E2nd chose graphic+text+voice (listening helped their

reading). Animation changed the pattern of modality combinations, increasing selection of graphic+voice at the expense of

graphic+text (p &lt; 0.05). These data suggest that many members

of the public will differ from designers in their modality preferences, making it desirable to incorporate modality choices into

online explanatory demonstrations. (19 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10838066

645   Monitoring heritage buildings with wireless sensor networks: the Torre Aquila deployment.

Author(s): M.Ceriotti, L.Mottola, G.P.Picco (Dip. di Ing. e Scienza dell'Inf., Univ. of Trento, Trento, Italy), A.L.Murphy, S.Guna, M.Corra, M.Pozzi, D.Zonta, P.Zanon.

Conference: 2009 8th ACM/IEEE International Conference on

Information Processing in Sensor Networks (IPSN), San Francisco, CA, USA Conference Date: 13-16 April 2009 Publication:

2009 8th ACM/IEEE International Conference on Information

Processing in Sensor Networks (IPSN) Publisher: IEEE, USA

Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-5108-1 Page: p.277-88

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Wireless sensor networks are untethered infrastructures that are easy to deploy and have limited visual impact - a
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key asset in monitoring heritage buildings of artistic interest.

This paper describes one such system deployed in Torre Aquila,

a medieval tower in Trento (Italy). Our contributions range from

the hardware to the graphical front-end. Customized hardware

deals efficiently with high-volume vibration data, and speciallydesigned sensors acquire the building's deformation. Dedicated

software services provide: i) data collection, to efficiently reconcile the diverse data rates and reliability needs of heterogeneous sensors; ii) data dissemination, to spread configuration

changes and enable remote tasking; iii) time synchronization,

with low memory demands. Unlike most deployments, built directly on the operating system, our entire software layer sits atop

our TeenyLIME middleware. Based on 4 months of operation,

we show that our system is an effective tool for assessing the

tower's stability, as it delivers data reliably (with loss ratios

&lt;0.01%) and has an estimated lifetime beyond one year. (24

refs.)

Inspec No.: 10838299

646   Research on the display mode of locomotive velocity

tracing.

Author(s):

Deng Ye (Sch. of Mech. &amp; Electr. Control Eng.,

Beijing Jlaotong Univ., Beijing, China), Fang Weining, Li Qiang,

Ding Lin, Hu Qingmei.

Conference: 2009 International Conference on Measuring

Technology and Mechatronics Automation (ICMTMA), Zhangjiajie, Hunan, China Conference Date: 11-12 April 2009 Sponsor

(s): Central South Univ. Publication: 2009 International Conference on Measuring Technology and Mechatronics Automation

(ICMTMA) Part: vol.3 Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3583-8 Page: p.563-6, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Locomotive velocity tracing interface is the very important equipment in locomotive cab. It has the great influence

on the driving operation of locomotive. At present, there are

three main display modes of velocity tracing, respectively curve

mode, dial mode and column mode. Based on the cognitive

characteristics of human being and the reliability of operation, it

was analyzed these three display modes of locomotive velocity

tracing in the paper. And there was a comparative research on

the reliability of operation about the three display modes, according to different task levels, distance intervals and people’s

experience levels. The results show that the curve mode is fluctuated slightly by the environment and with few mistakes, which

is better than the dial mode and the column mode. (7 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10835047

647   A framework for supporting business, data and user interface integration between multiple CAD and PDM systems.

Author(s): Zhang Jin, Zhou Hongqiao, Chen Zhuoning, Yan

Xiaoguang (Sch. of Mech. Sci. &amp; Eng., Huazhong Univ. of Sci.

&amp; Technol., Wuhan, China).

Conference: 2009 International Conference on Measuring

Technology and Mechatronics Automation (ICMTMA), Zhangjiajie, Hunan, China Conference Date: 11-12 April 2009 Sponsor

(s): Central South Univ. China Publication: 2009 International

Conference on Measuring Technology and Mechatronics Automation (ICMTMA) Part: vol.2 Publisher: IEEE, USA Language:

English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3583-8 Page: p.3-7, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Many multinational manufacturers have product development process in geographically dispersed locations. In this

environment, it is likely that multiple CAD software packages

and PDM systems have been deployed. Usually these systems

have been developed independently, written in different languages and run on different platforms. Accordingly, these diversities result in difficulties in integration among them due to

heterogeneous networks, applications and platforms. In this paper, we propose a framework that supports business, data, and

User Interface (UI) integration between multiple CAD and PDM

systems. In this framework, Web services technology is adopted
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to encapsulate the major functions of CAD and PDM systems

so as to implement business integration. In addition, a CAD unified interface method is introduced to help wrap multiple CAD

and facilitate product metadata exchange. Finally, a UI modeldriven approach is provided for supporting UI integration. To

validate the feasibility of the proposed framework, a prototype

has been developed based on the suggested approach. (8 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10835098

648   Integrating facial expressions into user profiling for the

improvement of a multimodal recommender system.

Author(s): I.Arapakis, Y.Moshfeghi, H.Joho, R.Ren, D.Hannah, J.M.Jose (Dept. of Comput. Sci., Univ. of Glasgow, Glasgow, UK).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia

and Expo (ICME), New York, NY, USA Conference Date: 28

June-3 July 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Publication: Proceedings

2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo

(ICME) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-4290-4 Page: p.1440-3, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Over the years, recommender systems have been

systematically applied in both industry and academia to assist

users in dealing with information overload. One of the factors

that determine the performance of a recommender system is

user feedback, which has been traditionally communicated

through the application of explicit and implicit feedback techniques. In this paper, we propose a novel video search interface

that predicts the topical relevance of a video by analysing affective aspects of user behaviour. We, furthermore, present a

method for incorporating such affective features into user profiling, to facilitate the generation of meaningful recommendations,

of unseen videos. Our experiment shows that multimodal interaction feature is a promising way to improve the performance of

recommendation. (21 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10836795

649   Enabling accessible interfaces to digital library content.

Author(s): S.T.Ahmed, K.S.Candan, S.Cidambaram, S.Gaur,

Jong Wook Kim, Mijung Kim, H.Sundaram, Xinxin Wang, Renwei Yu (Dept. of Comput. Sci. &amp; Eng., Arizona State Univ.,

Tempe, AZ, USA).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia

and Expo (ICME), New York, NY, USA Conference Date: 28

June-3 July 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Publication: Proceedings

2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo

(ICME) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-4290-4 Page: p.1841-2, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Most of the Web interfaces are primarily designed for

people with sight, with visually rich features that makes effective

use of the tools to enhance visual usability but in process making

it impossible for users who are blind or visually impaired to use

them. In this work, our goal is to improve participation to NSF's

National Science Digital Library (NSDL) by teachers, librarians,

and learners who are blind. The middleware for accessible information spaces on NSDL (MAISON) is enhancing the accessibility of NSDL, its internal and external resources and existing

services (such as strand maps of educational benchmarks). Relying on cutting-edge, context-aware graph segmentation, filtering and summarization, and concept propagation techniques,

the middleware provides information space adaptation, reduction, and preview services through open Web-based service

APIs to enable implementation of informative navigation interfaces that are able to reduce the complexity of the information

space and provide previews to prevent user disorientation. (3

refs.)

Inspec No.: 10836906

650   High school physics pathway: teachers helping teachers

through synthetic interviews.

Author(s): M.G.Christel, S.M.Stevens (Carnegie Mellon Univ.,

Pittsburgh, PA, USA), Huan Li, D.A.Zollman, B.W.Adrian.
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Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia

and Expo (ICME), New York, NY, USA Conference Date: 28

June-3 July 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Publication: Proceedings

2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo

(ICME) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-4290-4 Page: p.954-7, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: This paper highlights the iterative development of a

dynamic web environment for exploring physics pedagogy: the

Physics Teaching Web Advisory, Pathway. The formative evaluation of the system, with high school physics teachers as

users, uncovered a number of shortcomings in the synthetic interview presentation of expert teachers offering advice and

instructional strategies. The problems and their solutions are

discussed, with implications for the design of multimedia conversational interfaces for teachers helping teachers. The paper

presents strategies for dealing with video assets to help teachers find relevant material quickly in addressing the pedagogy

and full range of content taught in high school physics, while

also promoting additional investigation and exploration of the

synthetic interviews. (5 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837143

651   Magic stick: a tangible interface for the edutainment of

young children.

Author(s): A.Karime, M.A.Hossain, W.Gueaieb, A.El Saddik

(Multimedia Commun. Res. Lab. (MCRLab), Univ. of Ottawa,

Ottawa, ON, Canada).

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia

and Expo (ICME), New York, NY, USA Conference Date: 28

June-3 July 2009 Sponsor(s): IEEE Publication: Proceedings

2009 IEEE International Conference on Multimedia and Expo

(ICME) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN:

978-1-4244-4290-4 Page: p.1338-41, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Recently, there has been a high demand for developing tools that promote education through learning. We introduce our edutainment tool called Magic Stick that helps children

learn about new objects by providing their names associated by

visual representations regarding these objects. Children's parents or teachers can pick the entities they would like their

children to learn about by simply attaching RFID tags to these

entities. Afterwards, they can customize the type of information

and visualizations related to these entities through the use of a

friendly GUI designed for this purpose. In our study with young

children, we found that the Magic Stick created an entertaining

atmosphere among children and greatly engaged them in learning. (11 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837239

652   A measurement system based on virtual instrumentation

for field dynamic balancing of rotors.

Author(s): Shulin Chen, Xiaopeng Xie, Peitian Cong (Sch. of

Mech. &amp; Automotive Eng., South China Univ. of Technol.,

Guangzhou, China).

Conference: 2009 International Conference on Information and

Automation (ICIA), Zhuhai, Macau, China Conference Date:

22-25 June 2009 Publication: 2009 International Conference on

Information and Automation (ICIA) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-1-4244-3607-1 Page: p.768-72, Full

text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: A network system for measuring the vibration caused

by unbalance in the rotor is designed based on virtual instrumentation. A novel method which integrated the influence coefficient method (ICM) and mode-balancing method (MBM) is

presented, which is used for field balancing of both the rigid and

flexible rotors. Adopting a modular design concept, we developed a field dynamic balancing instrument consisting of both

hardware and software components. The modules include

switched-capacitor tracking filter, differential amplifier, multiple
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frequency phase-locked circuit and data transmission and are

designed in a hardware system. The procedures in the software

system are composed of spectrum analysis, dynamic balancing

calibration, dynamic balancing test, video device driver and network transmission. Experimental results illustrate the hardware

circuit can effectively reduce the error caused by white noise

and temperature change. The software system responds rapidly

with an excellent human-computer interaction interface. The

percent of removed unbalance amount of one correction can

reach 90% and the dynamic range can be as much as 90 dB.

(10 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10837618

653   Extending BPMN with submit/response-style user interaction modeling.

Author(s): D.Auer, V.Geist (Software Competence Center Hagenberg, Hagenberg, Austria), D.Draheim.

Editor(s): B.Hofreiter, H.Werthner

Conference: 2009 IEEE Conference on Commerce and Enterprise Computing, Vienna, Austria Conference Date: 20-23 July

2009 Sponsor(s): Vienna Univ. Technol. Publication: 2009 IEEE

Conference on Commerce and Enterprise Computing Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3755-9

Page: p.368-74, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Developing process-oriented enterprise systems not

only asks for Business Process Management (BPM) but also for

an appropriate user interface and data model. Current BPM and

workflow technologies are neither integrated with user dialogs

nor offer an appropriate data model. This paper describes a

novel integrated framework for modeling process-oriented systems called Processes with User Interfaces and Data Modeling

Integration (PUDI), which offers a solution to these shortcomings. For the projects described in this paper, we used the

Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) for the processes,

extensions to BPMN for submit/response-style user interaction,

which is characteristic of form-based applications ranging from

small Web applications to large ERP systems, and the Unified

Modeling Language (UML) for the data model which defines

both, the information and the message model. The paper discusses related work and describes real-world application scenarios which motivated our research on the proposed framework and illustrates its practical benefits. (29 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10839153

654   Design control system of telescope force actuators

based on Linux.

Author(s): Shuai Xiaoying, Zhang Zhenchao, Wang You, Ni

Jijun (Nat. Astron. Obs./Nanjing, Chinese Acad. of Sci., Nanjing,

China).

Editor(s): R.Qiu, Hui Zhao

Conference: 2009 WASE International Conference on Information Engineering (ICIE), Taiyuan, Chanxi, China Conference

Date: 10-11 July 2009 Sponsor(s): World Assoc. Sci. Eng. Publication: 2009 WASE International Conference on Information

Engineering (ICIE) Part: vol.1 Publisher: IEEE, USA Language:

English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3679-8 Page: p.395-8, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: By analyzing the characteristics of large telescope

and the function structure of telescope actuator control system,

distributed Ethernet force actuators control system is applied.

To improve the performance of stability and real-time, developed software of force actuators control system in real-time

Linux, a hiberarchy schedule scheme based on RTAI is presented. Adopt QT designer to design the user interface of control system in master computer. Master computer and controllers intercommunicate asynchronously no-block via QServerSocket, QSocket and DSocket, design communicate frame

format. In order to communicate among processes, SLOT and

SIGNAL are adopted. Finally depicted the main algorithm of data received in main controller. (9 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10839299
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655   Systems biology platform for mechanism clarification of

TCM.

Author(s): Yun Wang, JinLing Hao, YanJiang Qiao (Sch. of

Chinese Pharmacy, Beijing Univ. of Chinese Med., Beijing, China).

Conference: 2009 WRI Global Congress on Intelligent Systems

(GCIS), Xiamen, China Conference Date: 19-21 May 2009 Publication: 2009 WRI Global Congress on Intelligent Systems

(GCIS) Part: vol.3 Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English

ISBN: 978-0-7695-3571-5 Page: p.385-9, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: According to the mechanism clarification problem of

traditional Chinese medicine (TCM), a systems biology platform

was constructed using the related achievements as the basis,

entity grammar systems as the framework and database construction, data mining, qualitative reasoning as the kernel techniques. This platform is composed of TCM active components

database, TCM prescription database, drug targets database,

biological molecular interaction network database, reasoning

engine and user interface. After the TCM prescription is selected, the mechanism model can be generated automatically by

the platform, which can be used to further study of TCM. This

work will contribute to the modernization of Chinese medicine.

(9 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10838811

656   A B/S structure-based T-MPLS network management

system.

Author(s): Zhang Yong-jun, Cao Chang, Jia Wu, Chen Rui,

Huang Shan-guo, Zhang Jie, Gu Wan-yi (Key Lab. of Opt. Commun. &amp; Light wave Technol., BUPT, Beijing, China).

Conference: 2009 WRI Global Congress on Intelligent Systems

(GCIS), Xiamen, China Conference Date: 19-21 May 2009 Publication: 2009 WRI Global Congress on Intelligent Systems

(GCIS) Part: vol.3 Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English

ISBN: 978-0-7695-3571-5 Page: p.305-9, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: The technology of T-MPLS will be widely used in the

next generation packet transport network, and some advanced

network management methods should be employed in it. To

meet this requirement, we introduce a novel network management model based on B/S structure. This implement method

integrates Servlet/JSP technologies on the basis of SNMPv3

protocol, fully demonstrating the method's distribution and

cross-platform performance. Finally, a simulation result is given

to evaluate this system’s performance. (10 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10838836

657   A virtual smart tongue for multifrequency large amplitude

pulse voltammetry.

Author(s): Shao-Ping Deng, Shi-Yi Tian, Hai-Jun Zhong (Food

Sensory Sci. Lab., Zhejiang Gongshang Univ., Hangzhou, China).

Conference: 2009 WRI Global Congress on Intelligent Systems

(GCIS), Xiamen, China Conference Date: 19-21 May 2009 Publication: 2009 WRI Global Congress on Intelligent Systems

(GCIS) Part: vol.3 Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English

ISBN: 978-0-7695-3571-5 Page: p.8-13, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: The design and application of a virtual smart tongue

suitable for multifrequency large amplitude pulse voltammetry

(MLAPV) was presented. The instrument consisted of a particular electrochemical sensor array; a self-assembled signal conditioning unit; a data acquisition card (DAQ card), and a

personal compute (PC) with LabVIEW programming. A graphical user interface was developed to control, convert the sensor

current to a digital value and send it to PC. Then the principal

component analysis unit was used for processing data. Seven

different Masterkong tea beverages were analyzed to evaluate

the performance of system. The result shows that the proposed
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equipment has good discrimination ability for tea beverages. It

also proves that the design of smart tongue based on virtual

instrument technology is feasible. (20 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10838891

658   An adaptive personalized GIS solution.

Author(s): Yingjie Wang, Hongyan Deng, Jing Cui, Zhuoyuan

Yu, Ling Liu (Inst. of Geographic Sci. &amp; Natural Resources Res.,

Chinese Acad. of Sci., Beijing, China).

Conference: 2009 WRI Global Congress on Intelligent Systems

(GCIS 2009), Xiamen, China Conference Date: 19-21 May

2009 Publication: 2009 WRI Global Congress on Intelligent Systems (GCIS 2009) Part: vol.2 Publisher: IEEE, USA Language:

English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3571-5 Page: p.518-22, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Since customizing functional components cannot achieve real personalization in GIS software, an adaptive solution

for GIS personalization is proposed. The solution is mainly constituted by user model, database processing model, spatial

database, map design, user interface, software evaluation and

process control. Software characteristics and key issues to be

solved of this personalized GIS solution are also concerned. (13

refs.)

Inspec No.: 10838942

659   READ: remote analog ASIC design system.

Author(s): D.G.Zutin (Electr. Eng. Dept., State Univ. of Sao

Paulo, Bauru, Brazil), M.E.Auer.

Journal: Int. J. Online Eng. (Austria), vol.2, no.4 Spec. Iss, 4 pp.

(2009) Publisher: International Association of Online Engineering, Austria Language: English ISSN: 1861-2121, Journal Website

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: The scope of this work is to present a solution to implement a remote electronic laboratory for testing and designing

analog ASICs (ispPACIO). The application allows users to create circuit schematics, upload the design to the device and

perform measurements. The software used for designing circuits is the PAC-Designer and it runs on a Citrix server. The

signals are generated and the responses are acquired by a data

acquisition board controlled by LabView. The virtual instruments

interact with some ActiveX controls specially designed to look

like real oscilloscope and function generator devices and represent the user interface of the lab. These ActiveX give users

the control over the LabView Vis and the access to its facilities

in order to perform electronic exercises. (7 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10832719

660   Online interactive quality procedures.

Author(s):

G.A.Pugh (Mech. &amp; Ind. Eng. Technol., Indiana

Univ. Purdue Univ. Fort Wayne, Fort Wayne, IN, USA).

Journal: Int. J. Online Eng. (Austria), vol.3, no.1, 2 pp. (2009)

Publisher: International Association of Online Engineering, Austria Language: English ISSN: 1861-2121, Journal Website

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: Corporations often seek to centralize quality control

standards and records over several locations. This paper describes an interactive web site for acceptance sampling, a common quality procedure. (6 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10832727

661   TeleLab: a remote monitoring and control system.

Author(s): A.Gupta, A.Taneja, A.Kushwah, V.B.Vats (Netaji

Subhas Inst. of Technol., Delhi Univ., Delhi, India).

Journal: Int. J. Online Eng. (Austria), vol.3, no.1, 4 pp. (2009)

Publisher: International Association of Online Engineering, Austria Language: English ISSN: 1861-2121, Journal Website

Document type: Journal article
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Abstract: Presented herein is a remote monitoring and control

system which provides the user (client) with graphical output of

the acquired experimental data. The experiment is based on

MATLAB, Atmel AVR (namely the mega8). Instead of using different tools, the project focuses at using just one so as to make

it simple for the user to understand and debug if necessary. A

tool such as MATLAB, being simple yet efficient, provides the

greatest flexibility. At present the setup performs the very basic

operation of collecting the terminal voltages and plotting them

on a graph drawn with time although further modifications and

improvements are underway. (13 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10832729

662   Implementation of a visual modeling tool for defining instance aspect in workflow.

Author(s): Jianxun Liu, Zefeng Zhu, Yiping Wen (Key Lab. of

Knowledge Process. &amp; Networked Manuf., Hunan Univ. of Sci.

&amp; Technol., Xiangtan, China), Jinjun Chen.

Editor(s): Xiaofei Liao, Hai Jin, Ran Zheng, Deqing Zou

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Symposium on Parallel

and Distributed Processing with Applications (ISPA), Chengdu,

China Conference Date: 9-12 Aug. 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE

International Symposium on Parallel and Distributed Processing

with Applications (ISPA) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3747-4 Page: p.647-52, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: The instance-aspect oriented workflow management

system is to vertically combine multiple workflow activity instances and submit them for execution as a whole according to some

batch or combination logics. It is inspired by the idea of aspectoriented programming methodology and aims at improving the

execution efficiency of business processes. Traditional workflow systems do not support workflow model with instance aspects. In our previous work, we have studied workflow instance

modeling technology. This paper makes a research on the principles, methods and implementation of a workflow visual GUI

tool for modeling instance aspects in workflow. It is based on an

open source GUI tool, together workflow editor, and makes

some expansion in instance aspect functionality. (22 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10834575

663   A parallel gibbs sampling algorithm for motif finding on

GPU.

Author(s): Linbin Yu, Yun Xu (Dept. of Comput. Sci., Univ. of

Sci. &amp; Technol. of China, Hefei, China).

Editor(s): Xiaofei Liao, Hai Jin, Ran Zheng, Deqing Zou

Conference: 2009 IEEE International Symposium on Parallel

and Distributed Processing with Applications (ISPA), Chengdu,

China Conference Date: 9-12 Aug. 2009 Publication: 2009 IEEE

International Symposium on Parallel and Distributed Processing

with Applications (ISPA) Publisher: IEEE, USA Language: English ISBN: 978-0-7695-3747-4 Page: p.555-8, Full text

Document type: Conference paper

Abstract: Motif is overrepresented pattern in biological sequence and motif finding is an important problem in bioinformatics. Due to high computational complexity of motif finding,

more and more computational capabilities are required as the

rapid growth of available biological data, such as gene transcription data. Among many motif finding algorithms, Gibbs

sampling is an effective method for long motif finding. In this

paper we present an improved Gibbs sampling method on

graphics processing units (GPU) to accelerate motif finding. Experimental data support that, compared to traditional programs

on CPU, our program running on GPU provides an effective and

low cost solution for motif finding problem, especially for long

motif finding. (17 refs.)
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Journal of Electron Devices, China Language: Chinese ISSN:

1005-9490

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: The startup speed of GPS navigation device is slow

due to the drawbacks of FAT file system. A method of accelerating the startup speed is introduced according to deep analysis

of Nand Flash driver, FAT file system and navigation data. The

method is composed of two phases: translating map file into binary format file in the first phase; downloading the binary file

through EBOOT in the second phase. The method has been

already used in navigation device presently, and can accelerate

the startup speed evidently. (8 refs.)
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665   Quality of service in e-government underlines the role of

information usability.
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(2008) Publisher: Inderscience Enterprises Ltd., Switzerland

Language: English ISSN: 1751-0457, Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: Digital services can be thought as Internet based applications that fulfil users' needs and their quality represents a

basic element during the delivery process. In such a context,
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usability is one the main quality parameters and it refers to the

ease of benefiting from the functionalities and the information

the service provides. We propose a list of quality parameters

and a formal model suitable for the quality assessment of digital

services. In order to examine the effectiveness of our model, we

report the results of an experimentation that we carried out to

study the quality of a digital e-government service. (47 refs.)

Inspec No.: 10829923

666   StudTest - a platform supporting complex and interactive

knowledge assessment.
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Croatia).

Journal: Int. J. Emerg. Technol. Learn. (Austria), vol.3, Spec.

Iss., p.33-9 (2008) Publisher: International Association of Online

Engineering, Austria Language: English ISSN: 1863-0383,

Journal Website , Full text

Document type: Journal article

Abstract: This paper describes the model and prototype implementation of a knowledge assessment framework based on

problem management components. In order to support student

testing with complex problem types and enable usage of rich

graphical user interfaces for solution entry, we have developed

an e-examination model in which the core concept is a component that can generate complex questions and evaluate students' solutions with additional explanation generation, which

we named prlet. The respective system implementation is described, which can operate under heavy loads. (17 refs.)
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